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MAISE~STATE
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every Thursday Morning at
year, if paid In advance at $2.00 a year.
»
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Rates of Advertising: One inch of space, the
length of column, constitutes a "square."
$1.60 per square, daily first week; 76 cenji pei
week alter ; three insertions or less, J 1.00; continuaï ever) other day after tiret week, 60 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 76 cents;
one week, $1.00: 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one-third additional.
Under head of "Amusements" and "Auction
Sales," $2.00 per square per week; three insertion? or less, $1.50.
Advertisements inserted in the "Maine State
Press" (which has a large circulation in every part
»f the State), for $1.00 per square for first insertion,
and 60 cents per square for each subsequent Insertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND

Ο F

PORTLAND

Frank

Curtis

STRAWBERRIES,
TOMATOES,

PEARS,
goods

above

THEATRE.

Friday, Saturday, and Saturday Matiuee
at 2.30, Oct. 22d and 23rd.

a

Popular prices.

SOUND.

MAPLE

Sale of

ITALIAN

AROOSTOOK

HALL

WEDNESDAY EVENING,

NOV.

new

Ticket Bale at Stockbridge's Thursday mon ing,
at 9 o'clock, Oct. 21st. Tickets, 60c, 7oc, $1.00.
ocl9

dlw

EDUCATIONAL

oclO

—ENGINEERS

HEATING and

OF—

VENTILATION,

NOS. 17 Λε 19 UNION STREET.

Many

Boots.

Many Styles
FOR

EVERYBODY.
WANTED

143 Pearl Street.
dtf

DIFFICULT AWD TROUBLESOME

all widths and sizes.

dtf

Boys' Congress

Boys'

Ijadies9
Top, Button,
over Vamp.
Cloth

Men's Slippers in all Leading

DRAWING, PAINTIN3, DECORATING CHINA,
STUDIO, 643 CONGRESS ST.
(Near Head of Park Street.)

Vamp,

Box

·

Toe, Quarter

Ladies'

x's

WESTON,

Low

Kid, Button, Low Vamp,
Vamp, AA, A, (S and C.

French

Newark, Jersey Goods in all the Leading Styles.
Men's French Calf Balmorals, AA. A, Β and C.
Men's French Calf, Congress, Single Sole. Bevel
Men's Congress B< ots
Fdge, AA, A, BandC.
with French TVlott. Kid Top.
London Tie, Single
Bevel
A
A
and
B.
Sole,
Edge, A,

ter over

Box

Quar-

Toe,

Misses' and Children's
School

Boots,

11

qualified

s
city are hereby
respective Ward Booms on

TUESDAY, the second day of November
next, at ten o'clock in the forenoon,

Oil Goat, Side Lace, AA, A, Β and C.

Men's
Dancing Pumps.
Styles.

THE—

Warrants from the Mayor and
Aldermen of the City of Portland, the duly
PUHSUANTto
electo
of said
notified to

meet in their

Ladies'
Boots.

—OF

CITY oft' PORTLAND.

Ladies'

Calf Balmorals.
Button Boots.

ELECTORS

THE

FEET.

Oil Goat, Button, in all the Leading Styles, AA,
A, B, C and D.

Will receive Pupils at

Street.

TO

French Calf Button Boots. Youths' Calf Balmorals.
Youths' Grain Balmorals.
Youths* Kid

Boots,

are prepared to
manner and at short

STATE OF MAINE.

Youths'
BROWN.

German,

furnish and set up in the best
notice all kinds of appliances
for Heating by Nleani or Hot Water.
We have some special ties to which we would ask
the attention of all interested. The Dunning
Magazine Boiler for steam, and the Hitching*»' Magazine Boiler for hot water, are introduced by us this year and commend themselves
to all who understand the needs of our winter climate. Combination heating, or t>ot water in connection with hot air heating, which has proved so successful in this State during the pa*t five 3 ears, will
still receive our careful attention. All work of this
kind gua anteed to give perfect satis'action.
Wo are especially prepared to undertake all kinds
of Sanitary work and wou d be glad to famish
estimates free to all who may dosire our services,
oclo
d3m
We

COLCOM),

Teacher of

Steam, Gas, Water Pipe Fixtures, &c.

widths and sizes.

then and there to give in their Votes for Elecors of
President and Vice President of the United States.
until four o'clock in the afternoon, when they shall
be closed.
The Aldermen of said city will be in
open session
at the Aldermen's Kooin, in City Building, from
nine to twelve 'clock in the foreno n, and from
two t > fiv o'clock in the afternoon on each of the
four secu'ar da s next preceding such day of election, for the purpo-e of rec iving evidence of the
qualiticati· η of voters whose names have not been
entered on the lists of qualified vo ers, in and for the
several Wards, and f« r correcting said Jists.
Per Order
H.I. IIP BIN SON, City Clerk.
oct20dtd

dim

Απ I

IΠΙΟ mUv I lUIti

Mr. H. G. Hewes. baying had many years experience in teaching according to the best methods, is
prepared to receive pupils in the different black and
while processes, oil and water color painting, perspective &c.

emish mm.
THE
SHOE
DEALER.
BROWN,
perfect

Weight Soft Merino
in shape and will
Sock,
wear well—is what we are selling
at 58 cts. pair or $6 per dozen.
A Medium

Sign
w

octlB

of the Gold

421

Boot,
»

Congress Street. eodtf
«

Terms "·> cents to $1 pet lesson.

Congrrw W.. Boom I,
Reception days the first Saturday in every month
from V. till 5 p. m.
sepl3IhS&Ttf
RTCDIO. JO? 1-i

PORTLAND

ACADEMY,

In Motley Bloclt.
Fall Term begins Aug. 30tb, 1880. Pupils
sexes received at any time during the
Special attention given to fitting pupils tor
the High School. Private pupils received as usual.
For Further particulars apply to the Principal,

Winter

of both
THD
term.

Damaged Hosiery

—

Overcoats

—

BY THE

SKETCHING FROM SATURE.
Mr. Charles L. Fox, having made a special study
of teaching according to the m-thods employed by
the best art academies, is prepared to give this winter a course ο thorough instruction, Doth for beginner* and those more advanced, in black and
white drawing, in perspective and in color.

Styles

Terms: 75cts. a Lesson, in Charcoal
and Crayon ; $1.00, in Oil.
NTFDIO, 41 GRAY

-

-

Quality
please the

-

-

-

We are confident that our prices on Friuges, Passementeries, Buttons, Ornaments, Laces, Ribbons,
hat our asVelvets and Satins are reasonable.
sortment is large and qualities the very beat that
can be obtained.
Comparison earnestly solicited.

Prices

-

—

Wholesale prices to parties buy-

inv

hv tliKnv

Owen, Moore & Co.

atf

octe

Garments.
Garments.
Blankets.
ladies' Gents', misses' an«l Children's Underwear l'or Winter.
DltY
AND FANCY
All otlu-i
GOODS
cheaper than can be
in
elsewhere
New Engbought
land.

C. A. LEIGHTON & CO.,
(Successors

If you

Society.

Anuual Meeting of the Widow's Wood Society, for the choice of Oflicers, and the transaction of such other business as may legally come before them will be held at the office oi the Society,
Citv Building, WEDNESDAY EVENING, Oct. 27,
at *Vz o'clock.
octl2d2w
S. H. COLESWOKTHY, Sec'y.

BIG

us

and health demands

garments.

looking

arc

THE

for

Lamson
OR CHILDREN'S Artist Photographer,

IN

MEN'S BOYS'

—

Opposite

C.D.B.

FISK&CO.,

Tlie
UNDER PREBLE
oct!2

Up
sep21

dtf

OPENING

I RISE TO SAY
Garfield is

that, no matter whether Hancock
elected, there never was a time in the history of the world when such BARGAINS
were offered as now.
or

DEANE BROS. & SANBORN'S

WHAT DOYOU THINK
—

OF

Boys' Box Too Kip Boots,
These

Goods

are sure

to

Furniture

$1,75?

(all Solid, Double Soles.)

$1.25?

NOS.

183

Street,

Ey Near the Poet Office.

BARBELS

Liquoi
freshly emptied
Barrels for Cider, received tliif
day, for s» e by
K. STANLEY & SON,
19* I^»re Street.
<·«
100

oc22

DEANE BROS. & SANBORN.

DRV PISE,

DECK PLAN Κ «

far Timber and Plow Bean.», Treenail»,

Trpin" an!iBo,
ber,

AlTrtnl Ί,α'Γ'
Board., Hhiollle„ 4c.

B. C. JORDAN,
002

Alfred,

ot

;

Maine.
tf

!

1

JUU

FINE ART STORE

Ho,d F,u,,

Teb»«e·

p. J. Eatok, Esq.
ing the Hold East Tob accofor three months,

Fred

Fine Picture

«iven tUet0 °"Γ cuet0merB
LSTABKOOK & EATON,
Nos. 222 and 224 Washington
st., Boston.

au

Art

Pottery, &c.

Artists'
Materials.
oclO

dlw

tare îor tne Dead.

long period

respectfully

years,

invite the attention of the public to the recent enargment and improvement of their warerooms at

No.
where

138

may

Exchange Street,

be found

Coffins, Caskets, &c.,

a

splendid

assortment

of

approved styles
manufacture, which
will be furnished promptly at the lowest prices.
of the most

workmanship of their

METALLIC

own

CASKETS

of improved patterns, both as to preservation properties and elegance of form and richness of finish
constantly 011 hand.
Orders promptly and faithfully attended to day
and night.

{^Beeidcuces 162 or 186 Pearl Street.
Carriages, Glass or Draped Hearses, or white
Hear-e for Children, Burial Lots and Graves Furnished. In shoit, everything in the undertaking line
ocl9eod3m

charges.

B. F. WHITNEY & CO. have moved to
store No. 222 Middle St, aud 53 Union
St., under Falmouth Hotel, where we
shall continue the Boot and Shoe Leather and
Findiug business; also the manufacture of Ladies' aud Geut's flue Boots
nnd Shoes to measure in all its branches,
ami hope by strict atteution to business
to merit a liberal share of your patrouΒ. F. WHITNEY,
ille.
WM. 0. FOX.

OVERCOATINGS
—AND—

CH1DB0VKIÛ KENDALL,
opening an
Extensive Slock
are now

of

1m*

Exchange,

Exchange St., Portland, Me.
jFine

Job

Orders by mail

or

Printing η Specialty.
promptly attended

in person

Particular attention paid
Pamphlet Printing.

sep27

—

ΛΟ
d2mo

Wm. Hennessy & Co.,
[llauufacturcrs of FISE SINGLE
DOUBLE, BUGGV, EXPRESS
and TEAR! HARNESSES, HACK,
and
TEAM
STAGE
BUGGY,
WOOL. COLLARS.
Our Aim is to give the best ol'
We also
work at fair prices.
have a good stock of RIDING
SADDLES and low priced HARNESSES at prices us low as any.

or

Between Free and CongreMs Street*·.

113

CENTER· ST.
TTStnovl

eeptll

GAS
J.

to.

and

TiiTbStf

AND

SUITINGS.

Free
to BmIi

OHIO.

Chester A. Arthur,
OF

FOU

NE VV

FIXTURES^
KINSMAN,
Street,

Kilborn's
P8

opposite

Carpet

Store.

the

canvass

is tbe fol-

The weekly wages of tailors in Europe is >4
«7.
The weekly wages of shoemakers in Europe
is S3 to 37.ÔO.
The weekly wages of carpenters in Europe
is Î55 to 558.50.
The weekly wages of cabinetmakers in Europe is 55 to $9.
The weekly wages of porters iu Europe is ·?;!
to $5.

YORK.

riU5SlI>ENTIAL

employed in

to

ELECTORS.

For Electors at

Large.
JOSEPH S. WHEELWRIGHT, of Bangor.
1KA H. FOSS, of Saco.
First District—ELISHA H. JEWETT.
Second District—OTIS HAYFURD.
Third District—EDWIN FLYE.
Fourth District-hEWlS B. JOHNSON.
Fifth District—SEWARD B. HUME.

The Argus is as innocent as Hancock
and wants to know what the tariff question
is, anyhow. It is the question between the
Democratic and the Republican doctrine.
in their natioua'
platform in favor of a tariff for revenue only. The Republicans in their platform de"

The Business View of a Change.
Did space permit the remarkable article
in the Nortli American Keview from which
conious excerpts are printed in this issue of
the Pkess, would be republished in its entirety in these columns. The gravity of
the subject with which it deals, the great
interests concerned in the discussion to
which it is so valuable a contribution, its
«eighty and logical reasoning, sobriety of
statement and moderation of tone, and the
names of the experienced business men who
are its authors and sponsors, all combine to
give it weight, and to attract to it the most
attentive consideration. It is an authoritative exi osition of the political situation
from a business point of view, a frank statement of the dangers to which the commerce
and industries and finances of the country

The Democrats declared

would be

subjected by thai abrupt and
sweeping change in administration and economic policy which must follow a Democrat-

of Ohio are following the example of the
Hou. R. J. Fanning, the defeated candidate
for Clerk of the Supreme Court, at the re-

ic restoratio >.

cent

The entire article in the North American
o-ight to be in the hands of every voter
who sincerely desires to promote the welfare of the country, and who iswillingtogive
intelltoe t and candid study to the questions
in discussion, and to defend righteous interests that are seriously imperilled. If the
extracts which wt make from it—extracts
which give a taste of its quality, indicate its
reasoning and summarize its conclusions—
lead to a reading of the article our purpose
will be accomplished. The considerations
it presents are of great and immediate conto all men

engaged in the expenditure
capital, to the capitalist
and the laboring man, to the employers and
the
As the paper says we
employed.
have entered upon a period of hopeful activity in commerce and industry. Trade multiplies; manufactures start forward with
vigor; labor rejoices in fair wages and full
employment. Yet we have but just emerged
from a long period of disaster, in which the
resources of all were greatly strained and
the reserves of capital greatly exhausted. A
year or t«o of rebuilding, restoration, and
large outlays for the adjustment of business
to new needs, became necessary after long
prostration. There has not been time as yet,
for business and industry in their various
branches to get fully into condition for
profitable work; much less has there been
accumulation of

or

time for the accumulation of new reserves.
Business interests are not prepared to bear
another period of strain and disaster. They
have just begun to thrive. A reaction now,
like a relapse from a fever, would be more
dangerous than the original disorder. In
*839, after one year of partial recovery from
he comparatively brief prostration of 1837
the country suffered such a relapse, and the
terrible consequences will not be forgotten.
The business of tliis country is not in the
condition to endure the enormous strain,
the grave anxiety, and the prolonged uncertainty of a complete change of financial
policy.

The Protective Tariff Agitation
The movement for a tariff meeting iu
Gardiner, as set forth iu our telegraphic columns, springs from the business men of that
thriving city on the Kennebec. Undoubtedly similar meetings will be called in different parts of the State.

The

movement "is

the farmers as well as
the manufacturers.
No class of men in
Maine would feel the prosti : ing effects of
a British free trade policy nwe disastrously
than the farmers. There is a wide-spread

awakening
length and

on

on

subject throughout

the

the

Let the
business men in every town take the lead.
It is not a partisan movement. It is the instinct of self-preservation among the people
that prompts it.
The New York Commercial Bulletin,

a

paper whose sympathies are with the doc.trines of free trade, has lost all patience

with the Democratic party,
its

shuffling

rrnrH

trv

and

tho '"arifF

and condemns

contemptible
i

νΐιΤΛΡΛίιβ

course in reqniniifod

ond

language. It says the Democracy have turned
"their backs on their prii.ciples by pretending that they have not made free trade an
in the election. Such a shameless
recreancy to party principles has never been
exhibited in the whole history of our political contests. It is ot merely that a Senator deemed worthy of nomination for the
Tresidency has spoken mi cing words to
propitate protectionists, nor that promi cnt
party organs and party leaders have shirked
the issue and slunk away from their standard, but their candidate for the Presidency
has belied his party's platform and its immemorial policy by declaring, in response to
a local clamor, that he virtually favors protection as much as the rival candidate. A
party whose spokesmen can thus adjure its
fundamental principles, in the face of a
contest that boldly challenges those principles, has sunk to the last stage of demoralization and declared itself unfit to be intrusted with the representation of any great
issue in national politics.
It is the last
overt act needed to demonstrate how utterly that party has lost respect for its most
cherished traditions and how imperative
the necessity is that public opinion should
be represented by a reconstruction of

parties."
Fobgeby and slander
arc

are

the weapons

party uses in this campaign.
admirably suited to its hands.

the Democratic

The tools

clared that "the duties levied for

the purpose of revenue should so discriminate as to
favor American labor." That is the issue,
the Democrats themselves. They
Republican platform and deliberately antagonized it. We hold them to the
issue they have themselves advanced.
made

Uy

read the

Til ε choice is between a tariff for protection and a tariff for revenue. The mechanic
and the farmer can vote a dollar into their
pockets or a dollar out, vote to clothe, and
house and feed themselves or vote to revive
at the expense of American labor, the lan-

guishing

industries of

Europe.

A large number of

leading

Democrats

election, and declaring for Garfield and
Arthur.

Columbus, Ohio, State Journal: ''Tariff,
tariff!" said General Hancock, drawing his
corset string a little tighter, 'seems to me
they had it in the 2d Corps once, but the
surgeons soon eradicated it. It was a mer#
local affair, and did not spread."
Do not rest your hopes upon the work of
committees and the encouraging rep< rts of
newspapers. Let each Republieau do his

If committees

best.

are

thought

to

be nec-

essary, let the Republican party of Maine go
into a committee of the whole.
The Democratic party is fighting like a
cornered rat. It is an ugly thing to encounter, and the flare of a torchlight in its eyes
doesn't daze it a bit. Good hard blows are
♦tin λπΙιτ Înflnnnnoc η·1ι!η1ι offo/it !f

The tariff question is one which affects
man's material welfare. Whoever
thinks of voting for Hancock should tcaem·
ber that he may be votl· g himself out of
every

employment.
We expect to carry New York, New Jersey and Connecticut. But we must take no
chances this year. The risks are too great,
the interests at stake are too serious. Let
us carry Maine also.
Speeches and torch-light processions

are

very good in their way, but they don't carry
elections. It takes votes to do that. Votes
are

what we are after.

The Indiana Republicans

are

hard at

again, and Judge Porter is now on the
stump, speaking every night. Indiana sets
an example to all tho rest of the country.
work

The Republican who fails to appear at
the polls on the second of November is a
recreant to

duty.

Now is the time to doff the dress coat and
don the fatigue jacket. We go into this

fight

to w in.

THE DANGERS OF Δ CHANGE.

Opinions of Leading New York
Financiers.
DEMOCRATIC SUCCESS IN THE PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION A MENACE TO
THE CREDIT OF THE

COUNTRY AND
OF

ITS

INDUS-

TRIES-GEN. HANCOCK

AN

INFLA-

THE

PROSPERITY

TIONIST—THE HONOR OF THE COUNTRY AT STAKE.

breadth of the State.

issue

Overcoatings
—

Bromby.

Printers'

JylO

Frames,

Paintings, Engravings,

Fall

Book, Card, and Joli Printer,

ana

£vetou

—

593 CONGRESS ST.

Birds.

Respectfully,

111

TO

be

lowing cam ot wages paid in England, ana
which would be adopted here under a tariff
for revenue only. The, card was first issued
by a Xew York manufacturing firm, but is
now being duplicated
by other business
houses:

FOR VICE PRESIDENT,

cern

Suitings.

WM. M. MARKS,

Boston, April 17,1880.
Dear Sir,—We have been us-

·ρ21

Li 111ϋ UU1CO

The public arc notified that I have opened a Bird Store, No. 379 Congress St,
Purl laud, andtl shall keep all kinds of
SINGING and FANCY BIRDS.
1 eell first-class singers (Hurtζ Mountain Canary,; for i'i.oO.
Choice free.
BIRD FOOD, SEEDS &c., for sale.
«11
at reasonable prices.
my goods sold
All orders promptly attended to.
Goods sent C. 0. D.

dtf

removed his

TT&S3m

o«t7

i

ui

have an excellent appeiizer and tonic for general
and family use.

Canary

yours,

Piles, Ship Timber & Plank,

niiuo ucuiv/f

STREET,

oc21 dtf

Oak
CIDËR

MIDDLE

We would invite our friends and customers to call and examine
our extensive slock of GLËG4KT FUKSlTUKE
embracing many
New Designs and Novelties selected from Boston and New York,
The Latest Styles and Best Goods ever sliown in Portland:
markets.

octl3

Has

SOLE PROPIUETOKS.

OCT. 16th.

E.T. MERRILL,

a

oc2

Saturday Afternoon and Evening,

Truly

IV uacuviuiai

Fisher & Fairbanks,

Warerooms,

1*5

uiiig

Elegant

please you.

To parents who find difficulty in fitting their children's feet I would say, I have the largest stock ol
Children's Go«.ds mi the city.
fiill line of DonWe have constantly on hand
ga Kloof», in all widths from A to D. and in all
I heee goods keep their shape and are supesizes.
rior to French Kid in every way.
!fI ARK£D DOWN. 175 pre. Ladies' French
Ki-JH, made by Bristol of New York, on the Macomber last. These goods have re ailed at $7.01
per pair; will close the lot at #3.OO. It will
pay purchasers to inspect these bargains.
MBIV9* i-OOD*. Men's Fine Kip Boots, onlj
82.50. Meti's Extra Fine Calf Boots, hand sew·
ed. only $4.50. Men's Calf and Grain Balmo
rals, made on the Walking-fast last, prices froir
$1.25 to .57.00.

179 Middle

and

Coughs, Colds, Asthma, Consump-

tion. and all diseases of tlie throat and lungs. The
most acceptable preparation in the market. By ad-

Sold by all druggists.

—

Misses'Oil Goat Button Boots

for

JAMES A. GARFIELD,
OF

aj>but

Among the most effective argumen ts that
can

takiug deep hold

-OF-

Sew and

CYRUS F. DAVIS

REMOVAL

ROCK and RYE.
sure cure

BLOrK.

REMOVAL

dtf

ROCK, CORDIALS,
A

Congress St.,

FAIRING-TON

at the most reasonable

FAIRBANKS'

Clotliiers,
HOUSE, CONGRESS STREET.

Flight Only·

One

Leigliton,)

&

MAINE.

PORTLAND,

GO TO THE Oi\E PRICE STORE OF

Hotel,

Falmouth

Yickery

431 & 433

and

SARG-AIKTS
—

to

ex-

X88O.
St Ate Fair, 1879.
ΚΓ. DE3. Falr,1877.

PRESIDENT,

#

over a

—

Portland.,

The Cold Wave is upon
warm

AT

FOR

portion at ten per cent, under the
praisal. I made that offer, not for effect,
as a square business proposition."
my

Election, Nov. 2.

pair

S. S. RICH & SOIN,
well known Undertakers and Manufacturers,
whose experience in this lino of business
11IIΕ
would
tends
of

1st. PREMIUM

MULTI TUBES.

ANNUAL MEETINGS.

Widow's Wood

octl2dtf

To

STREET

eod6w

Moore & Co.

Owen,

Presidential

manufacturers have advanced
their prices, we arc offering better
values than ever before in many
desirable grades. Every one is invited to examine the following
special lots:
50 doz. merino, finished scams,
such as other dealers sell for 25
cts., at 19 cts
00 doz. heavy merino, finished
seams, the very best we have ever
seen at the price. 25 cts.
GO doz. Norfolk and Mew Brunswick merino,
which are usually sold as a great bargain at 50 cts.,
we have in all sizes at 38 cts.
40doz. Ipswich mill, blue, mixed
and scarlet, 50 cts.
Best
makes
English merino,
Lisle Thread and Camel's flair
from
50
cts. to $2.00 per
Hosiery,

—

TRIMMINGS.

HUNDREDS TO SELECT FROM!

SMW&wtf

!

We have bought a large manufacturer's stock
of ."seconds" in fine Hosiery. 'Ihese are goods
which are found on examination to h*ve the
slig test imperfection, but for all practical purThe pri« es are
poses are equal t«» perfect goods.
so low that it will be an object for all to examine
before purchasing Winter Hosiery.

—

ΕΙΤΑ A. FILE*,
No. 43 Baown Street.

aul4 eodtf

ocB

OF

—

Evkhy regular attaché of the Pkkbs is furnishec
a Card certificate
signed by Stanley Pullen.
Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel managers
will confer a favor upon us by
demanding credential*
of every person claiming to represent our journal.
with

STUDLEY,

-JJlonday, Wednesday, Saturday.

sepSO

name

238 Middle Street.

Although wholesaledealers and

eoatjanl

our

anonymous letters ana communiand address of the writer are iu
all cases indispensable, not
necessarily for publication but as a guaranty oi good faith.
Λ'θ cannot undertake to return or preserve communications luat are not used.
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PERRY, MEN'S HOSIERY

W. B. PE1ELL & CO.,

FINE BOOTS AND SHOES

jan24

MISS

great

'245 Middle Street.
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Given to private pupils by the subscriber.

Congress

a

~

barrel

the

Parties who consider quality as well as prices should examine
large slock and low prices before purchasing.

Instruction in English and Classical Studies.

octll

in

and Dealers in

IDEAL CHORUM and ORC HESTRA.

643

Lap Robes,

octl6

Ε. Ν.

DATES,

and all the favorites in the cast.

French and

and Low Crown

variety.

Opera

WHITNEY, BARNABEE, FESSENDEN.
ADELAIDE PHlLLIPPS, MARIE STONE,

MISS

Derbys—High

Horse Blankets,

"THE SORCERER." W. L. Wilson & Co.

J. W.

Blue

Fine

Children's Hats in all the latest novel·
ties.

10th.

Hie Ideal Opera Company
GILBERT & SULLIVAN'S

POTATOES, by

late'styles,—Nob-

Also Sofl Hats in all

by Monitor, Flat Pocket,
Pocket.

121-2 cts. 1 Case all Wool Slioiuta
Cloth, fn all llie New Tall Shades
44 Inches wide,
only 50 cts.
This is a Grand, Good Bargain.
Fine all Wool Momie Cloths, 44
inches wide, only 75 cts., former
price 87. We are making Cloaks,
Dolmans and Ladies' Garments
of all kinds a specialty, and have
some Choice
Styles that we are
offering at low Prices. Our Children's merino Underwear at 25
be
cts., is less than they can
Our Ladies'
bought in the city.
Vest at 42 cts., is as good as you
can find anywhere
for 50 cts.
Job lot Fine Piques at 12 1-2, regular 20ct. goods.
Fine Goods* at
Low Prices is our motto.
Look
at our goods before
you part
with your money,

—selling low.

SYRUP,

ocl8 dtd

CITY

variety,

every

NATIVE CHESTNUTS,

on Record.
Seats Wednesday, Oct.

Play

20th.

in

of

Coterie of Musical and Dramatic

The Jolliest

packed

Ladies'

Λ NIGHT

Intr ducing
Artists in the

finest

AROOSTOOK HONEY, new and very fine,
SELF-RAISING BUCKWHEAT,

FUN ONOR,THE BRISTOL
THE

tlie

world.

Also, CAjVIVED GOODS
paeked expressly for un.

Jairett & Rice's New Musical Oddity

ON

to be

acknowledged

arc

ceuts.

Double Fold Brocade Dress Goods

—

Just received from headquarters. These
styles include the Low Crown Dunlap
Derby, Medium Crown Knox, and the
High Crown Zeller Hats, perfect flitting.

PLUMS.
The

Lessee and Manager.

IN

PERRY'S BOTTLED FRUITS, Qts. Jars.
Stiff and Soft Hats

in the

NEW

Goods.

Armure Dress Goods 8

PUBLISHING CO.

EN Τ ΕΚΤΑ 1NM EN TS.

Dress

NEW YORK STYLES
—

PEACHES,

We do not read

cations.

-IN

Fancy Groceries.

j
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SLAUGHTER

ST., PORTLAND.

Checks liavo just been sent to 58,000 persons
Cincinnati Commercial: "A rather renarkable incident w;is witnessed in one of I j 3r quarterly interest on registered Ι per cents
lone. The coupon bonds are still more widelie wards ot the city on the 12th oi October, j i γ
distributed, so that at least 200,000 persons
More than twenty young men marched j re probably affected directl" as holders of
j
louds. But the national banks bold in Uovιρ to the polls and deposited their first bal
, rnnient
bonds over £400,000,000, or nearly
line tenths of the capital renresented by their
lots, and every one was a clean Republican
which
are owned by 208.000 stookholdhares,
iicket. The principles and policy of the
j rs, and, of these 105,000 own
not more than 10
that
is
Republican party stand for all
pro- f hares cach, and 182.000, or nearly Dine tenths,
W1I not more than 50 shares each.
<
The State
jressive and sound in American politics—
>anks have about £7,715!·,000 invested in the
universal freedom, absolute equality of civil
and these probably represent at
ame way,
1 east 50,000 stockholders. The loan and trust
nul political rights, education for all, lionoinpanies, representing a laige but unknown
sst payment of debt, national credit, good
lumber of owners, hav« about $1»,000,000 inand
■ested in United States bonds, or 8ϋ per cent,
money
general prosperity. It is the
capital. The life insurance
party for you· g men who have confidence < f their entire
onipanies have about ίΊΙ',1 00,000 invested in
that in the race for supremacy they can
J io'· eminent bonds, and thev represent the savi ugs of nearly ΗΟΟ,ΟΟΟ policy-holders. The lire
take car" of themselves without crippling
1 ,nd marine and casualty insurance conmapies
the negro, the Chinaman or any other son
epresent a still larger but unknown number
»f Adam."
( f policy-holders,
and those doing business in
iew York alone have over SO,000,000 inIn a speech in Quincy, Mass., las* Satur- < ested in United States bonds, out of about
1105,000,000 of assets in this country. The
Jay evening, President Chadbourne of
aviugs banks represent 2,208,707 depositors,
Williams College said: "I have been aman- j ,nd hold $106,415,159 in United States bonds,
ufacturer for over twenty years; mv partner
J η all, not less than 4,000,000 persons are thus
nterested, either personally or through opis a Democrat, but such is my feeling reerations, as owners of bonds, and would be
the
disastrous
results
to
business
c
garding
lirectly affected by a decline in the public
redit.
which 1 believe will follow Hancock's elecThe disastrous effect of a serious decline
tion that I have made my partner this offer;
vould be far more extensive. By the corporaTo have our property fairly appraised before
ions mentioned above $2,000,000,000 are now
oaned for the supi>ort of various branches of
election, and then, if Garfield triumphs, I
rade and industry, viz., by national banks,
will buy his interest at ten per cent, ad·, .1,000,000,000; by State banks, $200,000,000:
vance upon the appraisal; but if Hancock
ly saving banks, §420,000,000; by loan and
rust companies, $65,000,000; by life insurance
becomes President, I will gladly sell him
oinpanies, $200,000,000, and by fire and in a-
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me insurance companies doing business in
ïew York, $30,000,000. Shrinkage of public
redit would involve α shrinkage of the asset»
>f these corporations, and a corresponding,
ind possibly sudden and sweeping, contraction
if their loans. To merchants in their stores,
,o manufacturers iu their
factories, to workneu in their shops and mills and mines, the
would
be
not
lees
disastrous than
:onsequeuces
ο the reluctant capitalists or lenders.
Never
ret has this country seen a financial revulsion
is terrible and as far-reaching in its couse1
luences as would now result from a collapse
>f that splendid public.credit which wise legisation and faithful administration have for 12
rears been building up and fortifying.

Who can tell what the Democratic party, if
power, would do with regard to the payof the public debt, or the interest therein? Not a few members of that party insist
hat the principal or interest, or both shall be
>aid only in paper. Bills to that end are now
tending, and bave been pushed at every seslion of Congress for years. By many, perhaps,
luch bills may be proposed it> ignorance of the
'act that an increased issue of legal tender
lotes would cause a decline in their value.
But the legal-tender was worth less than 70
:ents on the dollar in 1808, when nearly
every
prominent Democrat was carried away with
:lie idea that a proposal to pay the five-twenty
jornls in paper, and to tax all bonds, would
•ender the party irresistible in the approaching
election. These proposals the party then embodied in its national platform. Gen. Hancock,
who narrowly missed the Presidential nomination on that declaration of principles and purposes, gave it his unqualified approval. It was
zealously supported by every one of the prominent leaders who are now asking public support for that party on the ground that it
promises this year "a strict maintenance of the public faith.
But can it be supposed that the
party intended to violate the public faith in
1808? It must he presumed that the Democratic party and Gen. Hancock thought that
the payment of bonds in greenbacks would be
lioth honest and wise. Nothing has been done
jr said by the Democratic
party or by Gen.
Hancock himself to show that the course
ileemed honest and wise in 1868 is now deemed
unwise or dishonest. Not a thing has been
done or said to show that the Democratic party
31 Gen. Hancock would not consider such payment in 1881 "a strict maintenance of the public faith."
The danger is near and real. Within one
year bonds amounting to SOOT,350,000 become
payable or redeemable Every effort to meet
them by refunding has been defeated
by the
Democratic majority in Congress, in spite of
earnest appeals by the Secretary of the Treasury. Bills for the payment of all the bonds
which mature or become redeemable next
year by a new issue of Greenbacks are naw
pending in Congress, and are zealously supη

nent

:rats

uttered a word, since
his approval of the platform of 18ti8, to indicate that he would hesitate now to carry out
the financial measures to which he then committed himself. On the contrary, within the
past month the Democratic party has been rejoicing at its supposed success in electing a
Greenback candidate in Maine, whose national platform declares, as he does, that "the
bonds of the United States should not be refunded, but paid as rapidly as possible," by
means of an increased issue
f legal-tender
notes.
And this candidate, standing upon
this platform, Gen. Hancock had recently congratulated upon his supposed election as a
"glorious result." Perhaps Gen. Hancock
does uot understand that an issue of 3700 0 Ό,000 more legal tenders to retire the bonds
which become redeemable next year, would be
a double violation
of repeated pledges of the
United States. The Government has pledged
itself not to issue more legal tendeis, and to
pay its bonds in gold. Perhaps he does not understand that such a new i.-sue for such a purpose would cause the United States notes
to fall greatly in value, so that public creditors
would bo forced to receive lor their bonds far
less than the value promised. But if he does
not, what safety can there be in trusting the
executive power to him? It seems hard to believe that a great party can consider such a
method either honest or wise. But the same
men who believed tha' such a step would be
neither dishonest nor fatal in 1868, may as
easily, and with as much sincerity, believe that
it would be dishonest or fatal now. When not
the Democratic party, in spite of all Republican
efforts, defeated every plan of refunding last
Winter, in what other way did it intend to
deal with the bonds that become redeemable
next year?
In Congress, as in Maine. Democrats who knew that payment of bonils with
would
be ruinous and dishonorable
greenbacks
for the sake of party success, joined with Democrats and Greenback men who propose that
course.
Who can say that the same men
would not sacrifice conviction to partisan expediency after the election? Who can say
that this alliance would not destroy the public
credit, stop specie payments, and plunge the
country into incalculable disasters by a new
issue of S700,000,000in legal tender notes?
Who can tell how soon, if the Democratic
party should succeed, the Resumption act
would be repealed and the paper currency inflated. Solemn pledges of public faith stand
in the way. But the Democratic party has at
no time regarded
these as binding pledgee,
and it is not more likely to so regard them now
thun it was one year ago. In February, 187U,
when specie payments had continued nearly
two mouths, 100 Democrats in the House voted
for a repeal of the Resumption act, and only
27 against it. fcTbe spirit of the çartv was even
more decided then than it ν is in November,
1877, 11 months before resumption, when 101
Democrats voted for the repeal of the act and
28 against it.
Nearly fourfifths of the Democratic party, according to i's
in
representation
Congress, earnestly oppose
resumption even since specie payments began,
because it has been trained to believe that resumption is mischievous, and honestly desires
inflation, because it has been taught that more
money <s needed "to emancipate the people
from the tyranny of money kings." These nations have uot been eradicated by a sudden
change in the tactics of a few pxrty managers.
\Vlio can feel assured that they will not shape
legislation as soon as the Democratic party has
control?
Who can tell how soon the best banking systc111

Among the articles in the North American
Ravtew for November is one upon ''The Political Situation from a Financial Stand-Point."
It is addressed "to the people of New York,"
and bears the following signatures: E. D.

Morgan, J. J. Astor, Hamilton Fish. Robert
Lenox Kennedy, J. Pierpont Morgan, Ε. Ρ
Fabbri, Charles H. ltussell, Jonn A. aiewart,
J. D. Vermilye, Henry F. Vail, Benjamin B.
Sherman, David Dows, William H. Macy,
Samuel Sloan, Levi P. Morton, George Bliss,
Jesse Sel'gman, George T. Adee, Cyrus W.
Field, John W. Ellis, Isaac Sherman, I. X.

Phelps. In the following extracts we reproduce the most important facts and conclusion9
which it presents:
Twenty years «go, when the debt of the
United States was only Sl.'Jl per capita the
Government borrowed with some difficulty
81,500,000 at 12 per cent interest. Last year,
though the debt of the United States was
$40.42 per capita, in a single day $1ίΜ,000,000
was offered to the Government at 4 per cent.,
when it needed and accepted only S121,000,000.
Under the latest Democratic administration
the public debt was more than doubled during
four years of peace, and United States ti ι ei
Within
cents sold at 96 iu December, 1800.
the last four years the public debt has been reduced §183,840,162, or nearly six times the entire debt in 1856, and United States 4 per cent,
bonds have sold at 110t). Yet, notwithstanding this marvelous change for the better, some
partisans insist that "a change" is necessary,
and that another Democratic Administration
should now be intrusted with power. A transfer of power from the party which has so completely restored the public credit to the par y
by which it was left so completely wrecked
would naturally cause serious alarm. The
public credit lias become so linked with all
financial commercial, and industrial interests
that it cannot be impaired or seriously threatened without the gravest consequences. The
time has long passed—if, indeed, it ever existed—when only a few wealthy men would
have suflered from a blow at the public credit.
The "bloated bondholder" has become the
average American voter. A great number of
persons are now affected dir ctly, and a much
greater number indirectly, but personally, by
every riee or fall in the value of Government
securities, while any considerable change
would affect every branch of industry and
trade, and nearly every lender or borrower,
laborer or employer, in the whole land.
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party succeed?
scarcely any other purpose in which
that party is so nearly united as iii the purpose
to get rid of the national banks.
The
South has given the system so little favor that
less than 11 per cent of the national hanks and
little more than 5 per cent, of their deposits are to be found 111 that section.
In nearly
every Western State and even *in Maine and
Vermont, the Democratic party has formally
demanded abolition of the national bankiilg
system. As early as Jauuary, 1870, a resolution instrnetine a committee to report a bill to
withdraw all national bank circulation and to
issue greenbacks in its stead, received 53 Democratic votes in the Uonse, with only X DemoFrom that day to this
cratic vote against it.
there has been no evidence that the purpose of
the party in this respect has changed, and
bills to carry that purpose into effect are now
pending, with very slrong support. If the
Democratic party should ever secure the Executive, a most strenuous effort to break up
the national banking system would uudoubtedly be made.
Who can te 1 how much the Democratic party, if it had the power, would impair the public credit by cutting uowu the revenues'.' That
party has manifested, alike by its past acts
and by its open declarations, a tixed pu.'pose
to change the revenue sjstem, and not for the
better. Already it has thrown many obstacles
in
the
of
tax
collection of the
way
on
whisky, until the people in some
Southern
to
exdistricts
have
come
pect a total abolition of the tax as a result of
the election of Gen. Hancock. Already it has
taught producers of tobacco the false idea that
the tax upon t ie manufactured product falls
upon the grower and not on the consumer, so
that a sectional agitation tor the repeal of the
Wo have eutered upon a
tax is in progress.
period of hopeful activity in commerce and industry. Trade multiplies; manufactures start
forward with vigor; labor rejoices in fair wages
and full employment. Yet we l.ave but jusc
emerged from a long period of disaster, in
which the resources of all were greatly strained
and the reserves of capital greatly exhausted.
A year or two of restoration, rebuilding, and
large outlays for the adjustment of business to
new needs, became necessary aftor a prolonged
prostration. There has not been time, as yet,
tor business and industry in their various
branches to get fully into condition for profitable work, much less has there been time lor
tbe accumulation of new ïeserves. Business
interests are not prepared to Uear another period of strain or disaster. They have just begun to thrive. A re-action now would be like
the relapse after a fever, more dangerous than
Tliere is
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the original disorder. In 1839, after one year
of partial recovery from the comparatively
brief prostration of 1837, the country suffered
guch a relapse, and the terrible consequences
will not be forgotten. The business of this
country is not in a condition to endure the
enormous strain, the grave
anxiety, and the
rolonged uncertainty of a complote change of
nancial policy.
The fear of disastrous changes wuld prostrate the public credit almost as much as those
changes themselves Even though none of the
unwise steps contemplated should finally be
taken by the Democratic party, still a large
proportion of the people would fear them, and
would act upon that fear. Creditors and infear them, and would
vestors abroad would
act without delay.
Men would make haste to
the anticipated blow
before
get out of danger
should fall, and the panic to escape from supposed peril often results in greater loss of life
than the dreaded catastrophe. We have to
face the fact that almost every great financial
interest would be threatened by Democratic
success., II the blow should never come, the
mere threat might do irreparable aud incalculable mischief. Bondholders by the thousand,
distrusting the party by which payment of
bonds in depreciated paper has been urged for
years, might make haste to realize. But these
sales would prostrate credit scarcely less than
the dishonest measure feared. Banks, s>vings
insurance companies, apprehending
banks,
that their assets might melt away beyond the
limit of safety by a fall in bonds, would make
haste to sell. But the selling would Boon depress the price so that surplus reserves would
vanish. Bankruptcy for a few institutions
might involve bankruptcy for mauy, and that
would me-η loss of their savings for millions of people.
*

*

His Last Boom Proves

and nnl ν 7 i.

comraerfifl.

freight

n»r

nant

used on railroads. Of the holders
of United States bonds, probably much less
than one-tenth are in the Southern States.
None of the loan and trust companies are located there
Out of 208.000 shareholders in the
national banks, less than 20,000 are in the
Stales formerly slave-holding, and only 64.353
depositors in savings banks out of 2,201,000 in
the whole country, or less than 3 per cent. In
short, the South has but an insignificant share
in the immense
and complicated system ο
cars

manufactures,

investments,

commerce,
savings
and vast credits which rests upon the public
credit as as a foundation. This is not suggested

reproach, but it prompts tl\e question
whether any business firm would turn over the
management and control of its affairs to the
partner having the smallest interest in the
concern? If the United States intrusts the
defense and maintenance of the public credit
to that sectiou which has the least share or interest in it, or in the diversified industries and
commerce which depend upon it, there will be
real reason for apprehension.
We cannot forget the origin of the public debt. The people
of the once rebellious States do not forget that
the debt was created in suppressing the rebellion. Even in the payment of debts contracted
by themselves, and for their own advantage,
Southern communities have not been
conspicuous for their fidelity. Can it be
expected
that they will be more eager and scrupulous
to pay. according to the letter, and in
any
emergency, obligations created in putting
down a rebellion which they made and sustained? The men who expect such a thing
will not be thought sagacious by the civilized
world
Nay, more; a transfer of all care of
the Dublic credit to a party politically controlled by and dependent upon the South, will
seem to all the world little less than a
public
roclamation that the people of the United
tates are weary of protecting its credit and
paying its debts.
as a
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War Dkp't, Office Chief Signal
)
Officer, Washington. O. C.,
>
Oct. 22, 2 A. M. )
For New England,
Cloudy weather with rain, northeast shifting
to colder westerly winds,
rising proceeded in
Northern portions by falling barometer. Cautionary signals continue from Pensacola to
Portland and Section Seven and ordered for

East port.

BY TFJEGRAPH.
BUSINESS MEN AROUSED.
Strong· Movement on the Kennebec in
Favor of Maintaining the Tariff.
[Special Dispatch to the Press.]
Gardiner, Oct. 22.—There is a strong movefoot here in favor of maintaining the
protective tariff. The following paper is receiving the signatures of business men this
afternoon:
BUSINESS
MEN'S MEETING—GARDINER
AND

ment

on

VICINITY.

The farmers, merchants, manufacturers and
mechanics of Gardiner and vicinity are requested to meet together and confer upon the crisis
impending over the country in regard to a prctective tariff. After years of depression the
country is rapidly retaining prosperity, and
any change of financial or tariff policy will involve most serious and alarming
consequences
to every citizen.
The result of the pending
Presidential election will decide whether we
are to maintain a protective tariff with all its
benefits and blessings, or whether we are to
enter upon a career of free trade and low
wag s for the benefit of British manufacturers.
Every man engaged in business, farmer, merchant, manufacturer, mechanic and day laborer alike, is iuterested in
maintaining a protective tariff.
The undersigned unite in calling a public
meeting of the frieiids of the protective policy
to be held at
on
to confer in regard to the duties of the hour.

MAINE.

Simply Warnings Against Democratic Repeaters.
At the beginning of the campaign it was arranged that the telegrams of the two national
committees should he returned to them by the
telegraph company. In a bundle sent to the
Democratic headquarters recently the followwere included by accident:
New York, October 12,1880.
To lion. Charles J. Jfoyest Jacksonville. Florida:
Toi egrapUed yesterday. I will provide as requested 200 each for Calleiidur and yourself as compen-

ing telegrams

moving train,
years old and

died on

highly

Friday. He was 82
respected in his commun-

ity.

Accidentally Shot.
Richmond, Oct. 22.—Frank J. Alexander,
sixteen years old, son of Hugh Alexander,
was accidentally shot in the left lung this
morning while taking a gun from a wagon. It
is feared he is fatally injured.
Discharged (or Want of Evidence.

Norway, Oct. 22.—A. F. Machorn, who has
been under arrest and on trial here for three
days for maliciously destroying goods in
O'Brion's store, was this morning discharged,
no evidence being found against him.
Fire in Sumner.
The farm buildings of JohirHeald, in Sumner, were burned this morning with eight
head of cattle.

Loss, S4000;

no

insurance.

Burglary in Richmond.
Richmond, Oct. 22.—Wm, Randlett & Co.'s
clothing store was entered last ïight by burKo
glars and goods valued at 8100 stolen.
clue to the thief.
Fire in Waterville.
Water ville, Oct. 22.—The buildings of
Marsh Rones were burned here about midThe fire was the work of an incendianight.
ry.

Marshall Jewell.

sation.

New York, October 12,1880.
ΙΓ. Wirier, Collector, Keu West. Fla. :
of Dallas took 150, City of Texas 100, ColoMen on dock instructed
rado 100 for Key West
F.

City

to say

nothing

.Jewell, Chairman.
On discovering these telegrams Chairman
Baruuin, of the Democratic committee, known
as the mule buyer, immediately issued a flaming address to the country, setting forth that

the second telegram disclosed a scheme on the
part of the Republicans to colonize Florida.
The interpretation put upon it by Mr. Barnum
was absurd on its face, for no amount of colonizing of repeating would avail anything against
the Democratic method of counting which
in Florida as well as the other Soutlierd States. The exact truth about the telegrams are set forth by the following from

prevails

I

Chairman Jewell:
Republican National Committee Head- I
j
quarters, New York, Oct. 22.
To Amos F. Learned, Agent New England
Associated Press, New York:
Yesterday Mr. Barnum, Chairman of the
National Democratic committee, issued an'
address to the public, in which he publishes
lww

loiD^iauio

Death of a Well-Known Waterville Lady.
Mrs. Joanna B. Gilman, widow of the late
Nathaniel Oilman, died last evening. Deceased has always been known and respected
{or her devotion to her distinguished family.

MARINE NEWS.
Wreck of a Propeller.
Washington, Oct. 22.—The Signal Corps
Station at Block Island reporte to the Chief
Signal Officer as follows: Steam propeller S.
W. Schuyler lan ashore on Grove Point atG
m., yesterday, on her way lrom Newport to

6,

The vessel was

a

total wreck.

MASSACHUSETTS.
The Cape Cod Canal Laborers Again Die
appointed.
W4ΒΓΗΑΜ, Oct. 22.—The Italian laborers on
the canal, in large numbers, congregated at
the station to welcome the coming of their
money on the morning train from Boston, but
they were again disappointed. After the arrival of the train they went to their quarters
Louis Cantiwith saudened countenances.
bury, tbe Italian storekeeper, arrived today
from New York. In an interview be stated
that the men and money would be here by

Monday

ncut

lujocii

sure.

Bobbed and Nearly Killed by His Grandson.

Sandwich, Oct. 22.—Ezra T. Clemant, aged
17, grandson of Isaac Clemant, the old mat
who was robbed and nearly murdered Wed
nesday morning, was arrested today charged
with the crime. lie has made full confession
Bobbed While Suffering from Dementia
Boston, Oct. 22.—Cornelius Castell, conû
deutial clerk at the wool bouse of Wright &
Kiug, Milk street, was arrested a few days age
at Cambridge for drunkenness and fined SI
Today his identity was discovered and he wai
ascertained to be suffering lrom dementia. I
was also learned that be had been robbed ο
?800 in money, a note for S2500, an order oi
th· firm for a large amount and a bank book
The police are investigating the case.

w

twiua.

On the
The following are the exact facts:
8th of October verbal information was received
at the
Republican National Headquarters
that two or three hundred men were going out
from this city on one of Mallory's steamers,
hound for Florida, on the strength of which
information the following telegram was sent
to F. W. Wicker, Collector, Key West, Fla.,
warning him thnt the men in question were
believed to be Democratic repeaters:
New York, Oct. 8.
To F. W. Wicker, Collector, Key West, Fla.
Ma lory steamer of last |week had two or three
liun red workmen for some railroad
Looks to us
as though they were sent to Key West to vote.
Maeshall Jewell.
(Signed)

On the 11th cf October a letter was received
at these headquarters of which this is a copy:
Custom House, New Yohk, Collector's )
Office, Oct. 11,1880. |
received the inclosed
Dear Sir—1 have just
memorandum from a perfectly reliable person. You
remember my telling you the other night that I
would try to get at the facts.
Yours in haste,
C. Fraicher.
(Signed)
To Hon. Marshall Jewell, Chairman National
Commit ee:
The following is the memorandum enclosed:
Memorandum—City of Dallas, 150: State of
Texas, 100: Colorado, 100. Men on dock instructed
Denied in office at dock
to say nothing about it.
that any had gone.
The substance of the information contained
in the letter and memorandum was then telegraphed to Mr. "Wicker, as follows:
York, Oct. 12,1880.
To F. W. "Wicker, Collector, Key West. Florida:
took
of
Dallas
150;
City of Texas, 100;
City
Colorado, 100 for Key Wost. Men on dock instructed to say nothing about it.
Marshall Jewell.
(Signed)
It was believed at these headquarters that
the Democrats were sending these men to
Florida as "repeaters," and action was taken
to prevent the Democrats from reaping any
benefit from the scheme.
The telegram to
Mr. Noyes, a copy of which is given below, related solely to the payment of the expenses of
Messrs. Noyes and Callender, two Republican
speakers now in Florida. The telegram was as
follows:
New York, Oct. 12
To Chas. J. Noyes, care of H. Jenkins, Jr., JackNew

sonville,

Fla.:

I telegraphed yesterday. I will provide as requested two hundred each for Callender and yourself as condensation.
Marshall Jewell.
(Signed)
The telegrams to Florida related solely to
the fact that we had the information above
given—viz.: "that the Democrats were exporting men to Southern Florida for some purpose, and from the past history of that party
it was fair for us to assume that they were
sending them there for the purpose of committing election frauds, and we notified our
friends in the telegrams, which have found
their way into the hands of the chairman of,the
Democratic national committee by tile usual
Democratic methods, and which have been
paraaed as evidence of intended fraud on the
part of the Republicans. 1 submit these facts
to the public, and am willing to abide, by the
decision of all fair-minded men.
Marshall Jewell,
(Signed)
Chairman.
The President of the Western Union Telegraph Company, to Mr. Barnum.
New York, Oct. 22.—Norvin Green, presiof
dent
the Western Union Telegraph Company, addressed a letter to-day to Senator
Barnum, chairman of the Democratic national committee. requesting that the telegrams
from Marshall Jewell to Collector Wicker at
Key West, Fla., which were, as alleged, furnished among vouchers by mistake, be re-
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pany. Mr. Green further saya :
"And we must protest against the publication by your committee, without our sanction,
of any papers, whether telegrams or supposed
telegrams, which may be a part of the files of
this company, and in this behalf we further
request that the proposed lithographing and
public distribution of copies of such alleged
telegrams as mentioned in the address be
forthwith abandoned, and that the copies of
any, whether lithographed or otherwise already taken thereof, be either destroyed or
surrendered ta this company.
I am respectfully, &c.,
The Western Union Telegraph Company.
by Norvin Green, Pres't."
(Signed)
Mr. Barnum has written a reply to Mr.
Green. He encloses the telegrams demanded,

lithograpic copies.

ANOTHER STEAMER MISSING.
The Propeller Europe a Week Overdue
at Chicago.
Chicago, Oct. 22.—The owners of the propeller Europe are telegraphing here to get
news to their vessel, due here last Friday, but

nothing

has been heard of her. She had
schooner Ο. M. Nellor in
ow, which is also
missing. She belongs to the Merchants' Line,
and plies betweeL Montreal and Cnicago.
Cant. Clifford is master. George Clifford first
mate, Wm. Rea second mate, John Stevens
engineer. She measures 300 tons, is valued at
§25,000, has a crew of 25, and a number of
passengers. The theory is advanced that the
boots and shoes found on the eastern shore
She is now
may be the cargo of this vessel.
Vessels which left
nearly a week overdue.
port behind her are now safely in harbor.
Still Another Lake Schooner Missing'.
Chicago, Oct. 22.—Schooner Mary Garrett,
coal laden, which left Cleveland a week ago
for Amherstburg, has not been heard from,
and it is feared she is lost with all on board.
Propellers which arrived here to-day report
that last Saturday's storm on Lake Superior
was of unprecedented fury.

NEW YORK.
An Actor Stabbed to Death.
New York, Oct. 22.—Henry Bums, an actor, was fatally stabbed while going home last
night by a Bowery rough. The assault was
wholly unprovoked. Gillen, the murderer,
was arrested.
He stabbed a policeman re-

cently.

WASHINGTON.

Loss, SliitXJ; insurance, »ιου.

luck Island.
No lives lost.

about it.
Marshall

but refuses not to use

Death From Injuries.
Lkwiston Oct 22.—Upham T. Cram of
Readfield, who was injured at Androscoggin
station last week while attempting to board a

Boom-

THOSE STOLEN DESPATCHES
FULLY EXPLAINED.

ernment.
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Public credit means what the people think
about the honesty and solvency of their GovWhat the Government really can
do and will do has little effect if the
people
have a fixed belief about the matter. The fact
cannot be denied that in the financial and
commercial world the Democratic party is
profoundly distrusted. It has done nothing
for years to remove distrust, but very much to
increase it. The fact is noted that the Democratic party is largely controlled by the South.
But the South has but a small part in the investments, the commerce, or the industries
which a change of policy would affect. It is essentially agricultural. It employs fi.5 per cent,
of the manufacturing capital of the country, only 5.3 per cent, of the money loaned by banks,
only 7 per cent, of the tonnage used in domes-

GOOD ENOUGH.

BARNUM'S BLUSTER.

The Appropriation Bills.
Washington, Oct. 23.- The House committee on appropriations meets here about Nov.
19th to prepare several ol the appropriation
bills to have the same in readiness to be acted
upon when Congress meets Dec. 6th. It is
expected if the estimates are lorthcoming that
the army, navy, pension, military
academy
and diplomatic bills will be in advanced state
of preparation by tho time Congress meets.
Gen. McDowell Coming Home to Vote
for Garfield.
Cleveland, Oct. 21.—Gen. McDowell and

wile, accompanied by Major Keeler, passed
through Cleveland this morning ou the way to
New York. The party stopped at Mentor, and
spent a portion ot the da> with Gen. Garfield.
In conversation with a reporter,
Gen.
McDowell remarked : "This makes the filth time
1 have reiurued to New York to vote,
it
makes a pretty long trip, to be sure, but I
would be willing to take it many times if I
could help Republicanprinciples even to the
of

vote." Xne General waB asked
his opinion of the military records of the two
candidates, and replied: "X don't want to sav
a word about Hancock.
He was a soldier, and
so was Gartield ; but the question of men is so
than
smaller
the
question of party
infinitely
principles that it is wasting time to discuss it.
Great issues are at stake to soldier and citizen,
and every man should be intensely in earnest
in support of the party he believes to be honest in principles and sound in faith."
Gen.
McDowell expressed great interest in the recent honors tendered the Mentor statesman.
"I was born in Ohio," he said, "and leel an
Ohioan's love for Garfield. I lived in Ohio
until 1 was a well-grown boy, and then moved
East. There is not a man in the land who I
have so strrng a regard and respect for as for
Gen. Gartield. 1 have known him and loved
him, as soldier and statesman, far above the
intriguers and demagogues, for many years.
Many years ago ItUought that he might grow
into the Presidency, but I did not dream that
It was one of the most
it would be so soon.
grateful surprises of my life when I heard that
he was neminaled, and I am sure that nothing
oiuie unfortunate could belall the people of
this land, soldiers and citizens, white or black,
native or naturalized, than the defeat of thin
victor in many strife· of legislation and war."

extent
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Chairman Hubbell Saye New York le
Good for 40,000 and New Jersey and
Connecticut Safe.
Washington, Oct. 21.—The lion. Jay Hubbell, chairman of the Republican Congressional
committee, returned to-night from New York,
where he lias been upon political business. He
believes the Republican majority in New York
State will not fall below forty thousand, aud
that Connecticut and New Jersey are entirely
safe, by reason of the unprecedented interest
awakened among manufacturers and workingMr. Hubbell
meu in regard to the tariff issue.
feels certain that the Republicans will control
the next House, and he says there is a determined effort to purify the body by the summary
ejection of all whose titles to seats are based
Measures looking
upon fraud and violence.
to this end, but at the same time to guard
against injustice, are now in progress. Blank
books in large numbers have been sent to the
chairmen of all state delegations, North and
South, with brief circulars of instructions.
These are to be distributed to each votiug precinct.
Republicans selected for the service
are to keep a tally of all who exhibit to them
Republican ballo'8 aud cast them in their presence, or, if not permitted to keen such tally
by reason of violence, the fact is to be noted,
and the books are to be returned to the committee here after the election.
They will furnish corroborative evidence in respect of any
facts which may be brought out in the contests for seats.

THAT FORGERY.
from the Republican National
Committee.
New York, Oct. 22.—The Republican Na-.
tional Ci mmittee have issued a card denouncing the letter purporting to have been written
by Gen. Garfield to one H. L. Morey of Lynn,
Massachusetts, as a bold forgery, both in language and sentiment.
Mr. Jewell shows by the testimony of bankers, cashiers, etc., who are experts in handwriting, that the comparison of the published
fac similes with a letter in Gen. Garfield's
own hand reveals the fact that the
letter to
Morey is a plain forgery.
Card

A

GUARDING AGAINST FRAUD.
Southern Republicans Urged to Keep an
Account of their Votes.
New York, Oct. 22.—The
Republican
committee has issued circulars to the Republican voters in the South calling upon them to
vote for their candidates and keep account of
their vote? cast with a view to detecting any
fraud in the count.

CROOKEDNESS.
A Notorious
Counterfeiter
Arrested
and $210,000 In Bonds Found on His
Person.
Washington, Oct. 22.—The man arrested
in Chicago yesterday with a large amount of
money was James B. Doyle, son-in-law of the
noted counterfeiter, Brad Foster. He is a
farmer of Colorado and reported to be very

wealthy,

The Secret Service

have

information tliat

Doyle has been engaged in "crooked"

transarrest
as

actions ever since the war.
The
caused on a charge of a government defalcation, but the facts developed since the arrest
show that such is not the case.
According to
advices received, Doyle has on his person 1000
U. S. coupon bonds, sixes of the loan of July
17th and August 5, 1861. The bonds showing
number of coupons were issued in the following-named persons: T. W. Ogden, cashier,
38; H. Pacliey. cashier, 48; H. P. Freeman,
secretary, 17; David Hoadley, president, 26;
John Brownson, 12; W. A. Fal's, cashier, 31:
Adams Express Co., 13; N. P. Palmer, 12, and
John P. Barker. 6. There were also found 27
genuine hundred dollar United States treasury
notes and wo hundred dollar currency notes.
These bonds have been generally pronounced
The prisoner is very
genuine by experts.
reticent and maintains that there is a mistake
about his arrest.
When asked how many
bonds he had he replied that ho did not know.
The aggregate amount of bonds and money
found on him are
estimated at
§210,000.
Many of the bonds he holds have long since
been redeemed. The numbers have also been
altered. Chief Brooks has been engaged in
the case since Tuesday last.
Doyle left New York last Tuesday. The secret service agents at New York telegraphed
Chief Brooks of Doyle's departure. He was
supposed to have within his possession a large
amount of counterfeit money.
This inlormation waf the real cause of his arrest' in Chicago-

INDIANA.
The Democratic Defeat to be Turned into
a Rout.
Washington, Oct. 22.—Secretary Thompin
conversation
with a friend last eveuson,
ing, said that the Republican party in Indiana did not intend to allow the Democrats to
overthrow the majority obtained at the polls
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straggle which resulted in such a splendid victory ou Tuesday week, until the second day
of November, when they expect to turn the
Democratic defeat into a rout.
The Ke publi-

will not be satisfied with giving General
Garfield the same majority obtained by Judge
Porter last week, but intend to put from three
to five thousand on top of it, and make Indiand a RepnblicanState for some years to come.
Secretary Thompson will leave here in a day
or two for
Indiana to renew his campaign
work, and he intends to make not less than
two speeches every day intervening before the
election.
The secretary is quite amused over the
claims made by some of the Democrats in Indiana that the State will go for Hancock next
month, and says that on the contrary, the
Democratic national ticket will be found to be
much weaker than the State ticket.
He believes that Indiana is as certain to go for Garfield and Arthur as Ohio, and that it is folly
to suppose the State can be wrested away from
the Republicans.
cans

THE INDIANS.

The Ute Murder.
Denver, Col., Oct. 22.—A detective sent by
Gov. Pitkin to investigate the killing of the
Indian by Jackson and the subsequent delivery of the latter to the Indians, has returned and made a report, substantially the same
as given heretofore.
A Fight with the Utes.
Leadville, Oot. 22.—A fight is reported
between whites and Utes near the reservation
recently, in which three Utes were killed.
Matters in the Northwest.
Washington, Oct. 22.—Telegrams from
Poplar Creek Agency, Oct. 13, state that Major
Igles arrived there on the 12th and would
cross on Tuesday.
He camped en route near
540 lodges of Indians, who sent a dag of truce
but Igles refused to talk with them.
They seemed friendly, however. Gen. Sheridan has telegraphed orders to Col. Miles to
delay all movements of troops from Fort
Keogh aud Custer until further orders. This
order is to prevent any appearance of intimidating Sitting Bull from coming in and surA dispatch from Col. Tillson,
rendering.
dated Fort Keogh, 13th, reports the troope at
'Poplar Creek, crossing on steamer Meade.
Spotted Eagle stated that the Indians met
on the 9th, were en route to Fort
Keogh, as
soon as they got enough buffalo.
Sitting Bull
is moving towards Milk River, and will surrender before the end of the month.
Agent Berry on the Way to Denver.
Denver, Oct. 22.—Berry, Meachain, and
Hoyt, with Deputy Marshal Smith, Attorney
General Johnson, and witness Bradshaw, left
the agency early yesterday morning for Denver.

Victoria's Destruction Confirmed.
Chicago, Oct. 22.—Dispatches from General
Buell confirms the reported destruction of
Victoria's band of Indians by Mexican troops.

NEW YORK MAYORALTY.
Wm, Dowd Nominated by the Republicans.

New York, Get. 22.—^?lie Republican conference committee met to-day, when the name

ηf T.lnvrl Aanintvoll

woo

montintio/l

ίηι·

morni·.

ally, but that gentleman declined. The nomination was also tendered Pottmaster James
but he also declined.
The choice of the committee then fell on Wm. Dowd, president of
the clearing houee and bank of North America, and hejaccepted.
Confessing

the Murder

of

His

Own

Daughter.
Milwaukee, Oct. 23.—Luke Walton who
murdered his daughter in River Falls, Sept.
22d, lias been captured at Ellsworth. He confesses killing his daughter, and until arrested
supposed he had killed both of tbem. The
younger, although terribly wounded, has recovered.
Walton says he did the deed to prevent his
daughters coming to starvation

through poverty.

The Episcopal Convention.
New York, Oct. 22.—In the House of Deputies ot the Protestant Episcopal General Convention to-day the committee on constitutional
amendments repotted adverse to the résolution
giving delegates from missionary jurisdiction
a right to speak in the
general convention
Dr. Abercrombie presented a report eulogizing
the delegates of 1877 and previous conventions
who have died since the last convention.

Disastrous Storm lu Italy.
bueb; exporte 311,438 bush; foverisli ami unsettled,
shade lower, afterwards advancing about 2,
Bome, Oct. 22.—Λ hurricane has occurred in I openingsomewhat
unsettled sales 1.277,oOO bush.
the province of Riggio Dioalab, accompanied 1 closing
noluding 31 *,<>00 bash on spot: No 2 Spring 116
by an inundation. Houses wore swept away
®1 15%; ui graded K**1 at 1 12@1 18V2; No 3 do
and loss of life reported.
at 1 14@1 15. steamer do at 1 07; No 2 Kod 1 16
I al 17*4; No 1 Red at 1 19; ungraded While 1 11
Rough Weather at Sea.
@1 141/2; steamer Νυ 1 do 112VÇ; No 1 White.34.London, Oct. 22.—Steamer Ayton, at Bristol 000 butOi at 1 13*4 fg^l 14V4;
No 2 Red 101 Octothe 20th from Montreal, experienced fearful
ber, 104,000 bush at 1 15Vb(jgl 16%; November,
1
bush
weather, and lost two-thirds of cattle and
Ιδ1/^.®! 17Bye dull ana unset272,000
sheep. The decks were swept, boats, rails and tled at 1 00@1 03. i orn is shade shade; receipts
222,900 bush; exports 466,838 bush; sales 509,000
hatches smashed and cargo damaged.

at

Copenhagen.

Sent to Pribon for Immoral Publications.
Paris, Oct. 22.—The manager of the journal
Bocace has been sentenced to six months imprisonment and 500 francs fine for immoral
publications. The printer of the paper was
sentenced to three months imprisonment and
000 fraucs line, and the journal suspended for
4
two months.
Foreign Notes
It is believed the Prussian government contemplates tho granting of amnesty to Catholic
priests deprived of their benefices under the
Falk laws.
Count Von Aruim's request for safe conduct
to visit Berlin was granted.

MEXICO.
I
Permission for American Troops to Cross
the Border.
New York, Oct. 22.—Mexican advices state
that a bill was passed in the Senate authorizing American troops to cross the border in pursuit of Indians.
Congress has also granted a concession to the
Lorillard archicological researches.

AFRICA.
A Party Ambushed and 20 Killed.
Cape Town, Oct. 22.—Before the fighting at
Mafeteny a party of yeomanry fell into an
ambuscade and suffered the loss of 20 killed
and 17 wounded.
MINOR TELEGRAMS.
The British steamer Laleham, on the voyage
from New York to LoLdou, lost all the cattle
off her deck and had her cargo shifted.
Robert Smith, tried at Lunenburg, N. S., for
the murder of John Huse, was on Thursday
sentenced to be hanged Jan. 2G.
A despatch from Athens says Greece has no
money. For several months there have been
warlike preparations, but she cannot bear the
present strain indefinitely.
Forty-five thousand men are now under arms.
About 200 Ashtabula people called upon
Gen. Garfield at his house yesterday.
He delivered an address.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
Dmi1> Wholesale Market·
Portland. Oct. 22.
The following are to-day's quotations of Flour,
drain, Provisions. Ac.
(*ortlan«a

Flour.
4 00ίά/4 60
Extra Spring..6 25@5 50
v.X Spring....β 25(αϋ 75
Patent
Spring
Wheats
7 7&&9 00
Michigan Winter best.
6 00@6 25
,i >w
Grade

^uperiine

(jraiEi.
fellow

Corn,

CO

car lots
"
H. M.
;<
Date
Racked Bran
Mids...
Jorn, bag lots..

<®'/4

'»·

62

"

..

..

..

..

....

New Orleans. Oct.

iltbg uplands ll^c

99tyfce(0)l

22—Cotton is steady; Mid*

Mobile, Oct. 22.—Cotton
dling uplands at 11c.

quiet and iirm; Mid-

Memphis, Oct. 22.—Cotton steady; Middling

lands

10% c.

Havana

up-

market.

(By Telegraph.)
Havana. Oct. 22.—Spanish gold firmer. Sugar is
flat; all kinds Ά real below last quotations.

Enr«p«an Market*.
By Telegraph.)
London, Oct. 22.-^Consols at 99 1-16

—

5@8

1 90@2 10
1 75<g>
Eyes.. 1 87@2 lo
Batter.

Pea
Mediums

Oranç es.
Yellow
PalermoB,$?bx 0 00@0 00

Valencia^case $00@$00 Creamery
"
Gilt Edge
^box
Lemons.
Choice
Messina
4 00®4 60 Good
Palermos
4 00®4 50 Store

28^30

..

Vermont
"

30

for

money

and account.
L*
Do.N, Oct. 22—12.30 P. M.—American securities—United States bonds 4s, 113; 4V28 at 114.
Ljvkrpool, Oct. 22—12.30 P. M.—Flour 9s 6d®
lis 9d; Winter Wheat 8s 10d@9s 3d; Spring Wheat
at 8s 3d@9s 3d; California average 8s 3d@9s 8d;
club do at 9s 7d@10s 2d; Corn at 5s 3yad a5s 4d;
Peas 6s lid. Provisions, &c.,—Pork 72s: Beef 63s
6d; Cheese at 67s; Lard 45s;Bacon 43s 6d@46s 6d;
Tallow at 34s 6d, at London 36s 6d.
Liverpool, Oc. 22—12.30 P. M.—Cotton mai ket
steady;Middling uplands at 6%d; Orleans 7 l-16d;
sales 12,000 bales; speculation and export 2.000.

Jtiuing Stock»·

Closing prices Oct. 21, as reported by H.
Pinkham, Stock Broker, 50 Exchange street:
0

BID.

75

Douglass
Favorite

....

Milton

...

Young

Hecla

....

Receipt*

N.

ASKED
0 40
0 80
3 25
0 10
1 60
0 30

city,

W. Tru« & Oo.

Boston Stock IVlarkct.

[Sa\es of the Broker's Board, Oct. 22.1
First Call.
100
$500.Eastern Railroad 4 V2 s
Second Board—First Call.
SI000 Eastern Railroad 4x/2 s
99*%
15 Eastern Railroad
32%
10
do
32 V3
75
do
33
Money Market.

(By Telegraph.)

New York,Oct. 22-Evening.-Money easy at 2@
3 per <*ent. on call; closed at 2 V2 ; prime mercantile
paper 4V2@5V2 per cent. | sterling Exchange strong
and nominally V2 higher; actual business at 481 Vz
@482|for long and 483% (a484 for short. Government bonds are strong and generally Ve®1^ higher.
State bonds dull. Railroad bonds generally strong
and higher. The stock market closed strong.
rhe transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregat
ed 383,000 shares.
;
λ ne roi lowing are to-day's closing quotations of
Government securities :
United States 6's, 1881, reg
104%
United States 6's, 1881, coup
104%
United States new 5's, reg
101%
mted States new 5's, coup
H>3
United States new 4V2,b, reg
llOVs
nited States new 4^'s, coup
11"%
United States new 4's,reg
109
nited States new 4's
109
Pacific 6's of 94
125

«

.'hicago

ai Alton

the

closing quotations

of

preferred

New York Central
Lake Shore
Michigan Central
Erie
tfirie preferred

Northwestern

Northwestern preferred
*1ilwaukee& St. Paul
■>t. Paul preferred
New Jersey Central
nion Pacific
Western Union Tel. Co

...

Gloucester Fish market.
FOR THE WEEK ENDING Oct.
21, 1880.
Our quotations are wholesale prices for fare lots
and jobbing lois command an advance on our
ligures.

Georges Codfish—$6% ψ qtl for large and $3%
for medium; pickled cured Bank S4Vs » $4l/2 Ψ qtl
for large and $3Vé@$3*/e for medium; dry cured
Bank $4% Ψ qtl. Shore codfish $f».
We quote Cusk at$3@$3%, Haddock at $234@
$2V2, Hake at $1*4@1^; American Pollock $1%
@2 V2, and English do at $13A@$2V2 Ψ qtl.
Boneless and prepared fish from 3V2@4c
lb for
Hake and Cusk to 5Vb@8 for best codfish. Smoked
Halibut at 10V2@llc •P' !b. Smoked Salmon at 16c;
Scaled Herring 16@24c ψ box. Bloaters at 90c ^
hundred.

Mackerel We notice sales of |Shores at S13V2
ψ
bbl for Is,
$5V2 for */s, *3Va for 3s.
Pickled Herring at $3@$3)4abbl for round Shore,
$6 for Labrador split.
Trout $ 14 Φ bbl; Salmon $20 ψ bbl; Swordflsh at
$β@7; Codfish at $5, Haddock at $3Vb, Halibut
Heads $3V2. Halibut Fins
bbl, Fins and Napes
at $4V2, Cotl Tongues $tf, Tongues and Sounds
$10,
Alewives S4V2.
Fresh Halibut—Last sales at 10 and 6%c ^ lb
for white and gray.
Medicinal Ou GOc
gal, Tanners' Oil 45c, Porgie
do 42<\
Livers 12c ψ gal.; fish scraus $7
ton.

Chicago Live Stock market·

Oct.

21, by

Rev. Chas. A.

vol. δα.—

delphia.

SPOIL KN.
Oct 8, oft* the Saltees, barque Jos Baker, from
Reed, from Portland for Buenos Ayres.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Harden,

Cloaks.

ish.

DEATHS
In this city, Oct. 21, Mrs. Deborah Runnells,
aged
74 years.
Γ Funeral this Saturday afternoon at 3 o'clock, at
No. 8 Oxford street. Burial private.]
In this city, Oct. 22, Rosannah, wife of the late
John Ward, aged 72 years.
[Funeral on Sunday afternoon at 2Va o'clock, At
her late residence. No. 4 Poplar street.
In this city, Oct. 22, Mary A. Gammon, daughter
of Samuel H. and A boy L. Gammon, aged 21
years
1 month 15

days.

[Notice of funeral hereafter.]
In Saco, Oct.
Jas G. Johnston, aged 71 years.
In Oxford, Oct. 11, Mrs. Harriet baniels, widow of
the late Capt. Jo η Lee, aged 77 years.

FOB

FROM

DATE.

Boston
Liverpool
New York. .Liverpool
New York. .London

Utopia
Ethiopia

York..Glasgow
York..Hamburg
Quebec
Polynesian
Liverpool
Lake Manitoba....Montreal....Liverpool
Nevada
New York..Liverpool
New York. .London
Italy
New York..Liverpool
Algeria
New
New

Cimbria

Oct 22
Oct 23
Oct 23
Oct 23

Oct 23
Oct 23
Oct 26

Oct 26
Oct 27
Oct 27
St Laurent
New York..Havre
Oct 27
Adriatic
New York..Liverpool
Oct 28
Alvo
New York..Kingston, J. Oct 28
New York..Havana
Niagara
Oct 28
British Empire—New York..Havana
Oct 28
Claribel
New York..Porto Rico ...Oct 29
Claudius
New York Laguayra
Oct 29
New York.. Li ver pool
City of Berlin
Oct 30
Moravian
Oct 30
Quebec
Liverpool
Samaria
Boston
Oct 30
Liverpool
Helvetia
New York..Antwerp
Oct 30
Bolivia
New Yok.. .Glasgow
Oct 30
Suevia
New York.. H am burg
Oct 30
Lake Champlain.. .Montreal... Liverpool.... Nov 5

Lake Nepigon

uujjs—ινβυβιμια οο,υυυ

ueaa;
weak and 10

shipments 5000 head: market is slow,
lower; mixed packing at 4 25@4 45; choice mixed
at 4 50@4 60; selected heavy at 4 70@7 85; light

45@4 HO.
Cattle—Receipts 5000 head:shipments 2700 head;
best grades strong; others only steady; common to
fair shipping weak at 4 00fô4 3b; good to choice
4 60@5 00; export at 5 10@5 80.
Sheep—receipts 1000 head; market steady and in
fair demand; common to medium at 3 35@ 3 75;
good to choice 3 90@4 25.

Schlotterbeck,

FINANCIAL.

SAMUEL HANSON,

Banker

Montreal.. .Liverpool

We are selling: this week a large
line of manufacturers' Sample
Cloaks, for ladies and children,
to $5 under real price.
from
Also a lot of about 200 Cloaks, ¥>ol
Anns. Ulsters and Circulars of our
own and New York make.
We sell Children's Winter Cloaks
as low as $2.00, and Ladies' UlAlso as
sters as low as $5.00,
much better ones as the market
affords.
Ours is now an extra good store
to buy any Lady's Garment, for we
have a very large assortment and
we manufacture from a full stock
of Cloakings any style or size
needed.

RINESBROS.

MINIATURE ALMANAC
OCTOBER 23.
6.26 I High water
2.06
5 03 I Moon rises
8.43

Bank
&c.,
Stock,
Orders at New
sold.
York and Boston Stock Exchanges
executed by wire.

Securities,
bought and

eodtf

oc23

H. M. PAYSON & CO.,
DEALERS

Piano

Government Ms,
Exchange Street

PUBTLAKD,

au2M

Cor. Middle &

Blake.

Sch Mary
Choate. j*

Elizabeth,

FROdI OUR

«

Dunton,

Boothbay

—

D

CORRESPONDENT.

EASTPORT. Oct 14—Ar, sell Charlotte Augusta,
Holmes, New York.
Oct 16—Cld, echs Ada S Allen, Dudley, Hillsboro.
Sid, sch Abby Weld. Gardner, Portland.
Oct 18-Cld, scb Percy, Mitchell, New York.
Oct 19—Ar, scb Vashti R Gates, Warner, New

York.

Cld, scb Sea Spray, Holmes, New York.
Oct 20—Cld, ecb Ε & G W Hinds, Hill. New York.
Launched—At Waldoboro 20th by H Kennedy
Co, barque Matanzas. about 700 tons, owned by
the buildars, Capt Ε W Simmons, who is to command
her, and others. She has a whiteoak frame, hard
ceiling, copper fastened, and is classed 15 years
η French Llojde.

{>ine

eodtf

Exchange Sts.,

Buy

and sell first-class State, city,
town and Railroad Bonds.
Investments for trust funds constantly on hand. Correspondence
solicitedOrders in Stocks and
Bonds executed daily in Boston,
New York and Philadelphia Stock

Exchanges.
jy27

eodtf

THE LARGESTSTOCK

fJalifornia

IVIimug Mtock»·

(Bv Telegraph.)

San Francisco, Oct. 22 —The following are the
closins quotations of Mining stock η to-day:
Alta
2Vé Julia consolidated..
4^ Hale & Norcrose... 3Ms
Alpha
Helcher
2% Grand Prize
1%
Best & Belcher..
8Vs Mexican
7Vfe
Bullion
2Yé Northern Belle
9%
California
2
8
Ophir
ChoJar
1%
2V2 Overman
Eureka Con
16% Union Con,
14%
CrownflPoint........ 1Λ/ί Sierra Nevada.... .lOS/a
1H Yellow Jacket... .. 41
Exchequer
Gould & Currv
3% Bodie
SV2
1% Potosi
htage
2%
Belvidier
1
Con. Virginia
2%
..

iBv TelegraDh.^
York. Oct. 22-Eveuing—Flour—Receipts

19,485 bbls; exporis 15,015 bbls; irregular and unsettled. in inHtaij^es 5@2ôc lower; low grades are
in moderate request and about steadily held; high
grades Winter Wheat heavy; sales 17,500 bbls;\«· 2
at 2 85fr3 70; Superflue Western and State 3 75@
4 25; extra Western ami State at 4 35@4 65; go xl
to choice do at 4 65@6 50; White Wheat Western
extra at 4 70Ώ4 90; fancy do at 4 90@6 55; extra Ohio at 4 80@6 00; extra St. lxmis at 4 50@
6 50: patent Minnesota extra at 6 00(a)7 00; choice
to double extra at 7 10@8 50, including 3700 bbls
'Jitv Mille extra at 5 40@5 90; 1500 bbls No 2 at
2 85 a3 70; 1200 bbls Superflue at 3 80a4 25; 1800 bbls low extra at 4 25@4 50; 3900 bbls W inter
Wheat excra at 4 7· @8 50; 6600 bbls Minnesota
extra at 4 25 art 25, closing unsettled. Southern
flour heavy with fair inquiry, sales 1700 bbls: extra
at 4
50: choice at 5 b6@»i 75.
Ryr Flour
flrm at 7> 50&5 85 for Superfine. Corn iHenl is
steady and quiet: Yellow Western at 2 80<a3 16;
Brandywiue at 3 40. Wheat—receipts 305,400

90^5

FIHHERnEN.
At Pirate Harbor 19th, sch .las G Craig, from Bay
for Portland.
Ar at Canso 19th, sch Nellie May, Georgetown.
DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 21st, ship Cheesebrougb,
Dinsmore,

Accapulco.

GALVESTON-Cld 15th, brig Clarabelle, Cogglns,

Apalachicola.

PENSACOLA—Ar lKth. barque S G Hart, Pierson, Galveston; sch Κ M AVatts, "Watts. Boston.
DAK1EN—Ar 15th, sch Lizzie Wilson, Wilson,
Boston.

Β F Lowell, Hutch

BALTIMORE—Ar 20th,
insou, Portland.
Ar 21st, sch H McG Bnck, Woodbury, Georgetown, SC.
Cld 21st. sch Isaac Τ Campbell, Snow, Boston.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 20ih, steamer Allentown,
Swazey, Portland; sch Grace Davis, Davis, Windsch

sor, NS.
Cld 20th, brig Kaluna, Allen, Marbleheaa; sch
Η Curtis, Tllton, Boston.
Ar 21st, scb Fannie Pike. Kilpatrick, St John.
Cld 21st, sella J W Hall. Jr. Mason, for Portland;
Gmoe Dart», Davis, Charleston; Ρ M Hooper, Lane,
Boston.

ON

at 1U o'clock a. m. This well known and valuable
property consists of a large two-story house ell and
lar<e stable, with about eight acres of land. This 1»
calledtby many the best location for a seaM le hotel
on the American coast.
It is also finely situated for
cottages or private residences. The natural advantages of this place are too well and favorably
known to require description. This property must
be sold to settle up an esta'e.
AUGUSTUS F.
MOULTON, Executor, 188 Middle St.. Portland, Me
F. O. BA1LEV Ac CO., Auetiooter».

oct20

dtd

0.

BAILEY

CO.,

&

AUCTION KERN,

HORSE and CARRIAGE MART,
Plum Street, Portland Me.
Auction Sale Every Saturday at 10 A. M.
Agent» for

Celebrated Coueord HarneMa

the

SATURDAY, Oct. 23d.
One New Phairton, sold to close consignment.
Two 2d. hand Top Buggies.
Two 2d band Phaetons.
One 2d. hand Jump Seat.
One New >ide Bar iop Buggy.
10 New Harnesses.
oct22

dtd

Γ. O. BAILEY A. CO.,

Nalenreon· IS
O.

7.

Exciiuayt Si.
C.

«AILE

W. ▲

LUE.3.

General MoroLa
Regular
dise every Saturday, commencing at 10 o'clock a.
solicited.
oeSdt
Consignments
eale of Furniture and

FALL OF 1880.
We are prepared to show oar patrons the choicest
linen in the following goods, to be found in the

market.
Our selection of Paper Hangings from all the
leading manufacturers lias been liberal, and we fee)
confident we can satisfy the most fastidious.

IN WINDOW SHADES

We

have material to match

Fringes, Loops

and

papers, and

onr

trimmings

new

found elsewhere.

not

DRAPERY WORK.
New stuife and original Désigne.

Special Lace Department.
Curtains, Tidies, Spreads Insertions
Edgings—all the novelties in this department.
Lace

offers peculiar advanta

general attractions
England.

G. Iff.

Cloaks and Dolmans,
ever

jn«t

and

A.

ROSS &

Styles

The

Beautiful.

are

ROSS &

DRY AND

FANCY GOODS,

until
every
Department contains the
most
desirable
goods to be found, and we
shall not allow anybody to undersell us.

F.A.R0SS&C0.,
Congress & Brown Sts.

Cor.
octl5

eodtf

and

New

ltoswortli,
dtf

CALL and SEE

Decker Bros

'

Pianos,

Indorsed by ANNIE LOUISE CARY.

CO.,

have also made large additions to
their stock of

i^ht
in

ocll

CO.,

and will be sold much cheaper
than can bv bought elsewhere.

and for good
be surpassed

Hammond. B'lk.,
591 Congress Street.

offered at Retail in Portland, has
been received from New York, by

F.

es

cannot

Also

choice stock of liret-class

a

PIANOS AND ORGANS.

Samuel Thurston,
3 Free St.

Block,

sep29

PORTLAND.
dtf

OHADBOURN & KENDALL
have

just received a

LARGE ASSORTMENT
—

OF

—

GENTLEMEN'S UNDERWEAR
with

The best place In Portland to buy

&

BAILEY
Ε. Β.

τ

a

Piano.

NOYES,

AND—

ROBINSON,
ST.,

PORTLAND,

DEPARTMENT

Telephone·

EDWARD McCAMMON PIANO

Game and Poultry

In their Season.

TIIE

RENDROOK.
Guns, Rifles, Revolvers, Ammunition and Fishing Tackle

seplG

CLOSING OUT
—OF

AND

ULSTER

CLOTHS.

LOOK.

READ.

sep27

—

STOCK & FIXTURES
We shall commence OCTOBER 6th to sell
entire stock of

our

at such

Tailor's Pressman

Employed,

CoatM, PnntH and Yentn denoted or dyed
and pre-wed, fqnnl to vUMtom work, by
taitoi 'b prttnftmt-η, at

FOSTER'S FOREST CITY DYE

HOUSE,

13 PREBLE ST., opposite Preble House.
of all

description*

in a superior manner at short notice·
Kid gloves cleansed every day, price tO

cents per

CLOAKINCS

SALE

Largest Dye House in Maine. DRY AND FANCY GOODS,

cleansing

pair.

Bnndles by
prompt attention.
ootia

mail

or

will

ensure a

quick sale.

All our customers and the public
fliid it to their interest to visit our
bargains will be offered.

Terms

generally will
store, as great

Strictly Cash.

Watches, Clocks, Kye «lasses,- Specta-

TUKESBURY & CO.
eodtf

ocO

Silver Plated Ware &e.
Please
a call.
Remember the place.

cles

give him

BISHOP'S

BLOCK,

Opposite Frye's Drus

ESTABLISHED 1837.

WHITE

If you would

paint your

For Sale at

Knitted

with the beet,

PURE

WHITE
MAKCFACTUBED

LEAD,
BY

THE OLD DUTCH PROCESS,
the only true method to make tbe best lead; and, as
we make perfectly pure lead only, consumers

always rely on Its quality.
ECKSTEIN, KILLS & Co., Cincinnati,Ο
Agents, W. W. WHlFPLt & CO.,
Portland, Me.
can

G. L. BAILEY,
—AGENT

PARKER'S,

FOR—

COLTS,

BONEHILL'S,

MOORE & SON'S Breech Loading (Jans.
Sole Agents in this vicinity fo'

Du Pont's Powder
AND

THE

Mills,

Dittmar Powder Manufacturing
ny's High Explosives, such as

Λ roceut invention, and superior to any Carpet
in tbe market.
It excel* in durability.
It
is moth proof. It allows all grit an<l dust to pass
floor
no
other
d
>es
to
the
as
and
so
lining
through
saves the wear to the carpet and ihe dust in sweep·
ing. It is uniformly soft and luxurious to the tread.
Itle pronounced by high medical authority to be
the on'y lining in the market ibat prevents injury
to the lungs of children and feeble persons, from
duet.
Inquire for the above at any first-class Carpet

house,

or

address

LINING CO.,
KNITTED CARPET
535 Washington St., Bostou.
T. D: DF.MOUD, Trcas.
octl5

Opp.

Κ.

H. White Si Co.

[codl'ai

Compa-

GREAT BARGAINS
In

Carpeting, Oil Cloth, Furniture,
Plated,
Crockery,
and Glass Ware, at

Adams &
i\o.

HO

which can be supplied in any quantity,
at the lowest Sew York Prices. Also
EXPLODERS, Waterproof and Common FUSE.
48 EXCHANGE STREET.
snd2w

Robinson's,

Exchange Street.

octO

WFM3m

HARDWIRE, l'I.UJI B1NO and
Il OU « Κ flKNIHHING store, in a town
12,000 populati »n, within a tew miles ox Boston.
Established 12 years. Proprietor citing a good busi-

A

selling, going west. Address,
P. O. Box, 235, Boston, Mass.

'llw

VALUABLE
FOU

HORSE

SAIi-El.

A.MES D. FEfHtEKDEK,
I 3'Λ ifliddle MCrret,
or, CLARK A III I'CIIIMGN,
oct22dlw
Central Niable.

Inquire

of J

THÊ" KOHLER
HOT

AIR

FURNACE,

in use by W. T. Sargent, C. I». U. Fiek, J. >f. P*ck
John F. Sherry, J. F. Clark, J. S. Libby, Mrs. C. C.
Eaton, 23 Pine St., is the be$t In the world.
-tFOE

SALE BY —

W. X>. AMES,
ool8

Successor to
Nutter Hro there·

CHOICE
—

DESIGN
Frames.

OLD FRAMES KEGILUtU,

CYRUS F. DAVIS,
593 CONGRESS STREET.
eodtf

octlU

—

Children's work

a

specialty. Prices

very

Room No. β Brown1. Block, Con
■m» and Brown Htntln.

kpaida

For Sale.

OF

DRËSS MAKING !

4H«. A. LOHINfli

low.

dlw

FOR

Picture

S. T. TAYLOR'S SYSTEM

RENDROCK .GLUKODINE, &c.,

octlO

Lining

Carpet

AND STAIR PAD,

ST&Tsn2m

oct2

Bargain.

of

Lining

The "Phoenix Brand"

a

Χ. Υ. Ζ.

LEAD.

house

purchase only

Store.
<12w>

neff; reason for

eodsntf

311 CONGRESS ST.

oct 16

511 Congress C Motley Block.

receive

express

prices as

cl2mo

J. N. MARSH, Jeweler, lias opened
up a place of Business at 317 Congress
St., where he will cleanse and repair
Work
Watches, Clocks, and Jewelry.
warranted. He will also keep on sale,

oc21

PURE

a

OF

all Kinds.

Cor. Federal & Temple Sts.
gneod2m

and

KENDALL,

Will open thin day,

Full Line

Laflin & Rand Orange
owder Co., and for
the sale of

Dying

CHADBOlHi &

—

Parker Breech Loading Guns,

done

Dress Reform Rooms,
507 1-2 Congress St.
M. E. FAIEWEATHER,
octie

DAVIS,

iGEST FOE

of

DECORATIVE NEEDLE WORK,

ΕΕ.^Ι.\βΤΟ.\ OR

eodtf

ocll

T. B.

NOVELTIES IN

eodti

Cor. Free & Center Sts.

eodtfan

GOODS.

Your Orders to

R. H. PARKER
ioplS

STAMPED^

Λ11 material* ^for Art Needle Worli, in
(real variety.

Canned IWents.

FORTES. Telephone

d2m

OUTLINE EMBROIDERY.

Fresh Coods,

F0.ÏÏES,

And the celebrated

Goods.

STAMPING.

AND A

General Agents for New England States for

LINDEMAN & SONS' PIANO

full stock of

Furnishing

The Public Demanded and I
have respouded by adding

A MEAT

a

sep27

STORE.

Chickering & Sons' Piano Fortes,

FROM MERCHANTS* EXCHANGE.

MEMORANDA.
Barqne Devonshire, from Baltimore for Bordeaux,
before reported ashore near Royan, has become a
total wreck.
Brig «I Β Brown. Foster, from Cliristana, is ashore
Position dangerous,
in Broad Bay, Scotland.
Sch Ella Frances, Bolfter. at New York from
Jacksonville, reports heavy NE winds the entire
passage, and loet and split sails, and sprung aleak.
When off Frying Pan Lightboat. Wm King, seaman,
of Bermuda, was lost overboard. Pnt into Smithville, NO, for repairs.

FOR SALE AT AUCTION
Tlie OLD PKOl'TN NECK IIOIISE
Prout'a or Llbb\'s Neck in Scarborough, will
be sold by auction on Saturday, No t. t», 1880

OF

4

Sid fm Exeter 20th inst, brig Dirigo, Coffin, for
New York.
Ar at Frederickstadt 18th inst, baraue Florence
Treat, Veazie, Hamburg, (where she has been coppered) to load for Australia.
Passed tlie Lizatd 20th, ship Corsica, Purington,
from New York for Bremen.

will be made known at time of tale.
For further particulars inqu're of
.1. W. LEAVITT, Treaa.
F. O. BAILËY A < O., Auetloi»«*eri*.
octlB
dtd

OUR NEW STORE

State Agents for

Arrived.
Steamer Falmouth, Hall, Boston for Eastport
and St John, NB.
Brig I>aura. (Br) McDonald, Sydney, CB—coal to
D W Job & Co. Vessel to Ryan & Kelsey.
Sch May McFarland, Montgomery, Georgetowncoal to Sargent. Dennison & Co.
Sch Addie Jordan, Leavitt, Philadelphia—coal to
Machias boats.
Sch Satilla. Rivers, Bath, in tow of tug C A Warren.
To go into the dry dock.
Sch Freeport, Smith. Calais—wood for a market.
Sch Fanny Barney, Norton, Frankfort, with stone
for Haverhill.
Sch Louisa Frances, Thorndlke, Rockland-lime
to C A Β Morse & Co
Sch Emeline, Roberts, Wiscasset,—heading to
Phinney & Jackson.
Sch l.ucy Ann,
Meservey, St George,
Sch Η Τ Towneend, Smith, Windsor, NS. for New
York.
Sch Mary A Rice, Clay, Bluehill for New York,
Sch Mary C, (Br) Rockport, NS, for New Haven.
Sch Mayflower, Pembroke for Boston.
Sch David Faust, Smith. Bangor for
Washington.
Sch We 're Here, Carter, Sedgwick for Boston.
Sch Mechanic, Hammett. Franklin for Boston.
Sch Tangent. Carter, Bangor for New Bedford.
Sch Phebe & Susan, Elwell, Bangor for Salem.
Sch Eri, Sherman Machias for New York.
Sch Marv Augusta, Holt. Calais for Providence.
Sch Ν Jones. Perry, Calais for Boston.
Soh Lizzie Brewster, Cummings, Jonesboro ior
New York.
Sch Lizzie, Lamson, Machias foi Providence.
Sch S J Lindeey, Kennedy, Rockland for Boston.
Sch Porto Rico, Armstrong, Bangor for New York
Sch Abner Tayloj, Dodge, Bangor for Boston.
Sch Active, Eaton, Wiscasset for New York.
Cleared.
Sch Henry Sutton, Manson, Baltimore—D W
Clark & Co.
Sch Laura & Eliza, Sinclair, Ellsworth—Nath'l

MAINE.

Woodbury&Jloultou,

Company

EXCHANGE

FRIDAY, Oct. 22.

Τ

Auctioneer* and Commisnion Merchants

BANK STOCK, AC.

No. 32

Company.

Real Estate, Tools ami Machinery οf the
Preaunipacot Iron Co., will be sold "at public
auction, to the highest bidden at the Works at
East Deering, on WEDNESDAY, October 27, 1881»,
at 3 o'clock P. M.
Terms and conditions of sale
ΗΚ

CITY AND TOWN RONDS,

PIANOS.

ISTEWS.

PORTLAND.

IN

Iron

Prelum|>m*oi

F.

—

fORT OF

Auction Sale.

PARKER'S Hosiery,

MAINE

—

MARINE

Breaker,

SA FF. S.

AXD

Nov 15

Sun rises
•^un sets

sndtf

■oc22

and

λΙΗΤΙΟΝ

Government Bonds, First Class

F. A.

&

(By Telegraph.)
υηκΔυυ.

Rockland.
Cld 20th, brig Annie Gardner, Cassidy, for Phila-

Newell of Topsham and Miss Mary V.
Bradley of Portland.
In Standish, Oct. 21st, at the residence of the
bride's parents, by Rev. J. P. Trowbridge, Henry N,
Leavitt and Miss Cora A. Holmes, both of Stand-

NAME

Daily Domestic Receipt·.
By water conveyance—1000 bush Oornmeal to Q

were

Thompson, for Philadelphia; 18th. brig Tally Ho.
Gates, do; sch M L Newton, Colwell, Red Beach.
Cld at Cheverie, NS, 9th, sch Ariadne, Dyer, for
Alexandria; Winner, Frye, Baltimore.
Ar at St John, NB, 20th, sch Sea Bird, Andrews,

Portland.
In this
Chas. S.

Atlas
Britanic..

Portland, Oct. 21.
For Portland, 38 cars miscellaneous merchandise;
for connecting ".roads, 73 cars miscellaneous mei
chandise

The following
stocks :
kock Iglana....
Illinois Central
C. B. &Quinoy
Chicago & Alton

$2 75 per hhd; sen Maggie Dalling, Dalling, do.
Cld at Windsor, NS. lath inst, sch Geo Walker,

er,

DEPARTURE OF OCEAN STEAMER*

of Mnine C'enrnl.

New VovSi Stock and

New York.
Ar at Jeremie prev to Sept 22d, Sch Daylight,
Blair. New York.
At Cardenas 15th, brig Mary C Mariner. Patersen,
for New York, lde melado at §2 50 and sugar at

22@25

17ια18
Apple*.
Peanuu»—
Sweet Apples.l 50@1 75
"
1 25Ml 75
Wilmington.l 60@1 70 Sour
1 50@1 G2 Pippins..
1 50@1 75
Virginia
Tennessee... 1 20@1 35 Dried Western
βία, β Va
Castana, "lb.
10@llcj do Eastern.. 6@ 6%
Walnuts,
a2@14c|
Sugar.
Filbert. ■'
12@14o! Granulated....
@10
13@14cj Extra 0
@ 9V2

SALES.

FOREIGN PORTS.
*
Sid fra Newcastle. NSW, Aug 13, barque George
Treat, Pendleton. Iloilo.
Sid fm Bremerhaven 7th, ship J W Marr, Morsa,
North America.
Ar at Havre 7th inst, barque A D Brookman, Pettigrew. New York.
Sid fm Marseilles £th inst, barque Kennard,

In this city, Oct. 20, by Rev. C. A. Dickinson. Albert B. Hall and Miss Clara C. Web?ter. both of

18§20

Atlantic

NEWBURYFt)RT-Ar 21st, sch Florida. Grant,
Northern i^lght, Brown, Millbridge.
PORT CLYDE—Ar 19th. sch Brilliant, Wheeler,
Portland.

Liverpool for Philadelphia.
Oet 10, lot 40 27, Ion 61 30. barque Henry Warn-

MARRIAGES.

fluts.

Deer Isle

Philadelphia.

Rockland;

Downing.

—

Skim Cheese
Fruii

A. C.

Langdon,*

59
44
21 00

59
Meal,
14
47
Michigan....5 2"χα5 75 Date,
"
St. Louie Win23
Brau,
ter
fair ,.6 00@6 25 Mid'ngo, "
25 00
"
vV ntergood. .6 25(a6 60 Rye,
1 11»
Fit-onmonii.
Winter Best.. .6 75@7 00
f*ro«lnce.
Mesa Beef.. 9 50(®10 00
Ex Mesa.. 10 75@ll 00
Turkeys
11 00^11 25
ChicKens.
Plate
Fowl
Ex Plate..ll50@ll 75
1
20
21
Pork—
Sggs
NewPotatoes,hush5()@65 Backs.. ,.2<» 75@21 00
20 00,§20 25
Sweet " Jersey3 50@3 75
Jlear
Norfolk 2 76^3 00
•Jess
17 00{§17 50
bbl.4
25
ois
00&4
Onions,
φ"
10@ 12
"
crate
Lard.
@100
Round Hogs...0^0
ft
9%®
91/2
tub, ψ
Oheene.
Heroes, ft, £>..91/46 9%
Maine
135)15 1 Pail
llOOglltt
13al5
Vermont...^.
Kege
V. Y.Factory
13 £15
IS tun*.
]

New

was felt in Madrid and
throughout
the provinces of Semara.
The Porte Backs Down Again.
Paris, Oct. 22.—The powers having immediately protested against the conditions communicated by the Turkish negotiations as
quite contrary to the original promise to surrender Dulciguo, the Porte eeems to have disavowed tLe action of Biga Pasha and negotiations are resumed on a basis more conformable
with the necessities of the situation.

SOLVENT,

on spot, ungraded at 55V2
@66c: No 2 at 55%@66V4c; No 2 White 58c; No 2
for October at 55@55Vec; do November at û5Vé@
653/sc; do for December 56%®55% c. Oat* Vic 1
lower and fairly active; receipts 47.650 bush; sales
154,000 bush; No 3 at 36%c; do White at 36%@
37Vic; No 2 at 38y*@38Mic; do White 39@39Vfec;
ο l at 38c; do White at 44@44Vfee;Mixed Western
at 35@38%c; White Western at 38@45c,?including
16,OOU No 2 for October at 3814 c; 30,OOO do for
November 38Vi@38V2C; 25,000 do December 39%
§39MzC. Sugar nominally unchanged; fair to good
refining quoted 7%'S7V&; rehned quiet. l?i!oia»»eM
is unchanged. Petroleum is nominal; united at
96V4; crude in bbls at 7@HV* ; refine·! 12c. Tallow steady. Pork in moderate request for exportt
and steady; 3^0 mess 011 spot 16 00; October quoted
18 00 bid; seller year 12 80 bid, I t 2<> asked. Beef
steady, liard heavy and 10@12% lower and more
doing: 1051 tes prime steam on spot at 8 37Vis : 500
to arrive 8 40; 160 for October 8 37V2@8 42V2; 6,•00 November at 8 30@8 40; 1250 tes for December
at 8 22V2®8 30; 500 >ear at 8 27Vfeia8 30; 50O rej
fined for continent ρ t; quoted 8 70. Butter firm.
iUieewe is unchanged.
Freights to Liverpool steady: Wheat steam 6.
CHICAGO .Oct, 22.—Flour is quiet and firm. Wheat
do; Hyena, for New Haven.
VINEYABD-HAVEN—Ar 20tb, schs Addie Jor
is unsettled; opened weak and lower, closing firm at
outside prices; No 2 Ked Winter at w9@99Vac; N > 2
dan, Leavitt, Philadelphia for Portland: Kate Lily,
Chicago Suring at 1 00 cash; 1 00% for November:
Elizabethport for Gardiner; Ida Hudson, Amboy for
1 02% for Deeember No 3 do 92Vfac; rejected at
Plymouth; Ella Pressey, Wiscasset for New York;
Benjamin, Pembroke for do; Billow, Rockland for
72@78c. Corn dull, weak and lower, closing tfys/a
Norfolk; Globe. Bangor for Norwalk.
aù39V2C cash; 40c bid for November; 40%^41 for
Passed by, sch F L Riehardeon, Belano, from Bath
December; 45s/s(a45V2C for May; rejected a 38c.
Oat.* strong and higher at 29% c bid for cash ; 30c I for Philadelphia.
Sailed, brig C S Packard; schs Koret, A Haynes,
for November; 30%c for December. Rye is easier
at 83c.
Barley is eaaior at 82V2C. Pork in fair de- Mary D Wilson, New Zealand. Alexandria. Hattie L
Curtis, Addie L Perkins. Delmont Locke, Henry,
Sarah Wooster, Sandy Point, Castilian. Spartan,
vember; 11 80 for December; 12 55 bid January.
Lard is dull, weak and lower 8 00 cash: 7 82 V2 for
Lookout, Wm Duren, Carrie W, Connecticut, Flora
A Sawyer, Aldine. Pierce, and others.
November; 7 80 December; 7 80 bid January. Bulk
EDGARTOWN—In port
Meats unsettled and lower; shoulders at 4 90; short
Eclipse, Tracy.
rib at 7 70: sbort clear at 7 70.
υιη,
unoii^n/iviui
niaj JJaj, riauucio, A1DTT
York lor Rockland; Avon, Park, Port Johnson for
Freights—Corn to Buffalo 7V2.
Keceipts—ltî,000 bbls tiour, 147,000 bush wheal, Salera; h S Boynton, Snow, fm liondout for Dover;
Mullen. Hoboken for Rockland.
346,000 bush corn, 185,000 bush oats. 12,000 bus!) Mary
In port, ech Gov Coney, from New York for Portye, 34,000 bush barley.
land, repairing.
Shij memB-9.000 bbls flour, 80,000 bush wbeai.
BOSTON—Ar 21st, schs Helen Maria. Look, from
186,000 busb corn, 116,000 bush oats,11,000 busb
Brunswick, Ga; schs J W Drisko, Haskell, Amboy;
rye, 30,000 bush barley.
D M French, Childs, Hoboken: Good intent, McSt. L0CI8. Oct. 22.—Flour
Wheat opened
Lean. Lnbec; Concordia, Johnson, and Samaritan,
lower but advanced; Ne 2 Red Fall at
<>0
Dodge. Bangor: Reporter, Snow, do for New York;
ash; 99V2C®1 00 for October; 1 00*4@1 0114 for
Clark. Rockland; Chas A Sproul, Sproul.
Granville,
1
3
do 93
November; <)3%4@1 04% December; No
Bristol.
£94c. No 4 at 88*40. Com lower at 393/8c cash;
Cld 21st, schs Bay State, Baker, Kennebec; Skyfor
39% «3934c
Nov; 39Va@39%c for December.
lark, Crocker. Kennebec.
»ats higher 29^4@29%c for cash; 3<»%@3o%cfor
Sid. barques Τ J Southard, and Carrie Heckle.
December. Rye higher 83@84c. Pork steady and
Old 22d, barque Rachel, Walls, Portland.
unchanged 15 26. Lard lower 8 00.
SALEM—Ar 21st, schs Geo W Collins, Wooster,
bbls
..eceipcs—7,000
nour, 124.000 bush wheat.
Perth Amboy; Ivy Bell. Loud, Hoboken; Kendus29.000 busb corn, 34,000 bush oats, 1,000 bnab
keag, Whitney, Port Johnson; Carrie Walker. Rusrye, 10,000 ousb barley.
Belfast for Brunswick; Wm S Farwell, Snow,
sell.
shipment» 12,000 bbls Hour, 86,000 bush wheat,
Rockland for New York; Starlight, Blake, Wise asset
47.000 bush corn, 6,000 bush oats, 00,000 busb
for Stamford.
barley, 2,000 busb rye.
BEVERLY—Ar 21st, sch Hamburg, Libby, from
Detroit, Oct. 22.—Wheat strong; No 1 White at
Philadelphia.
I 02 V2 cash and for October; 1 03*4 for November;
DAN VERS—Ar l?th. gch Joe Carlton, Thurston,
I 05V2 December; 1 (>6Va(ctl »·6%
New York.
January; No 2
White at 99V*c bid; No 2 Red at I 02.
LYNN—Ar 21st, schs Balloon, Eaton, Bangor,
George Sbattuck, do.
Savannah, Oct. 22.—Cotton quiet; Middling up
GLOUCESTER—Ar 21st, sch Delhi, Lynam, from
lands at 1C ll-16c.

steady

BUNION

AND

CORN

t«on

EUROPE.

earthquake

SPECIAL NOTICES.

20th,jeclis

Domestic iHarbete.

Earthquake Shocks.
Lisbon, Oct. 22.—An earthquake has occurred here, the effects of which were felt in
almost every part of tlie country. No
damage
reported. A violent storm is raging here. The

bush, including 213.000

Hurricane in Dtinmark.
A teiritichurricane passed over Denmark on
Wednesday doing much damage to shipping

NEW YORK—Ar 21et, barque Miranda, Corbett,
j
Hayti 22 days, (loet and split satis); F L Gouovar.
Matari sa·, (loft and split sails); schs Mary Κ
Douglas·, Lewis, Ruatan 17 dare; Ella Frances,
Bulger, J an k son vl fie, (see Mem): Mary Brewer,
SCHLOTTERBECK'S
Coleman, Norfolk; Almeda,Clark, Hilliboro; Laura
Bridgman, Hart, Bangor; Annie F Collins, Cousins,
Bluenill; Τ Benedict, Crockett, and Addie, Sawyer,
Gardiuer; Mary J Lee Hallowell; Governor, Eaton,
Mt Desert; Lugano, How aid, Machias.
Ar 22d, barque F S Thompson, Potter, Havre;
brig Havana, Meyer, Caibarien; sell Edith 1> Coombs KEJIOVEM
tOKiHN,
BtlVIONR,
Brown, Laguna.
Cld 21et, barque Formosa, Pierre, Buenos Ayres;
CALLOUD A.HO WABTH.
brigs Marena, Hammond, Rio Janeiro; Emma L
Hall, Perry, Matanzas; sch Addie M Bird, Bird, for
Entirely Hanule*·*; il dotw not contain
Boston.
any Acid* or Cauntic.
Sid 21st, barque C D Bryant, for Sydney.
PREPARED Β V
NEW LONDON—Ar 19th, schs Ella Brown, and
Decora, from Machias for New York: Zeta Psi, Boston for do; Annie F Collins, Bluehill for do; Crusoe,
A POTHEC Λ It V,
Machias for do; Fred C Iiolden, St John, NB, for
do; Pea»l, Biddeford for do.
501 ('on^rcHN tttreei, Portland, Jlniuc.
PROVIDENCE—-Ar 21st, schs Roamer, McFar«ntf
jy2
land, St John, NB; Almeda Wiley. Gilchrist, Pensacola; Orozimbo, Guptill, fin Calais; Connecticut,
Cates, do.
FALL RIVER— Ar 21st, sebs Castilian, Means,
Bangor; Wm Duren, Doyle, Calais.
Sla 21s"t, sch Susan Stetson, Raynes, Boston.
PAWTUCKET-Sld 21st, sch Fanny Mitchell,
Brown, New York.
DUTCH ISLAND H ARBOR-Ar 19th, sch Τ Renedict, Crockett, Gardiner for New York; Lugano,
Howard. Machias for do, (and both sailed.)
NEWPORT—Ar 21st, sch Sarah Wooster,Doliver,
Bangor for Provideuce.
Sid 21st, schs A Jameson, Candage, Fall River for
New York ; Moses Eddy, Warren, Providence for
191 K11DVLE STREET.
I)ow.

A Lumtoor Yard..
consiste of eastern and weete- η lumber,
shingles &c., 24 mi es from Boetun. Λ
for a ^peuter «1th $l,Ut ΚΛ
FHAhK 8WJLET,
oo20 JOt
Ashland, Mass.

lathe,
STOCK

rare ohauoe

ABYSSINIAN Church.—Preaching by Rev. J. G.
3 p. m.; evening, 7.30. Sabbath School, 4

Wilson,
m.

p.

SATURDAY MORlflNG, OCT. 28.

ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAY.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.

Merry-2

lioe 4.
Turner Β roe.—1.

Atwood—1.
C. II. L&mson—2.
FINANCIAL COLUMN.
Samuel Hanson—Banker find Broker.
NEW Al> νKKT1SKM ENT8.
George C. Sbaw & Co's New Store.
The Hate—Merry.
Card- Kaatinan Bros. & Bancroft.
Another Large Invoice—Hill & Co.
Pianos—W. M. Furbush il Son.

A full assortment
TURNER BROS.

Clocks. —A large assortment of low priced
Clocks, Alarm, Strike and Silent Time
Keepers, just received by
C. H. Lamson, 201 Middle street.
Having examined the formula from which
Adamsou's Botanic Cough Balsam is prepared,
we recommend it as a safe aud reliable medicine for the cure of Asthma, Coughs, Colds,
aud all diseases of the Throat, Chest and LungsGEO. W. MARTIN, M. D.
I. H. STEARNS, M. D.,

Formerly Surgeon

Ν. M.

Wolf, Buffalo and
Hatter.
Bicycles.— C. H.

201

at

23

Fresh and nice.

per quart.

Ladies'
Hatter.

imported Bicycles,

selling Norfolk Oysteis

Atwood is
cents

Asylum, Togus, Me.
Fancy Robes. Coe, the

Lamson, ageut for the

"Harvard" and other
Middle street.

Misses' Derby Hat*.

and

Sunday School

m

Hammock

Hats,

87 cts.

Merry,
Merry,

Hatter.
U η fermented Canadian barley and malt
fresh Loo are the ingredients of Malt Bitters.
Catch a Tartar

your teeth. It will destroy the health of the
mouth, its beauty, and your sweet breath,
oc 21
Th, S, T&w.
Usk "Kimball's Plant Compound" for perthe growth of all flowering plants, prepared by Kendall & Whitney.

fecting

eodSw
________

Coe.

Kendall & Whitney have a large assortment of Dutch Bulbs for fall planting.
Oct!)
eod3w
Flower Pot Brackets for 9 cents and upwards at Kendall & Whitney's
eod3w
Oct 9

Derby

Coe.

Hats.

The Tonic Quinine, Is oeculiarly beneficial to the teeth and gums. J. E. Atkinson's
Quinine Tooth Powder is one of the best means

preserving

of

purifying

teeth and

the

the
Oc 30 W&S

breath.

Coe, the Hatter.

Umbrellas, Umbrellas.

Thirty Years' Experience of an Old
Nurse.
MRS.
WINSLOW'S SOOTHING
SYRUΡ is the prescription of one of the best
female physicians ana nurses in the United
Stales, and has been used for thirty years with
never-failinn success, by millions of mothers
for their children.
It relieves the child from
pain, cures dysentery aud diarrhoea, griping in
the bowels, and wind-colic. By giving health
to the child it reste the mother. Price Twentyfive Cents a bottle.
may26WS&M&w6m

Friday.—Michael

Winnow.

Three

cases

of

Fined $100
Fined $100

to the New York Times says the
As
Hon. Lewis Barker of Maine delivered the
best speech of the campaign to a large audi,

Catekill, Ν. Y., the l'Jth inst.

Mr.
very effective work in New

Barker is doing
York.
Hon. Samuel F. Perley of Naples is again in
very feeble health and it is feared that he cansurvive long.
W. W. Perry of jtlie Camden Herald, says:
"We give up the State as lost to the opposition, knowing that Solon Ohase and his fol-

not

lowers have already drawn off enough to elect
the Republican electors."
Annie Louise Cary was preveutad by a bad
cold from taking the part of Leonora in "La

Favorita," in New York Wednesday night,
and Mile. Belocca became her substitute.
Hon. Thompson H. Murch is at the United
States Hotel.
F. B. Torrey of Bath is at the Falmouth
Hotel.
Mrs. McDonald, wife of the late Hon. Moses
McDonald, is visiting the city.
Lieut. Ives and wife are in the city.
Mr. M. L. Williams, ticket agent of the Βοεton and Maine railroad, lias returned from his

trip.

western

Col. L. D. M. Sweat has been visiting Governor's Island and Gen. Hancock.
Seth L. Larrabee, Esq., register of probato
for Cumberland county, was married yesterday to Miss Lulu B. Sturtevant of Scarboro.
The ceremony took place at the residence of
the bride's father, and was performed by Prof.
A. S. Packard of Bowdoin college.
After a
short tour through the more noteworthy cities
qf Canada, Mr. and Mrs. Larrabee will return
and take up their abode at G73 Congress street.

at 12

Boyd
Thursday on

hitched his
Moulton street while he
went on an errand.
When he came back the
team was gone. He looked in nearly every
part of the city but was unable to find it. He
notified the police that his horse had been
stolen, after which he walked home. Yesterday morning the team was found all right in a
shed belonging to George S. Hunt & Co.,-<m
Commercial street. The horse was sweatv and
had evidently been on a long drive. Some one
had a free ride.
Gorham.
The Gorham Garfield and Arthur Guards
turned out a full company and, with a delegation from Buxton mounted on horses, marched
through the streets of the village and cheered
at the residences of the Bepublicans, who had
illuminated their houses in honor of the recent
victory in Ohio and Indiana. After two hours'

marching

the companies, together with many
other Republicans, were served with an oyster
It was an enjoyable
supper at Redlon's Hall.
occasion.
An incident occurred at the supper
table which shows the result of a little kind
treatment.
Eighteen small girls and boys who
ι—.-J

—

λ .—,,,λ,ι

hungry, were invited into the hall and took
possession ol one of the tables; before they
were served it was proposed to take an expression of their political standing, and but
of the company was willing to express the
least sympathy lor Republican success. It
did not however change the feeling of the
good deacon who filled their bowls to oversowing with a nice oyster stew. Just before
the buys left the table another vote was taken
and then there was a general change of sentimeut and nearly an unanimous raising of
*
hands in favor ol Garfield and Arthur.

one

A

According
evening
came

near

with

a

jet.

She

the

Advertiser

residing at the
being seriously burned.

little girl

a

combing

Strange Accident.
to

her hair

back

from

Thursday
West End
She was

her forehead

celluloid band c nib, near an open gas
accidentally brought her head too
near the flame and the comb suddenly took
fire.
The frightened girl had presence of
mind enough to throw it from her head, and
escaped with her hair considerably singed.
The comb burnt on the floor until it was en-

tirely consumed.
Challenge Accepted.
The Infantry have accepted the challege
from the Cadets, and the shoot will take place
Wednesday afternoon next at 2 o'clock at the
range. The Infantry will have the same team
that took part in the State shoot at Augusta.
This will be a most exciting contest, and will
draw a large crowd to the range.
Mb.

Stephen

Johnson is

again

the

proprietor

of Johnson's restaurant at 40 Exchange street,
and Is confident that "come once and you'll
come again."
Hie establishment is elegantly
fitted up and meals will be served at all hours
at reasonable

prices.

m.

Tuesday Evening, Oct. 26th,
at 8

be addressed by

It Is hoped that the Kepeblicans of Portland
turn out in great numbers, to hear one of the
stump speakers in this country.

will
best

Galleries only reserved for Ladies.

MUSIC AND THE DRAMA.

m.

FUN ON

School

at 2

Jarrett & Rice's Combination is the name of
another one of the many combinations that
are flooding the country this season with their

specialty plays. In this instance the company
and play not only come up to the mark but far

m.

p.

exceeded it. The play itself is, of course, but
a thread, ou which a number of clever artists
string sougs and dances, the three acts forming

P. M. Sabbath School at 12
meeting at 7 p. m. Morning subAfternoon:
Thy kingdom come.
fight.

delightful evening's entertainment.
The principal mem· ere of the company are
Mr. John F. Sheridan, Miss Kate Castleton,
Miss Agnes Hallock, Miss Marian Fiske and
Mr. William Courtwright. As the Widow
a

Pearl. Rev. C. A. Dickinson, Pastor. Preaching
at 10% a. m. and 3 p. m. Sunday School at 1%
m.
So ial
p.
Prayer meeting in the evening.

cor.

rel ^ious
are

Sons

meetings, Tuesday

and

welcome.

of

Temperance

O'Brien îrom Tipperary Mr. Sheridan comes
out strong in the first act, and in the saloon

Friday evenings.

Hall.-Meeting

of the

soene, in the second act. Mr. Richard Waldron
made a very good Captain Cranberry. Miss
Castleton and Miss Hallock as Norah and
Dora, the daughters of Mrs. O'Brien, were of
course well received. During the second act
the concert scene gave the opportunity for the

InvestiSpiritual society at 2.30 p. m. Subject;
gate and cherish the living ruth of the present instead of the dead errors of the past. All are invited.
Spikitual Fraternity, Rossini Hall, Exchange
street. Conference meeting at 2.30 p. m.
Miss
Jennie B. Hagan will occupy the platform the two
first Sundays of November.
State Street Congregational Church.—
Preavhing by the pastor at 10% a. m. and 7 p. m.
Sunday School at 3 p. m. Prayer meeting every
Tuesday evening at 7V2 o'clock.
St. Stephen's Church.—Rev. Asa Dalton, Rector. Services at IOV2 a. m. and 4 p. m.
Sunday
school at 2 p. m.
St. Luke's Cathedral Chubch, (Episcopal,
State St., (near Spring.) Rt. Rev. H. A. Neely, Rector, Rev. 0. Morton Sills, Canon. Sunday services
Morning at 10.30. Evening services from October
to May, at 5.00.
Weekday services: Daily at 9
a. in., (On Holy Days at 13.00,) and 6 p. m.
Holy
Communion every Sunday at 10.30 a. m., on Holy
Days at 11.00 a. m. Also at 7.00 a. m., 011 the 3d
Sunday of the month.
St. Paul's Church, corner of Congress and Lo
cust St.—Rev. C. J. Ketchum, rector.
Divine services on Sundays at 10.30 a. m. and 3 p. m.
St. Lawrence St. Church.—Rev. A. H. Wright
pastor. Services at IOV2 and at 3 p. m. Sunday
School at lYa p. m. Social meeting at 7 p. m.
West End M. E. CiiURcn, Rev. W. F. Holmes,
pastor. Preaching at 10.30 a. m. Sunday School
immediately after the preaching service.' Prayer
meeting at 7.30 p. m.
West Church Congress St.—Rev. J. F. Morgan
pastor. Sunday School at 11 a. m. Preaching at 3
p. m.
Evening service ai 7.
Williston Church, Congregational, corne
Thomas and Carroll Streets.—Rev. Frank E. Clark
pastor. Preaching at 10.30 a. m., by the pastur. Sabbath school at 3 p. m.
Sabbath school
concertât
7p.m. Subject: Harvest.
Young Men's Christian Association, Con

Street,

freesp. m.,

introduction of special features, all of which
were well received, and in several instances
encored. During the action of the second act
the following were introduced:—Grand Musical, dramatic, operatic, terpsichorean and nonsensical
divertisement; Potporri chorus;
Flewy, the Exoduster; Torreador ia the Bull
Fighter's song, from the opera of "Carmen;"
burlesque scene, Claw'd Meluotte and PawLean Dish Apples; The Black Nightingale;
burlesque opera, "The Pie-Xtates of Penn's
Aunts;" Capt. Starch and M'Ue Aimee-Lia, in
a little flirtation and duet; the Fir-t and Second Degree's Full Moon Union; the Bristol's
Domestic Band, in their novel Turkish reveille, original with this company, and was one
of the best things in the whole entertainment.
In the third act the company came out
strong, and the "mysteries" were all solved in
a most amusing and
satisfactory manner. The
large audience were kept in the best of humor
the
entire
duiing
evening, and in several instances the artists were given a double encore.
There will be a matinee to-day, and the play
will be repeated this evening, and the theatre
should be crowded at both representations.
NOTES

Stockbridge

Elm.—Meetings at y a. m. and
Wednesday and Saturday at 7V2

A

Church."
A

Sunday
"Bradley

ct. 24. at » o'clock, in the
Subject: The Right to the Crown.

temperance meeting will be held tomorrow
J

he

regular meeting

bending around
stream.

RowStevens and Hamilton, of Bath, for a double scull
race for $250 a side, any time before the 10th
of November.
A new hydrant for furnishing water to loco-

Plymouth

church to-morrow

programme been carried out, the four horses,
Mr. Eicker, and his brother-in-law, who was
with him, must inevitably have been precipitated into the gap in the bridge with the gun
and the probability of killing one or both
of them, besides the horses. The accident at
Cornish seemed providential, for the delay
saved a much more serious calamity. About a
quarter of a mile further on towards Limerick
is a road across a swamp which has sunk so
deep that the water is in places from sixteen
to eighteen feet deep.
The town of Cornish
has placed a large barrier at the end of this
road to prevent people from running into danger, and the road around the swamp led to the

Miss Frances Willard.
Miss Frances Willard, of Illinois, President
of the National Women's Christian Temper-

left. The reluming Republicans found the
barrier removed from the entrance to the dangerous road and placed across the entrance to

Union, will speak to-morrow evening at 7
o'clock in High street church. Miss Willard
was among the first of the noble women to
identify herself with the temperance cause,
ance

the safe road.
Luckily these who first arrived at the spot knew the danger and changed
the barrier back to its proper place.

and her example has been a shining light to
guide other women all over the land. It is impossible to estimate the value of her work, or

Words seem utterly inadequate to characterize the enormity of this crime.
Breaking
down bridges before travelers'inthe nighttime
is on a par with poisoning wells or firing dwell-

her

influence among the
unfortunate.
in oratory on the subject of
temperance her arguments have convinced
thousands, and caused in indifferent hearts the
knowledge that every one has a personal responsibility in this matter. Miss Willard wil[

Naturally brilliant

Itis grievous to think that there are
in Maine whose political bitterness could
lead them to try to maim and kill their neigha
bors of
different political
party. It
is to be hoped that the miscreants will be de-

ings.
men

lecture under the auspices of the Portland WC. T. U., and a collection will be taken to de-

tected and prompt justice meted out.
Such
villains should not be at large to endanger the
lives and property of the people around them.
They are of the order of venomous reptiles and

fray expenses.
A Reminiscence.
The announcement yesterday of the death of
Mrs. Childs calls to mind an early effort of
hers as an epigrammatist.

the occasion:
We, the undersigned, friends and business
associates of A. B. Winslow have heard with
regret of his resignation of the position so
long held by him in the Eastern aud more
recently the American Express Company,
and wishing to show our appréciation of
and kindness
his uniform courtesy
in all
our
business relations, propose to give him
a slight token of our feelings towards him
and trust his future may be as pleasant as we
feel the past has been in our daily intercourse
with him.
Employees Amebican Express Co.
Blues' Shoot.
Yesterday afternoon the members of the
Portland Mechanic Blues for the
company
badge at the range in Deering. The badge
was won by Charles A. Maxwell. The followis the score:
Charles A. Maxwell
4 3 3 3 3—16
Γ. W.Curtis
4 3 3 2 3—15
David Hunt
4 3 3 4 2—16
4 4 3 3 2—l«i
George W Clark
F. Ε Dow
3 3 4 3 2-10
M. F. .Morris
S 3 3 2 3-14
β. F. Starblrd
2 8 3 3 8-14
The day was stormy and the attendance

email.

some

person

or

persons had been

Capt. Black was notified and went at once to
the house and looked the premises over, obtaining, it ts understood, a clue that will probably lead to the detection and arrest of the
perpetrators of the crime.
Me. Editor:—We found upon opening our
Press yesterday no mention was
made of our grand parade and illumination
Thursday nig lit, so we proceed to inform your
of some of the details. Of course it was in
honor of the Indiana and Ohio election.
The
Garfield and Arthur Guards, accompanied by
the "Color Guards," marched in fine style

morning's

through eur principal streets,
Village. Upon their return a
tion

was

thence to Point
bountiful collaserved at Union Hall.and tua t 11 oil ell 1

with the zest with which it was pa; aken,
they were not believers in fasting. AU of the
officers were presented with frosted cakes.
Amusements were provided, consisting of an
art gallery, fish pond and post office.
After
all had partaken of sapper, the balance of the
eatables were sold at auction, the proceeds
amounting to 826 over all expenses. The
illuminations were quite extensive, and some
of them very fine.
We append a list of the
names:

VV. F. Studley, J. G. Allen, R. M. Cole, W.
& J. L. Richardson, A. P. Richards, W. H.
& J. H. Harford, A. J. Robinson, Harford's
store, Capt.'Wm. Orne, C. C. J. Babbidge, A.
V & Chas. F. Cole, Fred Cole.Nath. Witham,
Mr. Barnier, Eben Cleaves, Cushman Hill,
6. W. C. Doughty, J. VV. Trefethen, Capt. S.
A. Woodbury, Jas. Morris, A. M. Jewett, W.
J. Dyer, G. F. Stevens, Geo. Moore, M. D.
Witham, R. F. Proctor, Clark Jewett, A.
Stanton, J. F. Woodbury, Frank Peters, Chas.
Allen, Mr. Crockett, W. Gardner, Mr. Parsons,
Simon Davis,
James Allen,
Rev. S. F.
Wetherbee, Wm. Poole, Dr. Samuel Young,
Harriet Jordan, Mr. Day, Capt. A. Henley,
Capt. B. Henley, G. F. Henley, Emery Davis,
Sarah P. Doughty, Wm. & Wallace Allen, J.
H. Cunningham, Mr. Harriugton, Mr. Fickett.

Freeport.
On Tuesdav evening the citizens of Freeport were forcibly reminded of the grand victory in Indiana, and many felt the truth of the
saying that there is more joy over one that reof his former ways than over ninety
and nine that have no need to change. The
Garfield and Arthur club were out with torch-

penteth

es and uniforms and exhibited much buoyancy
of spirit. Cannon were fired, bells were rung,
steam whistles blown, and Republicans were

Many houses

generally jubilant.

were

illu-

minated and some very tastefully decorated.
Among the specially brilliant were the residences of Hon. S. A. Holbrook, present Stite

Treasurer, Will Stockbridge, Mrs. John H.
Belcher, Henry Sturdevant, Amos Field, Fred
Soule, Wm. Bragdou, Dr. Spear, Wm. A.
Mitchell, H. B. Means, Jas. Banks, Thomas
Cumminge, Rev. W. T. Sargent, Capt. Henry
Soule, Mrs. A. Kennison, John A. Brings, and
Capt. J. C. Kendall, Representative elect
After the street parade the Cornet Band, together with the club, were invited to the
Town Hall, where abundant refreshments had
been prepared by the ladies, who deeply rejoiced in the prospect of the continuance ο f
good government and the surety of the elec-

ought bo be exterminated.
The Murder at Rockland.

Yesterday the Argus published tlio follow
ing startling item:
A murder

|

was

committed in

Rockland yes-

terday, but from some as yet unexplained
cause full particulars have not been received
by telegraph. As far as can be learned it appears that a man named George Carson, who

has played the harmonica with Italians about
the streets of this city, married a woman
named Annie Perkius. and for some time the
parties have lived iu Stafford Block. The
woman ran away from him,
and he followed
her to Rockland. He traced her to a certain
house and going there asked the woman who
lived there for his wife. She said she was not
there, but Carson said lie '-new better and attempted to enter the house, whereupon the
woman (whose name has not been
learned)
took a revolver and shot Carson, the wound
The body of
proving fatal in a few hours.
Carson will be brought to this city on the boat

to-day.

Now Carson is very well known, and the
news of his sudden taking off created a good
deal of exciteinent and was the general topic
of conversation in the section of the city
where he had frequented, and his friends concluded to honor his memory all they could,
and when the boat arrived three carriages
receive the body, three of his
ready
friends unknown to each other made arrangements for the proper reception of his remains.
were

to

It is related of the late Dean Richmond that,
having occasion to send a dispatch requesting
that a carriage and Hobson (his clerk) might
meet him at the depot, the telegraph operator
after a season of study over what was perhaps
the worst manuscript ever seen, wired a re.
quest for a hearse and two ministers to be at
the station, and the Democratic chief wa3 met
accordingly. But Carson's body was even yet
better provided for.
At au informal meeting of his friends it was
resolved to arrange for the last services on a
liberal scale, and the genial musician, had he
In reality pawed over the river, would have
been laid to rest by those, who, while living,

had liked him well.

But,

ou

the arrival of

and

Lydla Maria Child.
Mr. Editor:—The Press of yesterday cona notice of Mrs. L. M. Child,
a woman

tained

with love and pride by the young
mothers and younger girls of Massachusetts
forty years ago. Since that time she has be-

regarded

come

distinguished

as

a

philanthrophist,

as

And no list of
well as a woman of letters.
her writings would be at all complete without
the mention of "Philothea, a Grecian Romance," well beloved and pondered in those
days and still cherished for re-reading and ref-

Bowdoinham,

Oct. 21.
The annual gathering and public installation
of the officers of Village Lodge, No. 2G, took
place last evening. These gatherings oi Masons and ladies have always been
enjoyable occasions, but this year it was doubly so by the
presence of Messrs. John W. Ballou and Jas.
W. Hayes of Bath. The officers were installed
by the former gentleman in a neat and graceful manner, after which all repaired to an ad-

joining hall and partook of a bountiful collation, mostly gotten up by the ladies.
Again
returning to the hall, we listened to a splendid
address by Jos. M. Hayes on Masonry ana its
objecta. The remainder of the evening was
spent in a social manner. All were pleased
with the evening's entertainment.
The following were duly iustalled:
W. M.—Silas Adams.
S. W.—M. V. Chapman.
J. W.-ffm. Blanchard.
Treaa—Κ. W. Chrr.
Sec.—B. L. Higgins.
Chap.—J. L. Patten.
Mar.—Η. B. Hinkley.
S. D.—C. W. Salis.
J. D.—Alonzo Cutler.
Stewards—A. Hillman and John Woodworth.
Tyler—W. H. Wood.
STATE

ANDROSCOOOIN

AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

A sad accident occurred to a child of Mr.
M. U Dewitt, of Presque Isle, one day last
week. Its mother had just dipped from a kettle on the store some hot water and turning
round, the child, two and a half years old,
fell into it, and was so scalded that it died in
a few hours.
Mrs. Dewitt in rescuing the
child and taking off its clothes burned her own
hands very badly.
LINCOLN COUNTY.

About 4 o'clock Sunday morning the house
of Jotham S. Mark in Waldoboro was burned.
Loss $800; no insurance.
Patrick Morgan's hou-e in Winterport was
burned on the night of Oct. 3d.
Insured for

$700.

YORK

yards, off-hand ; rounds, five ; any military
rifle, regulation pull. Entry fee, 50 cents; reentries permitted at 25 cents. The prizes in
200

the first class are as follows:
First, for aggregate three best scores, one
Sharp's long range Creedmore rifle, S100:
second, one crayon portrait, $25, presented by
E. W. Moore; third, nice fishing rod, presented by J. W. Clapp; fourth, one Bohemian
toilet set. §5.00, presented by Partridge Bros. ;
fifth, one set loading tools for military rifle,
by T. B. Davis, Portland ; sixth. sportsman's
book on dogs, presented by J. Frank Pierce;
seventh, hunting hatchet and belt made by G.
A. Crosby of Waterville.
The second class is open to any member of
the active or reserve militia of Maine, whose
highest record iu match or company practice
is Iprs than 35 out of 50. or 18 out of 25. Other
conditions same as first class.
The prizes areas follows:
First, elegant
silver pitcher, $25, presented by the Capital
1st
F,
Guards, Company
Repriment, Augusta;
second, one crayon portrait, S25, presented by
W. G. Hussey; third, opera glasses, ¥10, presented by J. A. Merrill & Co., Portland;

fourth, Rogers'group, "Alpine Hunters," by
Loring, Short & Harmon, Portland: fifth, one
pair nice boots, from Jesse S. Johnson's store;
sixth, one set loading tools, for military rifle ;
seventh, keg of Borden rifle powder presented
by the Warren powder mills; sweepstake prize,
25 per cent of entrance fees, for aggregate five
best scores made by any five members of the
same company, during the competition.
In addition to the above a Sharpe's military
rifle, presented by William Reed's Sons of
Boston, will be offered.
All questions decided by standard rules. No
sighting shots or practice on the range, the
day of competition.
Cleaning allowed after

firing five shots.
Dress in uniform rexuested, but not required. Ammunition loaded by competitor
allowed.
A competitor in the second class
winning a prize in the first class, will forfeit
won
in the second class.
any prize
Any member shooting in the second class
contrary to the conditions named will forfeit
entrance fees and prizes, if won.
Persons intending to enter are earnestly requested to forward their entrance fees to Col. H. M. Rprague,
Adjutant General's office, before the day of
the match, as it will greatly lighten the labor
of preparation. Competitors who may enter
in advance, and who from any cause are prevented from competing, may have their fees
returned to them.
The match will be called immediately after
the arrival of the 10 a. m. trains, and close the
sa je day.
The match will be under the direction of Col. E. C. Farrington.
Excursion rates are as follows:—Fares for
round trips over Maine Central Railroad—
From Portland, S1.75; Lewiston, $1.25; Skowhegan, $1.25; Bath, SI.25; Yarmouth Junc-

All

Clothing

goods sold by

us

manufactured with
special view of our retail trade and in each

guaranteed

case

are

to

Strawberry....
Raspberry
Blackberry

-AT-

!
509 CONGRESS STREET.
OC23

eodtf

GLOVES
HORSE
bl ANKE ts
LAP
ROBES.
FUR
ROBES.
TRUNKS

8c "
30c"

department,
tend

an

Pineapple

..

45c
45c

Quince..
Peach

ever

shown

by

Quince,

PUT

VP

IN

75c

1.25.

75c
7?c

1.25.
1.25.

45c

75c
75c

45c
45c

75c
75c

1.25.
1.25.
1.25.

1.25.

5 lb.

WOOD

PAILS

75

CENTS

Pi Κ

PAIL.

In Stouc Jars, from 3 to 5 lbs. iii

a

Jar.

Full

Line

of Tlaurtoer's

CANNED

FRUITS,

MEATS AND
The

VEGETABLES.
Goods

Finest

25o. pound.

Packed.

ORANGE H1R1ULDE
IN
FANCY
JAIW.
'·
'·
"
»N« HUVOI P»»T«
CHINA MOV
IN
F<VNCV ORN 4.HENTGD VA8K«.
JOHN BULL SACCE IN FANCY ORNAMENTED TASK**.
"
"
»
"
■OHO 8ACCE
"
"
«
"
KOriL SAUCE
Al«> λ full line eï CBONÛB & BMCKtVELL'»
CP» in battle·, at low price··.

PICKI.C8, MAL'CEM. KETCH-

RICHARDSON & ROBBINS PLUM PUDDING
Something:
COFFEE.

KTew

FLAVOR.

FINE

TRY

IT.

CIGARS.
We have recently added to oar busiuess, a full and complete cigar department. In the stoc\ is included
a full line of Imported, Key West, and Domestic
Cigars. Our intention is to keep the beet Cigars in the
City, and make our profit in the amount of sales.

our

La

Favorita, lOct. Cigar.

y

Best Brands of Cigarettes, 13 cts. Bunch.

Temple Streets.

All those who enjoy a good smoke, should not fail to call on us, as wa KNOW we are selling the beet
Cigars for the money in the City. If you will give us but one TRIAL we shall feel assured of your further patronage.

CEO. C. SHAW & CO.,
585 and 587 Congress,
oct23

Middle

St·,

Me.

Portland,

dlw

HÀTS

WOLF
ROBES
For

$9.00

and up to

$14.00.

Sueh bargains were never before seeu.

Horse Blankets from

confined to us.
Our facilities for
making Garments to
order can but give satisfaction, and we guarantee to fit.

$1.15 to $6.00.

in these goods can be seen on our counters. The finest stock of
GENTS' GLOVES, WOOLEN ROBES AND TRAVELING BA

Bargains

MERRY,
THE HATTER,
237 Middle St,

Sign of the

uc23

styles

many

St., and

for the season can be seen in our window, having enlarged it to such an
estent that we can show hundreds of our new styles, varying front $1.00
to $3.50. Entire New Silk Hats, the KNOX, $3.50 and exchange.

We desire to call attention to our stock of
Fine Dress
Goods,
which comprises all
the newest styles and
colorings ; with nice
qualities in Plushes,
Velvets and Satins, in
both plain and brocade
effects.
We are also showing a larger stock of
Cloaks, Dolmans, Ulsters and Havelocks
than has ever been
shown in Portland, in-

cluding

235

head of Green

near

THE

Gold Hat.
dit

New Music Books!!
Ρ uni PC WILL REMEMBER OUlt NEW
I UT·UInO American Antheui Book($1.25),
by Johnson, Tknney and Abbey: an excellent collection of easy anthem». Also one thousand or more
of separate Anthems, Glees, Ac., costing about Η to
10 cts. each. A great convenience for occasional
singing.
* *

NEW
CANTATAS.—Chri»tma*.
(81.);
Fall of Jerusalem, ($1.); Joseph*» Bond
«β**» ($1.25) ; and mmv others for winter
practice of Choirs and Societies. Send
for lists!

ANOTHER
LARGE

The Best Instruction Books

INVOICE OF

Piano, Organ, Reed Organ, Guitar, Violin, Cornet, and all Wind, String and Heed Instruments.
Semi for our lists. 500 such books are published.
*
oiyamsts need 4*Harmonic Behoof" for
the Organ, (.$3.) by Clarke; also, "Clarke*· Mhort
Volnufari»-*." ($1.50)
tiiilUlc'n
Piece*,
($2.50); or Or^'iui-t'» Reliance," by Thayer,
10 Nos., each, $1.25, complete, $0.
* *
JohttMon'uNew Jleihotl for Harmony,
(SI.) is easiest.
* *
XViuuer'· New Mchool·, (ea. 75 cte.) For
all instruments. Capital cheap instructors.
* *
Clarke'» Recti Organ Jleloiiien, ($2.)
or

492 & 494
23

Congress

St.
dtf

Is

GENTS'
FURNISHINGS
Finest

Assortment of Neck Wear
shown east of New York.

*·

are

Opened To-day.
ever

*

*

*

*

«pleudid.

Take the iflnftrcal R«cor«l. (?2. per yr.)
Welcome Chorus for 11 i«4h School·». $ 1.
* *
Μοηκ Bell» lor omaiou Mchool·. 5( c.
Any book mailed for the Retail price mentioned
above. Liberal reduction for quantities.

OLIVER DirSON & CO., Boston.

oct23

HILL &

CO.,

Under Preble House.

Comprised of the cele
Largest stock in Maine.
brated WBBEB, KBAUCH & BACH
Sold for cash and on easy
and WHEKLOCK.
terme of payment.
THE

Spanish Consulate.

—

with orders received in this Con-

compliance
from the Spanish Government, I hereIN sulate
Smith American Organs. by
t,
notify the Commerce of this Consular Distric
iu the Province of Puerto
of
be tbe best in

Finish, cold on easy installments.

Style,

ïï. M. FIKBISH &

Tone and

SOS,
7

that the Isle
Vieques,
Kico. in the two following months, h^r commerce
will be subject to the same regulations as the oilier
will be
ports in the Island, and Commercial Depots
established in Mayaguez and Ponce under the same
of
Juan
Puerto
at
San
conditions and rules that
Kico. ENRIQUE AINZE, Spanish Consul, Office
Exchange St., 62.
oct22d3t
Portland, Maine, Oct. 22, 1880.

Portland.

A

man

to

learn

»Vate^

κ.

HAVINGBond,
Mr.

I

am

prepared to make up

HARNESSES

of all grades, from the Track Harness up to the
Horse
heavy team, at prices as low as the lowest.
owners living in the city are requested to give me
First-class
a c*ll. Low rent means low prices.
work and «atisiaction guaranteed. Repairing neatly and promptly attended to.
JAMES LOQUE.
oet23d3t*

Mcdonald,

227 FEDERAL
o«t23

eodtf

Pressman's trade.
Must be of good habits, healthy, active, wilto
learu.
ling to work ami anxious
Age 17 to 20.
ALLEN A CO'S.
Apply at
No. 22« Middle Street.
oc23 dtf
Oct. 22,1880.
YOUNG

RATUS YET,
for Dwellings, Stores and Green- houses, is McDonIt is a homo invention and
ald's Water Heater.
home manufacture, not one cent's worth of labor
of this city.
I challenge
on
it
outside
being spent
any man to show lis equal in efficiency, sin plicity,
and
price. People
economy, durability
water heat can best serve their own good oy trying
it, and if it will not do as 1 will tell tnem, 1 will remo e it at my own expense.
There is no need of
going to New York for heaters, nor to Montreal
tor experts, as
heater
no peer in the former
has
my
city or state, ai.a 1 myself will not take the second
place to any man setting them. I trust that ®v
iellow citizens will not take "Bosh" for truth aud
facts, and be induce·' to buy inferior articles because far-fetched.
I refer the public to be following parties who are usiug my "HotWin. Ë. System:
Morton,
John Mai
Wm. Mumeiy,
Wiu. Morton, Joseph Bradford, Oru Hooper, C.
ΛΙ Baine, Edward Wait· and myself,

preferring

Upright, Square and Grand.
—

Sl&Th&wtf

THE BEST HUAT Μ APPA-

dtf

PIANOS! PIANOS!

Wanted.

eodtf

25(.

Raspberry,
Strawberry,
Blackberry.

Elizabeth,
Knightville.
Cape opened
the shop formerly occupied by

Street.

lbs

3

A Full Line of COWDREY'S PRESERVES

SA M OS

us.

eodtf

COE.
middle

lb,

Plum and

Try

Farrington Block,
oct23

oct23

He

"
"

Our PRINCIPE 5ct. Cigar is made of all Havana Tobacco, and the best smoke in the City for the mono

S

197

"

45c

Apple,

FURNISHINGS

charge only $3.00 in exchange and gnarantee
Hat that others get $3.50 for.

HATTER,

Turkish

·■

15c
2Uc
18c
for

THURBER'S PURE FRUIT BITTER.

exinvitation to

We possess at present the finest line of

same

THE

·'

45c

Pear

we

inspect our stock.

Acknowledged to

Broadway

·'

Malaga Grapes.

oct23

We

"

purchase

and a great variety of New and Nobby Stiff and
Soft Hats, Children's and Misses' Derby Hats, will
be opened to-day by

Silk Hat

·'
»
Old
Sew French Prunes, (extra choice)
"

10c"
15c"

CALIFORNIA CANNED FRUITS,
garments for immediThe
Celebrated GtOLDEjST GATE Brand,
ate wear, or who de33 cts. Can.
sire to give special orders in our Custom CROSSE & BLACKWËLLS SPECIALTIES

BAGS,
COE
THE
HATTER

"

White Cherry
"
Red
Green Gage
Damson

as

CARD.

French Clocks,
American Clocks.

2Γχ tti
X'c"
20c"

"

I

put up from Melccteil fruit, and are acknowledged to be the choicest in the market.
3 lb Tumblers.
2 lb O'ass Jars.
4 lb Glass Jars*
45c
7»*c
$125.
.*
45c
75c
1 25
45c
7oc
1.25.
45c
75c
1.25.

To all

represented.

Ware,

Silver Ware.

fij ; Sew Candieil Lemon I'eel
I " Layer
Figs,
(Tery choice)
"
"

"

are

Silver Ware,

so

giren by telegraph.

Ready

Jewelry,
Jewelry,
Jewelry.
Silver

18c
15c
llo

THURBER'S PlIRB FRUIT PRESERVES.
These goods

Watches.

tion, $1.25; Gardiner, 40c; Waterville, SI 00;
Dexter and Bangor, $2.25.
This match has been arranged in two classes

that the members of the different commands may avail themselves of the needed experience of public competition. The low rates
by railroad, an opportunity to get refreshments
on the grounds, a reduction of prices at hotels
to those desiring, and the limited number of
ronnds for a score, will allow competitors to
make several entries and return the same day.
Should the morning be rainy the matoh will
take place the next day, and notice will be

would call the attention of all in need of
substantial, well trimmed, well made and
perfect fitting Garments to their Elegant Stock of

oc23

The second military prize competition at
shooting comes off at the State range at
Augusta on Thursday, Oct. 28th. Inspector
of Rifle Practice, E. C. Farrington of FryeThe
is divided into two classes.
The first class will be open to any member of
the active or reserve militia of Maine; distance

ALLEN & CO.

6

Watches,

rifle

prize competition

Wew Fruits.
New Table Raisins
·'
Loose Muscatel Raisins
"
"
Valencia
"
Old Loose Musoatel
"
New Seedless
"
English Currants
"
Leghorn Citron

Frosli

—AND—

The Coming Contest at the State Range
at Augusta.

burg, has completed the arrangements.

Approaching.

229 Middle

Watches,

night work;

MILITARY RIFLE MATCH.

stantly receiving :

ALLEN & CO.,

work. It was decided that all men employed
on the wharf or in the hold should demand 23
cents an hour for day work and 30 cents for
that all men turning out at X
o'clock Monday shall have time and a half,
and men working on bulk grain 35 cents per
hour.

Weather

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

our

The 'Longshoremen.
The 'longshoremen held a meeting last evening to agree upon a scale of wages for their

Five years ago we were obliged to enlarge our quarters, owing to increase of business, by moving into
the store just vacated by us. Since that time our business lias so
steadily increased that our old store wa*
inadequate to accommodate our growing trade,
we have leased the property adjoining our
old store and by remodeling and
have
now
one
of
the largest, most convenient and attractive
building
stores in New England. With our enlarged room we have bee enabled to increase the
variety and quantiof
our
stock.
The
of
our
new
ty
and seasonable goods which we are con
following list comprises so;nc

consequently

Knnroma Pnnrt

predicted

for it a prominent and
literature.
The two
series of "Letters from New York" were widely known and read. They were noticed by the
journals of the day with cordial appreciation.
M.

Cold

»

COUNTY.

Charles Hatch of Saco has been arrested on
charge of setting fire to Buck's soap factory
and held in $1000 for his appearance at the

At its renrint in 1849 the North Amnpi.

permanent place in

NEW STORE.

WALDO COUNTY.

It is en attempt to portray the manand habits of the classic times of Greece,
at the most brilliant period of Athenian hisReview

COUNTY.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS,

GEOAGE C. SHAW & CO.'S

wishing

NEWS.

The Auburn shoe factories sent off 1,4%
cases of boots this week.
This is 18fi cases less
than last week.

ners
tnrv

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

see

Bowdolnham.

erence.

ean

"proscription," especially

that the captain of the Hancock
"Guards" of Eliot, and a lieutenant of the
Hancock and
English Battalion of Ports
mouth are given employment in the Navy
Yard.
To turn a common fisherman out of a
small fishing boat simply for political difference ο
opluiou, is an act that for amallness of
conception and narrowness of mind seems aimait too unwarrantable to be at all probable.
It is a reproach upon the manly independence
and geuerosity of nature usually attributed to
that thrifty and highly important element of
all our seaport communities, known as the
Yankee fisherman. A force of calkers and
reamers are about being taken on at the
Navy
Yard for the purpose of pushing work on tbe
U. S. S. Lancaster, and we are pleased to
learn that Mr. Weeks is
among the number;
so this act of
ostracism though unwilling on
the part of its perpetrators has proved to be
beneficial to its victim; for we understand
that hi9 old occupation lias not of late
proved
very lucrative.—Biddcford Journal.
we

tion of another noble Republican President.
Unless all indications fail you will be sure to
hear from Freeport on the 2d of November
with a round majority on the side of truth,
S.
honesty and virtue.

top of tbem, with the certainty of maim-

on

ton last Saturday, G5 miles, and greatly enjoyed
the crisp, invigorating autumn air and the

explain

found that

ail over the house and that a dress suit of
clothes, two pairs of pantaloons, braces, etc.,
bad been stolen, to the value of at least $250.

ing

tors from Maine in the "National League of
American Wheelsmen") rode their machines
all the way from Portsmouth, Ν. H., to Bos-

Presentation.
Last evening a testimonial consisting of a
silver tea service, was presented Mr. A. B.
Winslow, former agent of the American Express Company of this city, by some forty of
his associates. The accompanying note will

Kicker's pur-

bring the gun home in advance of the
companies, as his horses were needed early the
next morning for his stages, and the bridge
was evidently prepared
for him.
Had tbe

tist society on Casco street, which was expected to be held to-morrow evening, is necessarily
postposed for one week.
C. H. Lamson, of Portland, and R. H. Fairfield, of Saco, (who have been appointed direc-

W. G.

brought safely

pose to

It was cloudy, wind southeast, blowing eight
miles an hour; mercury 54° at 7 a. m. At
noon it was cloudy, wind southeast, blowing
eight miles an hour; mercury 57°, yesterday.
The Sunday school concert of the Free Bap-

Windham, Oct. 22.·

smal

returning Republicans

the gun arrived and it was
over.
It was known to be Mr.

r.imnit in "Pnrtlariil trmnViArl .1ΠΛ Toator^av

Who ever wed» the young lawyer at C.
Will surely have prospect» most cheering,
For what must hie person and intellect be,
When even hie name is "X. Deeriug.''

a

ages and went their way.
Presently other
teams came along and found every plank removed from the bridge and the rocks put back
in the road. They replaced the planks, removed the rocks and guarded the bridge till

evening.
on the telephone

He had left Portland and commenced the prac.
tice of law at "Canaan," now Skowhegan:

over

rocks and three planks of the bridge removed. They immediately repaired the dam-

school concert at

uousiueraoiy more man nan a century ago,
when she was Miss Francis and a resident of
Maine, she wrote the following neat epigram
on one of her friends. Her subject was Nathaniel Deering, Esq., then prominent as a
poet and humorist—now in his ninetieth year.

Those of the

bridge

large

put in at the Portland &

The number of subscribers

a

bridge were luckily in
light wagons and were able to check themselves at the foot of the hill when they found
there was trouble ahead. Xhe.v found iu the
road by the end of the bridge a quantity of

Connolly and mate,of the Cumberland
ing Association, of this city, challenges

Sunday

to

wno nrst reaciii d tne

vember.

motives has been
Rochester station.
There will be a

Dastardly Outrage.

was fatally injured.
This was fortunate, as
the sequel showed, in preserving him from a
graver disaster. About six miles from Cornish, on the road to Limerick, is a sharp hill

num-

Brief Jottings.
of the Greenback
city committee last evening the resiguatiou of
P. H. Gordon was read and accepted.
The drivers of the fire department are to
give a ball in City Hall about the 11th of NoAt the

rapid sale of the

Cornish to participate-in the Republican demonstration in that town.
J. C. Bicker, the well known stage driver, hauled the
gun with four horses. It was difficult to manage the gun in going down hill and Mr. Ricker met with a serious accideut on the hill and
bridge in Cornish village by which one horse

on

eveniug at Congress Hall, at 7 o'clock
first half hour will be devoted to singing.
A
ber of gentlemen will address the meeting.

a

went to

Sunday School at 12 M. To attend to the
Apostle's teaching, the Fellowship, breaking of
bread and prayers at 3 p. m. Prayer meeting at 7
p. m. All are welcome.
m.

<

making

On Thursday night the Garfield and Arthur
Club and the Artillery Company of Limerick

Bgjr*Tbe Disciples of Christ hold services in Mercantile Library Hall, Farriugton Block, Congress St.
every Lord's Day, as follows: Preaching at 10.30

afternoon,

is

tickets for the "Sorcerer," to be produced at
City Hall Wednesday evening, Nov. 10th, by
the Ideal Opera company.

corner
alb'O on

m.

THE BRISTOL·.

Fan all around was in order last evening, as
well as Fun on the Bristol, at the New Portland Theatre.

an

Chapel.—Sunday

Last evening the house of Dr. Bodgers at
No. 3 Deering Place was burglarized. Dr.
Kodgers and family spent the evening at the
New Portland Theatre, and on their return

Perry Village.

at 10.30 A. M. and 3

of

to

Music by CHANDLER'S BAND.

Preaching at 3. p. m. Temperauce meeting conducted by the Reform Club at 7 p. m. The public
are cordially invited.
Second Advent Church, Union Hall, 143 Free
St. Elder Frank Burr pastor. Preaching Sunday

*»■

o'clock,

HON. WM. P. FRYE.

hour later than usual.
Portland Liberal Christian Fraternity,
ground floor of Mechanics Hall, comer Congress
and Casco streets.—Preaching by the pastor, Rev.
John Wills, at 3 p. m.
Subject:— "Immortality."
All seats free. The public cordially invited.

All

—

HALL,

2—

Plymouth Church, Rev. Herbert W. Lathe, pastor.—Morning services at IOV2 a. m. Harvest concert by the Sabbath School in the vestry at 7 Ms d. m.
For special reasons the evening service will begin

half

AT

CITY

beautiful colors of the gorgeous October foliage·

Horse Taken.
of Cape Elizabeth

David

horse

—

First Univers alist Church, Congress Square
Rev. Wm. E. Gibbs, pastor. Services at 10V2 a. m.
and 7 p. m. Sunday School at 3 p.m.
Free St. Baptist Church.—Rev. Jas. McWhinΕ Vennie pastor. Morning service at L0.30.
ning service 7. Second lecture on Old Testament Biography. Subject; ''Primitive Man."
High St. Church.—Rev. W. H. Fenn, pastor.
Preaching service at 10.30 a. m. Sunday School at
12 m. Sunday School concert at 7 p. m.
India St. Universalis!' Church.-Rev. C. A.
Hayden, pastor. Services at 3 and 7 V2 p. m.
Knightville M. E. Church, Rev. B. F. Estes,
pastor. No morning service. Sunday school at I1/»
p. m.; preaching at 2% p. m.; praise meeting at 7
ρ m.; social meeting at 7^ p. m.; Tuesday evening
at 71/2 ; class meeting Friday evening at 7v2.
New Jerusalem Church, New High Street.—
Rev. J. K. Smyth, pastor. Divine Services at 10y2
a. m.
Preaching by the pastor. Sabbath School

!3F*Mrs. Hunt Morgan will preach

PoMnn οία

ence at

whon

$260 Worth of Clothing Stolen.

MISCELLANEOUS.

BEFORE JUDGE KNIGHT.

search and seizure. Discharged.
Frank Leonard. Search and seizure.
and cOhta. Appealed.
James McCluekv. Search and seizure.
and costs. Paid.

ostracism,"

-ion's going to Rockland didn't create
ripple of excitement, which perphaps
explain why "full particulars" concerna

a

First Free Baptist Society, corner of Cumberland and Casco St.—Rev. J. M. Lowden, Pastor.
Preaching at 3 p. m. Sunday School at 1.30 p. m.
Prayer meeting Sunday evening at 7V2, Young People's Meeting Friday evening at 7V2.

p.

Municipal Court.

No.
Church.—{Unitarian),
a.
service at IOV2

First Parish

Morning
Congress St.
Vespers at 7Vi p. m.

Seats free.

anl when caught scrub well with SOZODONT. Doii't spare it. Brush for dear life.
If you destroy it all the better for you and

Misses' and Ladies'

Preaching

m.

Prayer
ject: A good

Gloves aud Horse Blankets low.

m.

at 8 p. τη.
First Lutheran Church, Elm St.—Rev N.
Elestad, pastor. Preaching at 10% a. m and 3 p.

m.

OctO

a.

terwards his "dunnage" was "towed ashore"
and he was promptly notified that there was
no room for "Black
Kepublicans" on board
that craft. Let us hear no more Democratic
howls about "drawing
party lines," "political

fact C.

BREAKING AND ENTERING.

Sunday evenings

Preble

Misses'1

at 10.30

Democratic Bulldozing.
Mr. George E. Weeks, a young fisherman of
Kittery Point, who recently joined a Garfield
club, seems, by so doing, to have incurred the
awful displeasure [of his immaculate Demo
cratic captain and shipmates, for shortly af-

even

may
ing him were not received hero.

m
2.80 p. m. Young People's meeting at 7 ρ
General prayer meeting and preaching on alternate

Approaching—'Allen &Co.
Watches—Atvoud & Wentworth.
The Bem Heating Apparatus Yet—K. McDonaldSp msh Consulat»—Enrique Alnze.
New Music Books—Oliver Dits^n & Co.
Important Notice to Shippers of Freight.
Wanted—Allen & Co.
at

killed, he wasn't even dangerously wounded,
he didh't get shot at all, or even shot at. Iu

Village M. E. Church.—Rev. S. F.
Wetherbee, pastor. Vestry prayer meeting 9.30 a

&c.—Coe.
Weather

Macremtf Lace Thread.

to even after
he had been furnished with acopyQf the ArThere
gus, that he hadn't been murdered.
had been some little trouble in his family and
Mrs. Carson went to Bockland, and in course
of time Carson went there himself. He wasn't

Ferry

Gloves,

Cold

insisted, and actually continued

Bethel Church.—Services 10Y2 a. in., 3 and TVz
p. in.; also Monday and Thursday evenings at 7Va
p. m. All from sea and land are invited. Seats free.
Reading rooms open to Seamen every day regular.
Chestnut St. M. E. Church, Rev. C. J. Clark,
pastor. Preaching at lOVs a. m. and 7 p. m,_ Sunday school IV2 p. m. Prayer meeting 5.4o p, m.
CnRiST'8 Faith CnuRCH, Corner Congress and
Chapel Streets.—Rev. S. F. Pearson, pastor. Gospel Temperance meeting every eveniDg at 7s/±.
Sunday services—Prayer meeting 9 a. m. Sunday
School at 10Va a. m. Preaching at 3 p. ni. Season
of song at 7 p. m.
Prayer and Praise meeting -it
7Vh p. m. All are welcome.
Congress St. M. E. Church, Rev. A. S. Ladd
pastor Preaching at 1 OV2 λ. m. by the pastor; at
3 p. m. by Rev. a. H. Wright. Sunday school at
IV2· Social meetings at 0 and 7 p. m.

CITY AND VICINITY.
NEW

the boat there was a coolness thrown over the
whole arrangement as far as the burial went.
Carson made his appearance in the flesh, and

Sunday Service·.

PRESS.

ΓΗΕ

STREET,

PORTLAND.

IMPORTANT

iltjaul

NOTICE

To Shippers of l'rci|(hi.
and after Oct. 25th, 18*0, all freight for
points on .Maine Contra! Β. K., and connec4.30
tions, inuat be delivered ai i?'reight House by
m
No goods will be received after that honr.
p.
W. S. EATON, Agfe.
otf&ftt
Portland, Oct. 22d, 1880.

ON

TTT"F!
Eu

SECRET

FABJEO>\

Jackass Flat, a large plain in the vicinity
of the Castlemaine g"ld field, was riddled
with holes, each shaft employed two men,
who worked from sunrise to sunset, in the
hope of coining upon a rich pocket. As a
When
rule 'hey had little to grumble at.

The brilliant, fascinating
tints of Complexion for which
ladies strive are chiefly artificial, and all who will take the
trouble may secure them.
These roseate, bewitching hues
follow the use of Hagan's Magnolia Balm—a delicate, harmless and always reliable article.
Sold by all druggists.

the rush first set in, the half dozen gold
miners working 011 the flat had succeeded in

unearthing some tolerably large nuggets,
and were ma ίηφ hundred pounds a week a
All were not so fortunate, but there
man.

scarcely a elaim 011 the flat in which
fair wages were not being made,sufficient to
pay for meat thiee times a day, driuk, and
tobacco and for an indulgence in the newest
fashions in water tight boois, fine flannel
guernseys and cabbage tree hats. The sinking was shallow and easy; there was no
rock or tough formation to get through, and
the golden gutter was generally reached at a
depth of from twelve to twenty feet from
the surfrce. It occupied but a few hours to
peg your claim, dig your sheft, erect your
windlass and lay bare the precious gutter in
which the gold was found. Som< of the
wash dirt yielded two penny weights to the
tub, some two ounces. On Jackass Fiat
there were a great many prizes and few
blanks.
was

As a consequence, therefore, everybody
was in the best spirit, and men sung over
their work. The finest singer on the Flat
was Shad Ryley, whose top C would have
made a professional enor's mouth water.
Shad did not know the value of that C,as he
had not been brought up to the stage, but
there was no doubt that, had his voice be η
cultivated, he would have made a sensation
in fashionable circles. He had everything
in his favor—voice, figure, face. He stood
sis feet in his stockings, was broad in the
shoulder, had an eye as bright as sunlight,
and a laughing mouth that women that way
inclined could scarcely resist. Between him
and his brother Pat there was a wonderful
resemblance, but Pat was built on a smaller
scale.
He stood not more than five feet
three;he was slimmer in limb, and his features were more delicately cut.
It was true
there was an important gap 111 the ages of
the brothers. Shad confessed to thirty, and
Pat was not more than t a enty, though the
y ung fellow was rather shy about his age;
boys like to he considered men before they
have arrived at that estate, and that may
have been the case with Pat. He did not
look twenty, end it was plain there was
plenty of time before him for his whiskers
grow. Shad had a fine pair of them and
could have grown a noble mustache. Perhaps it was vanity that prevented him; it
AILUUVU 1110

lUUililli^

liiUUtll·

The brothers were among the fortunate
ones on Jackass Flat.
Their claim paid
tbcra at the rate of twenty ounces per week
and iheir hearts were light aud mer y. The
first fifty ounces of gold they made went
flying away across the water, in the shape of
a
drafts, payable to the order of a certain
Matthew Brady, and its mission was to
bring out the whole family of Bradys, blind
mother, lame father, their sou Matt and not
fewer than seven young Irish lasses, every
mother's daughter of them. With tears and
smiles they bade adieu to their native land,
and turned their faces to the gold fields,
where they were to make their fortunes and

live happy ever afterwards.
There were no greater favorites

on

Jack-

Flat than the Ryles, aud it was pleasant
to see the care the man took of the lad, giving him all the light work to do, although
Pat was not behindhand in willii guess.
With everybody who knew them it was Pat
and Shad to their faces and behi d their
backs they wore spoken of as the Ryley
boys. Shad of course stood for Shadrack.
and Pat for Patrick, but to have called them
by their full Christian name would have
been like giving them a slap in the face,
which would lead to a shindy. They had
Irish spirit with their Irish blood, although
singularly enough they hadn't much of the
brogue—just the slightest touch ot it to render it captivating to the ear.
ass

The favoriti- resort of the gold diggers after sundown wheu their work was done,
was the Rose, Shamrock and
Thistle, a
wooden hotel, the master of which was a
woman.
This was as it sheuld be, as must
of her customers were Irish. She
herself,
Rachel Cary by name, was a woman of Devon; a comely creature not more than iwenty-five years of age. Her brother had built
the hotel in the township adjoining Jackass
Flat, and catching colonial fever, died of it.
He left the hotel to his sister, who proved
herself a capable woman, and conducted the
Rose, Shamrock aud Thistle with spirit.
She was not exactly a Bordicea, for she was
tender-hearted and had fallen a victim to
the snares of Cupid. She pined to change
her name. Cary was good enough its way,
bet not to be compared with Ryley. If you
liavn anv idpa t.hat. «Via f*»ll I*»
witK tu
proper man of the two, the one who was
suited to her in years and strength, you are
mistaken. She fell in love wuh the wrong
man—too often the way with wilful woman.
Over head and ears i love with Pat Ryley
she fell, the foolish creature,
snapping her
fingers at the circumstance of his being a
mere stripling, while she was a full
grown
woman, at least five years his senior It was
somewhat reversing the order of things, but
what are five years, or fifty, for that matter,
or five hundred' if
you please, when Cupid
is playing pranks with youl It is a
game,
however, that two must play at if it is to

lead to agreeable and satisfactory results.
Rachel Cary made hot love to Pat, and
Pat blushed, and twiddled his fingers and
held back, and was ashamed—as sometimes,
not always happens with raw lads—and absolutely had scarcely a word to say for him
self. What made the matter worse was that
it might have led to a collision between Ilia
brothers, for Shad Kj ley was as much in
love with Rachel Cary as that headstrong
woman was in
love with Pat. It was in

everybody's mouth,

and no man on Jackass
Flat could see how it was going to end. Shad

Ryley told Rachel so.
"Everybody's talking about it," he said

to

her.
'•Let them talk," she replied, with a toss
of her head.
"They say they don't see how it is to
end", said Shad Ryley.
"I know how it is to end," she said softly,
a d
turned away with a sigh not an un-

happy

one, by any means, for she had made
up her mind to be Mrs. Ryley; a d, desi ite
Pat's shyness, she was confident it would all

The Magnolia Balm conceals

every blemish, removes Sallowness, Tan, Redness, Eruptions, all evidences of excitement and every imperfection.

Its effects are immediate and
so natural that no human being
can detect its application.

PROF. EDISON'S

POLYFORM.
After much persuasion, Prof. Edison has been
prevailed upon to give to the world his truly wonderul discovery for alleviating pain. For years he suffered from neuralgic pains, unable to find any remedy
among the hundreds which he tried that would give
him permanent ease. Finally he became con zinced
that he must become his own physician and seek,
by experiments, for the desired relief. He had
taken all the well known sedatives, which gave only
tempory relief, and produced nervousness, loss of
appetite, &c. He now sought for a combination of
such remedies as would, by outward application,
cure him of his distress and at the same time not be
injurious to his system.
Trial» and experiments followed this determination until he af'last produced a compound which,
by application, entirely subdued all pain and al
lowed his system to recuperate, and throw off the
disease.
±o nis

"It shan't be my fault if it doesn't," she
retorted as bold as brass.
They had grown iuto the habit of talking
to each other in this fashion. She knew
well enough that Shad Ryley loved the
very

ground

she walked upon and that she could
be as saucy to him as she pleased ; but she
had discovered that it would ot do to be
too soft aud confiding with this
strong man,
»ho was ready to take
advantage of any
femiuine weakness into wbich she might be

betrayed.
"Rachel,"

said Shad, "don't you see that
Pat isn't—that is to say—"
"Isn't in love with me!*" interrupted Rachel defiantly. "Is that what you are trying
to say?"
"Yes; that is what I was trying to say."
"Don't you think I can make him in love
with me?', she asked, turliing ner
melting
eyes upon Shad.
aud
I
'•Indeed,
think," he replied with
much tenderness, "that you could make a
stone love you if you cared to
try."
"Well, ttien," she exclaimed, as though
that settled the question. She was secretly
uleased with him for his fiattery, which was
at ο ce i· sidious and sincere.
lie grew cool presently a d returned to
the attack;

"Rut don't you thiuk. Rachel, that
you
a little too—that is, that Pat is a little
too—"
She helped him out of his difficulty once
more.

'•That I am a little too old for Pat? Is
that what you are tryi g to say?"
He nodded, somewhat terrified, for he expected a storm. No small matser to trifle
with a woman's age. But she met the attack
"TllOt'OiX..-

T»_

Λ

are satisfied, whose business is it?''
•'Nobody's" said Shao Ryley, "and I'm a
fool for my pains. Forgive me." He lield
out bis ba d.
She accepted it. He gave her

fingers

brotherly squeeze she returned it
with a sisterly pressure. "So
you have fi ally and positively made up your mind to be
Mrs. Kyley?"
"That is just it, Shad."
"Say it again!" he cried. It was the
first time she had addressed him
by his
a

Christian

alone ; hitherto it had been
Shad Ryley or Mr. Rvley.
"Say what again?"" she inquired, startled
by his vehemence.
"Shad."
"Well, there—Shad! What harm is there
in it? We're
going to be brother and sister."
"And there's no turning you? You are
determined to be Mrs. Ryley?"
"If I am not I'll live a
single woman all
the days of my life."
"There's no help for it then," said Shad,
with an air of comic resignation. "Give
me a kiss on it."
He took one without
waiting for permission—a loving, warm kiss,
which made her palpitate. "You are a woman of your word, willy-nilly, and I must be
satisfied."
name

COHTIXCKD 1IOKDAV.

discovery

rroi.

Edison

gave tue

Much like suow.
Evangeline to-morruw night.
The tug Marion is repairing at Moullon's.
Gov. Davis passed through the |city, to Augusta, to-day, from Wiscasset, where he was
given a reception, last evening.
Morse's three-master which was launched
last Saturday, has been up river to load with

ice, and is now lying in the stream, ready for
sea.
Not often that a vessel moves as quick a3

WANTS.

Consumption or debility in its
promptly arrested by Malt Bitters

first stages

Aman who talks like Denis Kearney can
never be made to eat his words. They would
make him sick. New Orle ms Picayune.

that.
A schooner loaded with hard
pine came up
stream to-day, bound for Goes &
Sawyer's.
Messrs. Oliver & Jewell, of the
shooting galhave
added
a
new feature in the shape
lery,
of base balls and images.
New signs als°
adorn the windows.

"The book to be read," says Dr. McCoeb, "is
not the one which thinks for you, but the one
A trader on the
that makes you think."

Last night the store of Mr. Baker, corner of
Water and Center streets, was broken into and
a number of shoes taken.
The corner of the
sash was broken and the nail withdrawn which
held the window, thus giving an easy en-

is

Fourteen pairs of

trance.

ladies' boots and
twelve pairs of men's boots were carried
A
who
was
ia
away.
boy
company with them
was arrested by Marshal Merrill in Brunswick,
last night, and is
confined in the station
house.
Hammet Jordan, Frank Packard, Amos
Haggett, and Capt. Soule, have purchased a
pond on Harpswell Island. They will build a
dam and prepare to store ice the coming winter. Mr. Robert Goddard has also purchased a
pond in the same vicinity.
George Sanford, Wm. Fields, and Robert
Craig, have purchased new horses.
Policeman Fife returned to-day from a short
absence out of town.
The Spaulding Bell Ringers had a fair house
last night
The performance was good.
The Republicans give a street parado tonight. They also received a lot of new torches

to-day.

Mr. John Foster, on Center street, has suspended in his window a fine specimen jf the
California gourd. It is twenty-eight inches
long, and was raised by Mr. F. C. Curtis of
this city.
Good sleighing is expected.
Mr. Andrew
Cahill is

building

six

new

verge of bankruptcy is thus advised to look
over the one labelled "Bills Payable."—Lowell Citizen.
"I Am all Played Out"
complaint. If you feel so, get a
package of Kidney-Wort and take it and you
will at once feel its tonic power. It renews
he healthy action of the kidneys, bowels and
'iver, aud thus restores natural life ana
strengh to the weary body. It can now be had
in either dry or liqu d form, and in either way
is always prompt and efiicient in action.—New
Bedford Standard.
a

General Hancock has been elected an honorary member of the Philomathean Society of
the Wesleyau Female College at Macon, Ga.
We thought the report that the general wears
corsets would get him into a bad scrape.—Norristown Herald.

The number of remarkable cures, and the suffer

ingPolyform has saved, attest the wisdom and
philantrophy of this course.
No higher testimony could be adduced than th e
certificate of Prof Edison, who authorizes the pub
lication of the following :

Many sink into an early grave by not giving
.immediate attention to a slight cough, which
could have been stopped in time by a 25 cent
bottle of Dr. Bull's Cough Syrup.
*

Have you ever noticed that thefi-st
wuuui

vuu

Know wueu

man

arrive

you

you

in

a

from your own town
whom you least care to see? And the less intimate you are with him, the more cordial he
is in his greeting.—Cincinnati Saturday Night
some one

faro»™

MENLO PARK. N. J.
I CERTIFY THAT THK
PREPARAI ION
KNOWN AS EDISON'S POLYFORM IS MADE
ACCORDING TO
FORMULA DEVISED AND

USED BY MYSELF.
THOMAS A. EDISON.
complaints beside Neuralgia,

For many other
such as Rheumatiwui, H*-udnch«-n. Sciatica,
Gout, fain in Back or Side, or wherever pain
exists, whithout abrasion of the skin, Poly form
will give prompt relief.

Price $1.00 per Bottle.
PREPARED BY

The Menlo Park Manufacturing: Co.
NI.W
SOLD BY

oct9

YORK

CITY.

ALL DRUGGISTS.
6mSTii&Tti

IÏ MAKES NO DRUNKARDS,
Breaks

no

Hearts,

Liver and

SM&Thlmo

I

|

Still continues to treat all the diseases our domestic
animals are heir to, upon the most approved and
scientific principles.
All orders left at N. Wilson's

stable, 200 Federal St., will be promptly attended
to.

sepll eod3m*

DftUlMOM & DKUfflOND
Coiiiiscllors-at-Law,
CENTENNIAL BLOCK,

93
JOS I AH

Exclianso
DKUMUOND.

a

Deering Street.

will restore thehf,:^ hy action
estrojisig evils ν ill be b iuished ; neglect
ihrm and you will live but to tr-uffer.
1 housands have been cured. Try itand you
will add one more to the number. Take it
and health will once more gladden your heart.
Why suffer Songer from the torment
of an aching back ?
Why bear such distress from Constipation and Piles?
Why be so fearful because of dis-

ordered urine?
Kidnjsy-Wort will

you.
and be satisfied.

3

Liquid

Try

a

α

VALUABLE

David W. Snow.
oct2

ItKrv. Julye Myern' Rheumatic Cure.
A positive Cure for Rheumatism, Neuralgia, W&ak
Backs, Sprains, Stiffness of Joints, Severe Aches,
Cramps, &c. Price $1.00 per Bottle; Trial Bottle 10c
Sold by all Druggists.
"Wholesale agents for Maine, VV. F. Phillips & Co.

ap5

dly

ΗI·>I^

?
WW

VUM WJU·.

I)e. Ε. C. West's Nerve and Brain Treat
ment; a specific for Hy* eriû, Dizziness, Convulsions, Nervous Headache, Mental Depression, Loss
Premature Ο cl Age,

exertion, self-abuse, or over-indulgence, which
leads to miser\, decay and death. One box will

recent cases, fcacli box contains one month's
One dollar a box, or six boxes for five
treatment.
dollars; eent by mail prepaid on receipt of price.
We guarantee bix boxes to cu^e a y case.
With
each order received by us for hix boxes, accompanied with five dollars, we will send the purchaser our
written guarantee to return the money if the treatîent does not effect a cure.
Guarantees issued by
all druggists in Portland and everywhere.
JOH > W PERKINS & CO., General Agents.

ortland.

REFRIGERATORS!
MERRILL'S LATEST

Improved Dry

Air Hard Wood,

Styles and ΙΟ Sizes.

Their reputation is fully established and give
satisfaction.
Nearly 2,000 in use in
Portland alone.
As cheap as the Pine grained
dried air, for the same size of other makes. It will
be for the interest of all to investigate before buying. Manufactured, and Wholesale and Retail by
universal

J. F.
No.
my4

60 Cross

MERRILL,
Street,

Portland,

Me.
dtf

PROPOSALS.
Proposals for Dredging.
duplicate, addressed

|

follows,

be

received at

nnfd 9 n'nlruib

Τ»

Λ.Ι

nn

viz:

I· Poi tlend Harbor, Maine,—About 40,000 cubic yards;
2. WiunipiMeogee Lake, IV. E|., About
72' 0 cubic yards.
Persons desiring to make proposals for the above
dredging, are requested to apply to the undersigned,
at his office in 453Va Congress Street, Fort and,
Maine, for specifications, instructions to bidders
and contractors, and for further information con-

cerning

the

same.

The undersigned reserves the right to reject all
bids which in his opinion are not reasonable; also
the bid of any "failing bidder or contractor," or of
any person who in his belief, wil1 not faithfully,
promptly and satisfactorily perform the contract.
U. S. Engineer Office,
)
Portland, Me., October 21, 1880. >
GEO. ΤΗ0ΛΓ,
Colonel of Engineers,
Bvt. Brig. Gen. U. S. A.
oct21
d^t

represent that the railroad of the Atlantic & St.
ce Railroad Company, under lease to,
and
operated by the Grand Trunk Railway Company
of Canada, passes through the village in said Yarmouth, and crosses at grade t» e highway leading
from said village to North Yarmouth, at a point
near the Baker House, so called,—that we deem it
necessary to the public safety that çates should be
erected across said highway, where it is crossed at
grade by said Railroad, and that a person should
be appointed to open and close them when trains
Lawre·

Ε

ass over and across
ave in our

capacity

said highway—and that we
of municipal officers of said

Railway Company

of Canada to erect such
to
and close them,
for a long

appoint person
open
ut they have each unreasonably and
fates,
a

time refused so to do.
You are therefore requested, after due notice to
both of said Railroad Companies, to hear the parties
at a time and place to be by you appointed, and to
decide upon the reasonableness of our said request,
and to order the erection and maintenance of
gates as afoi said, and the appointment of a suitable
person to open and elose them, as provided by law.
Dated this 28th. September, 18 0.
P. N. BLANCHARD, ) Municipal ofE. J. STUBBS,
fleers of

J
J

Cumberland ss.
the Court of County Commissioners begun and
holden at Portland, within and for the County
of Cumberland, on the first Tuesday of June, Anno
Domini 18*0, to wit, at an adjournment thereof on
the first Tuesday of October, Anno Domini, 188<>,
On the foregoing petition it being
satisfactorily

AT

shown to the Court that the petitioners are responsible and that a hearing is expedient, it is hereby
ORDERED, that the County Commissioners will meet
at the Railroad station oi the Grand Trunk Railway
Company of Canada in the town of Yarmouth in said
county, on Thursday, November eleventh, A. D.,
1880, at ten o'clock A. M., and that the petitioners
give notice to all persons interested, by causing attested copies of said petition and this Order of Court
thereon to be served upon the Town Clerk of said
town of Yarmouth and upon the Treasurer of the
Grand Trunk Kailway Company of Canada, and the
Treasurer of the Atlantic and St. Lawrence Railroad Company, and also by
up copies of the
same in three public places in said town, and
publishing the same once a week for three weeks successively in the Portland Daily Press and Daily
Eastern Argus, newspapers printed in said Portland, the first of said publications and each of the
other notices to be at least thirtv davs before the
nine οι saia meeting; at wnicn time and
place,
(after it has been satisfactorily shown that the
above notice has been duly given), the Commissioners will give a hearing to the parties
and
their witnesses at some convenient place in the vicinity, when and where all persons and corporations
interested may appear and show cause, if any they
have, why the pray et of said petition should not be

OF NEW

INSURE

Address F.

δ

Tolmau Place.

YORK,

AGAINST MARINE
RISKS ONLY.

This Company will take risks at their offices, New
ïork, on Vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and issue
open policies to merchants, making risks binding as
water-borne.

ASSETS.

Dividende to Policy Holders on
Premiums Terminating in 187»

40 PER CE»T.

octlleodtf

Losses

Paid in

To Let.

Thirty Days

After Proof.

corner Congress and
Has been occupied for the
STORE
Samuel

Chestnut streets.
past 12 years by
Rolfe, Esq. as an apothecary store. This is
excellent location for a Fancy Grocery or Pro-

PAYSON TUCKER, Sup't
Portland. Oct, 17,1880

Rum l ord Falls & Buc&fleld

party wishing
ANY
Goods Business,
in
will

Portlaud,
ing immediately

CURES

Diphtheria,

Pneumonia, Sore Throat, Vnflainmaliou of the Lung*t, Lame Back, luflammaiion of the Kidney», Back
Ache, Piles, Bunion·, H urn*
or *caldn, and all Inflammatory DiNea.xiCH.
For all female complaints and weaknesses it has no
equal. Subdue?» local pains, giving relief at once.
Our Illuminated Cards and Circulars sent ftee,

upon application by m h il.
A trial will benefit you. We guarantee satisfaction, or money refunded.
50c and $l.(tO per bottle.
Trial bottles 25 cents. Sold by all druggists.

SAMUEL GKRRY & CO.,

New York.

eod&wly

oct6

find
at

a ra<e

opportunity by applyTUKESBURY & CO'S.,
Gil Congress St. Motley Block
dtf

For Sale

or

To Let.

bargain to be found. On Pleasant street,
BEST
Woodford's Corner, 10 rooms. 2 bay
windows,

vestibule, hard wood floors in kitchen and back
hall, furnace to heat six r >oms, splendid ccllar,
(cemented,) plenty of well i»d cistern water. Enquire oorner Mechanic and Deering streets.
sep24 dtf
J. N. READ.

Cottages To Let at Libby Neck.
containing 6 rooms each, one
all furnished. Inquire of F M. containing 4,
llAY, 100 Exchange St, Portland, Me., or to J. M. ALLEN,
Saccarappa, Me.
jy23dtf

TWO

To be Let·

I5US1NESS DIRECTORY.

undei City Hotel,
occupied by Shaw
& Co. Posbession given
STORE
August 1st. Apply to
RUFUS
now

DUNUAA1,

Accountant and Notary Public.
«JEO. C. «!4>DMAN,4>Hlce No. I»4 Middle
Street. Portland.

Real Estate Agents.

W. II. OSILER, Newiiw machine Itepuirer, 4 Marie'» TerraccTin the Real· οί'ΜίΙ
t'ougre» Street.
my24dly

jel4tf

To Let.
cottage- at Evergreen
Enquire of CON ANT, Photographer,Landing.
opposite
Preble House.
juldtl

11W0

my 27

dtf

To Let.
FOR SALE.
wood and iron working machinery
of the Poitland Machine Works situated in
Portland, Me., will be for sale on and after Sept.
25th. The tools* will be sold in lots to suit purchasers. Send for descriptive catalogue to
RICHARD PHENIX, Managing Trustee,
Portland Me., P. O. B»x 15o4.
E. COREY,
)
RICH A Κ I> PHENIX,} Trustees.
E. P. CUTTER,
)
dtnovl
eepIB

kNE or two pleasant rooms suitable for ladies or
gentlemen. Enquire at 4 PROSPECT ST.
my 19
dtf

ο

VALUABLE

FOR SALË.
ΠΠΙΙΚ

City Mills, situated on Deering bridge Portland, Maine, conelgting of the mill, ergiiie and
boiler, two run of stone, water wheel, belting
" Stc
For particulars Inquire of
■

o«lJd3w

JOHN 0.

Exchange Street.

Property.

a

pointing the undersigned receivers to sell the property hereinafter named, there will be sold by public
aution at the mill formerly occupied by the North
WiDham Monufacturing Company, situated 011 the
mill privelege knou η as the
"Narrows," at North
Windham in said county, on SATURDAY, October
23d, 1880, at two (2) o'clock in the afternoon, all
the property of said company situated at North
Windham, co siatiog of a stave and heading mill,
shops, and the machinery therein, and the
said mill privelege, all situated upon leased

cooper
dam at

Also a certain parcel of land situated on the shore
of Little Se*>ago Pond,
the same conveyed to
being
said company by Jacob
Ward by his deed dated
December 20, 1875, and recorded in the
registry of
deeds for said county, Book 223, Page 268.
Terms of sale cash on delivery of
property, with
proper conveyance within seven days after t-aid
sa e, at the office of Phinney &
Jackson, No. 223
Commercial street. Portland. Maine.
The purchaser of said mill, shop, dam and maof purchasing al»o
chinery, will have the
the real estate on whicli the same is situated, including the mill privilege, by arrangement with tha
owner» of the same.
Price and terms of sale of
real estate made known at time of sale.
This privilege is supplied by the water of Little
Sebago Pond, and offers excellent facilities for the
manufacture oî lumber.
The purchaser will assume all risk of the title and
regularity of the decree and sale, and will have the
seven days above mentioned In which to
satisfy himself of the same.

privilege

Portland, Oct. 7,1880.
EDMUND PHINNEY, )
CHARLES ROGERS, J

"€<*ι™ΓΒ·

dlaw3wS&wlw42

BOSTON LEAD NAMF'li CO.
Little, Pres.
Wm. J. Bride, Treaa.
Office, 24 A: iftt Oliver Nt., Boston, Mane.

Sam [tel

MANUFACTURERS OF

I C An
Boston Star Brand.
IA/UITC
«ΠΙΙ t hbnliy Warranted
strictly pure
and unsurpassed by any in the market.

RED LEAD &
pure.
I

LITHARGE,

CAR PI PET alls'zesand weights per foot
in coils or on reels.
lirtj

ÇUCCT
I FΔΠ
wiltt I

made in strips from V2 inch
to 24 inches wide, on reels,
up to 8 feet in rolle.

likMU)

and any width

PATENT TIN LINED PIPE, ZX*
actual Tin
inside Lead
Pipe, but
an

ΤΙ Ν

PROCTER,

S3

Eastern
F4.LL and

sep4

Pipe

a

Pipe.

PIPE, made from Pure Block Tin.
PVMPe. SOLDER, Ac.
ST&Th&wGm37

I® bay
iat any railroad
boat office in New England) via

BROOK

BOUND

New

or

steam-

ROUTE.

j

York and Philadelphia

Boston·

Street

Washington

H. P. BALDWIN,
Gen. Paae Agent C. Κ. Κ. υί Ν. J.

mh2Gdly

Semi-Weekly Line to Sew York.

Steamers Elcanoru and Francouia
Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf.
Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY.at β
P. M., and leave Pier 38, East River, New York,
every MONDAY and THURSDAY,at 4 P. M
These steamers are titted op with tine accommodations for passenger», making this a very convenient
and comfortable route for traveler? betweeu New
York and Maine. During the summer months these
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven on their passage to and from New York. Passage, including
State Room, $3; meals extra. Goods destined beyona
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
For further information apply to
once.
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag*t, Pier 38. P. R. New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at 22
de< 5dtf
Exchange Street.

Str.

Minnehaha,
Ou and after 0< T. 21*1,
will leave the East side of Cus-

FALL A WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

tom House

Commencing October 4th, f£M>.

Wharf,

for

Peak*,

k>an«l Long, Little and Ureal

Until further notice passenger trains
will run as follows:

vChebeBgae

0.45
2.30

Inland»*

A. M.
··

11.15

LEAVING PORTLAND
8.45

spWTi

tourists'

for

Peaks only.

f. m.

Return immediately after each trip.
ocl8

a. m.—For all stations running through to
β wanton. Vt., connecting witn all white

Day Express on Passumpsic It. R. for New.
port an·! Montreal.
3.00 p· m.—For Pabyan'ii and intermediate

dtf

•V

stations.

ARRIVING AT PORTLAND:
11*05 a.m.—From Fabyan's and intermediate
stations.

5 55 p. m.—From Swanton, Vt., and all stations
on

through

line.

J. HAMILTON. Sup't.
oc2 dtf

Portland. Oct. 2, 18»

STEAMERS.
INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
Eaatport, Me., Calais, 51 e., Yarmouth,
>V. S. St. John, X. B., Halifax.
Ν· β., Charlottetown, P. E. I.
SUMMER ARRANGEMENTS

TRIPS* PER

THREE

WEEK.

The steamers of this line will
leave Railroad Wharf, foot of
State
street, every Mondav.
Wednesday, and Friday, at «
for Eaetport and St. John, with connections
or Calais, Robbinston.
Si Andrews, Pembroke,
Hoolton, Woodstock, Grand Menan, Digby, Annapolis, Yarmouth, Windsor, Halifax, Aloncton, Newcastle, Amherst, Pictou, Shediac, Batlmrst, Dalhousie, Charlottetown, Fort Fairfield, Grand Falls,
and other stations on the New Brunswick and Canada, Intercolonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western Counties, and Prince
Edward Island Rail
Roads, and Stage Routes.
4 o'clock p. m.
received
until
fi^~*Freighl
Fo* Circulais, with Excursion Routes, Tickets,
State Rooms and further information applv at
T. C. HERCompany's Office, 40 Exchange St.,
SEY, President, and Manager, or to A K.
STUBBS, Agent .R. R. Whari
je!2dtf

Railroad,
WINTER Schedule.

COMMENCING

"OCT. 17th,

1880.

PHILADELPHIA
Direct Steamship Line.
Leaven each Port Every Wednesday and

Saturday.

Train· Leave Portland

Dally (Night Express from Bangor) for
Biddeford, Portsmouth, Newburyport, Salem, Lynn and Boston. A special Pullman Sleeping Car will be ready for occupancy in Portland
at
9
m.
and
at
p.
(Week
days),
11
and will be attached
p. m.
Sundays,
to this train. Passengers have a night's rest

'4

a.

ϋο

m.

Wharfage.

Saco,

and ai rive in Boston at β.30 a.m. in season for
all morning trains South and West.
N.45 a. m. Daily except Sundays. For Boston and
way stations, ν ith parlor car arriving at 1.15 p.m.
l.OO p. m. Daily except Sundays, for Boston and
way stations, with parlor car, arriving at 6.30
p.m. in season for Sound and Rail connections
South and West.

Portland, leave Boston,

For

7.30

12.30

and

a. m.

and 7.00 p. m.,
and 11 p. m.

arriving

in Portland at 12.05, ft
The 7 pm. train runs daily.
Through ticket» to all pointe South and
Wert at lowest rates at Depot Ticket Office, Commercial street, J. M. French, Ticket Master, and
at the Union Tickét Office, E. A. Waldron, Agt.,
40 Exchange street.
Pullman Car Tickets for Seat* and
Bertha sold at Depot Ticket Office.

LUCIUS TUTTLE,
General Passenger and Ticket Agent.
D. W. SANBORN, Master Transportation.
ocl8
dtf
Ugp- Advertiser Copy

From Long Wharf, Boston. 3 p.
From Pine Street Wharf,
Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one-half the rate of

—

m.

'sailing vessel.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R.R., and South
con&ecting lines,
uuvc, forwarded free of commission.
WJ VVtUkOVVUl^
by
Paanaee Eijfhi Dollars. Round Trip 915,
iuinoiu«u

lyflïleand

For Freight

U*

live

VVlllUllOSK'U.

included.

Room

or

pnON, A
Λα«··>
gen
ΙΟ Lone Wharf, 11 on ton.

de31tf

On

and after Monday, Oct. 18th,
trains will leave Poras follows:

FOR

CALIFORNIA,

JAPAN, CHINA,
Sandwich

Inland·,

Zealand

New

and

Australia.

splendid steamers sail from New
OB the ICth, 20th and 30th of each month,
carrying passengers and freight for San Francisco,
The
York

as

new

an

tland,

PASSENGER OFFICES
M iîiûLUilja.JNUlU » TKÛJÛJT
—AÎÏD—

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

Tickets Sold at Reduced Rates !
To

Oct. 20
Oct. 30

For freight

Portland, Bangor & Machias
Fall Arangement,
TWO

TRIPS

б.00 p.

m.

Steamer

Fast

day evening*, at 11.15.

Trains

on

CITY

Boeton & Maine road connect with all

riming between Portland and Bangor
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Machias, Eastport, Calais, St.

steamers

or

J^^FURBEK. Gen. Soft.

8. H. STEVENS. Gen- Agent, Portland.
ocl6

^

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.
WINTER abbangehext·
On and alter itlomlay, Oct. IS,
p. m ,
at 2.15 p. m. and 7.30 p. m.
Returning leave
Union Depot, Worcester, at 7.30 a. m. and Ll.16 a.
m., arriving at Portland at 1.10 p. m. and 6.10 p.
m.

Clinton, Ayer Jane., Fitchbnrg,
Nanhnu, Lowell, Windham, and Ef
pins at 7.30 a. m. and 1.13 p. m.
For itlanclicmer, Concord and pointe North, at
For

1.33 p.

Machiaiiport.
Returning, will leave Machiasport, every MonThursday Morning, at 4.30, arriving in Portland, the same evening, connecting
with the Pullman night train and early morning
train for Boston, and the West.
Will also connect at Rockland, with Sanford Line
of Steamers, each trip to and from Boston.
Also,
each trip to and from Bangur and River Landings.
Steamer

tice.

Lewiston is withdrawn until further

Passengers and Freight

forwarded to

no-

Bangor

R.

Shin,

J. W. PETEH8, Gen. Ticket Agent.
GEO. P. WEiC.H r, Snpt.
oclOdtf

sep 17

d&wtf

REAL

ESTATE.

Real Estate igeucy.
desiring to sell Houses or Real Estate
of any description, can h*ve the same registered at this office.
No -ale No CommiMion.
Desirab e lots ot Land for sale
Responsible parties
lots
to build houses, can hive
buying
advances to buy lumber, taking mortgage payablo
in installments.
The public will tind it to their
advantage to patronize this agency. Office 166

PARTIES

proposing

Fore street, Portland.
oct!6eod3m

JOHN W.

&

First

at

Washington

JOHN HOPKi S,
WM. LAWRENCE,

Class

Steamships.

WM. CRANE,
D. H. MILLER.

From Boston direct every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY at 3 P. M.

Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake and
through rates given.
Freight forwarded to Petersburg, Richmond and all
Points South and Southwest via Va. and Tenn. Air
Line. C. Ρ Gaither, Agent, 240 Washington street.
To all points of North and South Carolina and beyond via Atlantic Coast Line. Waldo A. Pearce,
Agent, No. 229 Washington Street.
And to all points in the West by Baltimore Sc Ohio
R. R., M. W. Davison, Agent, 219 Washington
Ship via Seaboard Air Line to Raleigh, Charlotte,
Spartansburg, Greenville, Atlanta, the Carolina!
and Georgia Pointe. A. H. TorricolU, Agent, 290
Washington St. Through bills of lading given by the

HOUSES,

Houses and House Lots for Sale
IN J>EERING.
Apply

to

oclôtf

15

CLYDE'S

Philadelphia

House, No. 9€

Pleasant street, two story.
House, three storied, No. 71 Pleasant street.
has large lois of 'and.
Also, tlire* storied store and thare, No. 12 Long
Wharf, now occupied as a Cooper's shop.
Apply to A, Jl BAKE K, st re 19* Federal
St.. or «V. H. BAKbK, 198 Commercial St.
octl5
eod2w
Each house

HOTELS.

KIRKWOOD
Scarboro

REVERE HOUSE,
BOSTON,

with

ten, β. C·, Washington,
town, D. €!.. Alexandria,

BAIL·

Linen to 4:harlef»·
D. C., t-eorgeVa·, and all Rai

and water Lines.
Through Rate** named and Bille of Lading iven
from any point in New England to Ptnladeli hi
For rates of Freight, and other information, apply to
D. D. C. MINK, Agent,
196 Washington Street. Boston, Maes
Wm. P. Clyde Λ Co., General Managers,
No. 12 So. Delaware Ave., Philadelphia.

febe

BOSTON

$3 per Day.

the

ST. iTiK HOLAS

HOTEL,

European Plan,
ALBERT H. IICJIEN
Proprietor
Temple Ntreet, Portland, Ule.
Formerly part of the old Adams House.
This House will be open all hours of the
night.
Night office up one flight.
on

burnished

BOSTON
OLD COLONY
ROAD.

fllj'de Steam

to

reduction in price, the hitherto unrivalled excellence o. the table will be stricty maintained.
CHAN. B. FEUltltf, Proprietor.
oc28
eodl?

Notwithstanding

or

the

Unfurnished Rooms to let, with

& New

BOSTON TO THE SOUTH,
Time. Low
Menai-Weekly
Line, Quick
Rate·, Frequent Departure·*.
Freight received and forwarded daily to FALL
RIVER, there connecting with the Clyde Nteunaere. nailing every WÈDNDSDAY and SATURDAY to Philadelphia
direct, connecting at

Philadelphia

?! ASS.

REDUCTION OF PRICES.
$2 5©

uiitj

STEAMERS.

The favorite Steamers Forest City and John
Brooke will alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF
Portland, at 7 o'clock p. m., and INDIA WHARF,
Boston, at 5 o'clock p. m. daily, (Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this line are reminded that thev secure a comfortable night's rest and avoid the
expenbe
and Inconvenience of arriving in Boston late at night
Kf Tickets and Staterooms for sale at D. H.
YOUNG'S, 272 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New York, via the various
Bail and Sound Lines for sale at very low rates.
Freight taken as usual.

J. B. COvLE, Jr., tieieral Agent,
aprb
dti

«ι

or
y

WOLFE'S

STEAMSHIP LINES
with

HOUSE,

Beach.

Now open for the Fall and Winter, for Transient
Company.
OTIS KALGR, Proprietor.
October 19th, 1880.
ocl9d2w

England
FROM

('HARLEM RICH,
Exchange St., Portland Me.

Real Estate For Sale.

agents.

to Norfolk and Baltimore including
Berth and Meals, 1st Class,
89. 2d Class, 91.
For freight or passage to Norfolk, Baltimore, Wash
ington, or other information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent,
no2dtf
Central Wharf. Boston.

Passage

MUNGEB.

at a bargain. Prices ranging from
$800 to $0,000.
Appl/ to W. W. CAKB.
197 Newbury Street.
octHUtl

8

particulars inquire of
GEO. L. DAY, Gen. Ticket Agent,
Railroad Wharf,
E. GUSHING, General Manager.
Portland, Sept. 16, 1880.
sepl7
dtf

m.

For Rochester, Hpringvale, Alfred, Waterboro and Saco River.T.ÎtO a. a., 1.33
m., and (mixed) at β.43 p. tu. Returning
»ve Rochester at (mixed) β.Ϊ5 a. m,
11.00
a. m., and 3.55 p. m.; arriving at Portland
(mixed) 9.35 a. m., 1.10 p. m. and β.ΙΟ p. m.
For Corham, Haccarappa, Cumberland
and
Woodford'·,
Tlilln.
Weatbrook
at 7.30 a. in.. 1.33, 0.3O and (mixed) 6.43
p. m.
The 1.43 p. m. tiain from Portland connecte at
Ayer June, with lloonac Tunnel Route for
the Weet, and at Union Depot, Worcester, for
New Vork via Norwich Line, and all rail,
via Nprinelleld, also with Ν. "V. Α- Ν. E. R.
R. ("Steamer Maryland Route") for Philadel·
Baltimore, Washington,
and
the
outh and with HoMon A Albany R. R. for
the Weat.
Close connections made at Weatbrook Junction with through trains of Me. Central R. R., and
at GrandTrunfc
Transfer, Portland, with trains
of Grand rnink R. R.
Through tickets to nil points South and Westj at
Depot offices and at ;r.'llns & Adams', No. 22 Exchange Street.

EXERCISE Ai\D SALESROOMS,
201 middle Street,
Portland.
J. H. OAUBERT, PROPRIETOR.

day and

in connection

Portland and Worcester Line.

most thorough and expeditious manner.
It is better than the gymnasium, and free from its dangers:
than the saddle; less laborious than boatinff
and infinitely better than drugs in a majority of
chronic diseases.
It rounds and hardens the muscles, and educates them into ever ready, faithful
and efficient servants of the will.

on

John and Halifax.

Also connect witn Grand Trunk
trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Central
and Portland & Ogdenshurg trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshments. First class Dining Rooms at Portland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence and Boeton.
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
South may be had of M. L. Williams, Ticket
Affent. Boston St Maine Denot. and at XTni ah
Ticket »ece,

too

OF

arrival of express trains from Boston, for Rockland, Cas·
tine, Deer lile.fledgwick, S. W. Harbor.
Bar Harbor, Millbridge, Jonespoit, and

above named

m.

say

For Sale.

WEEK,

STEAMSHIP LINE,

Portland for
Boston for Portland at

of a

equal.
K sereine.—It is the most perftct exercise for
man or woman,
furnishing the best form of physical culture ai>d development in the safest, easiest,

1880·

3? ICR

RICHMOND, Capt. W. E. Dennison, will leave Railroad Wharf,
Frievery Tuesday, and

_____

Vork and South ami Went.
SUNDAY I HtlNS/ Leave

one

ST Ε A il BOAT CO.

FALL ARRANGEMENT.

Boston at 1.00 p.

No

Nov. 10

passage rates and the fullest Infor
mation, apply to the General Eastern Agents,
C. L. BARTIiETT & CO.,
115 Ntate fftreei, cor. Broad St., Boston·
or to W. D. LITTLE & CO.,
31 Exchange St.. Portland.
je38dtf

Norfolk, Baltimore

Alton Bay at 8.45 a. m., 3.30 p. m. For
Manchester and Concord (via Lawrence,) at
a. m.; (via New Market Junction) at 3.30
p.m.
Morning Train leaves Keunebunk for Portland at 7.25.
HE^The 1.00 p. m. train from Portland connects
with Sound Line Mteamers.
The 3.30 p. m,
train connects with All Rail X.ines for New

in company.

Mind and Brain.- It invigorates and strengththe brain, and renders it more active and efficient in all its operations.
Mleep.—It is the simplest and safest narcotic.
It is the most natural and probably the best means
of inducing sound and refreshing sleep.
Nervee.—It is a wonderful tonic to the whole
nervous system.
It is a most efficacious remedy in
paralysis, if taken in time.
Lung*, Throat nnil Voice.—It gives special
expansion and greater mobility to the chest; enlarges the lungs increases the volume of respiration, and brings the voice mote fully under control.
As a preventive and cure of lung diseases it has no

or

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.

Salmon

or

ens

S. Crescent City for
Isthmus of Pannama

usual rates.
For further

New

ness, alone

much in praise of it, and no one caD .fford to do
without it. All who investigate thor Jghly, use it,
and consider it invaiuable and indispensable,
it is
the safest, simplest, cheapest and most efficient
medicine ever discovered.
No claim is set up for
it which is unscientific or impracticable.
General·—It is the best of rest.
It is perfectly
safe. No harm ever came fr*m its use.
It strains
no portion of the system.
It directs the vital forces
to tlie affected parts. By its use the health is easily
maintained.
The purchase of a Reactionary Lifter
is the best kind of economy.
The convenience of
having one in the house is very great.

|
| 8.

Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee,
Cincinnati, St, Xjouis. Omaha, Saginaw, St. Paul, Salt Lake City,
Denver, San Francisco,
and all pointa In the
Northwest, West and Southwest.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
W. J. SP1CER, Superintendent,

Oa and after Monday, Oct.
iS, 1SS0, Panenger Train*
LEAVE
PORTLAND
-aa
""FOB BOSTON at 8.45 a. m.,
1.00, 3.30 p. m., arriving at Boeton at 1.15,5.30,
8.00 p. m. Returning, leave Bouton at 7.30 a. m.,
12.30, 3.30 p. id., arriving at Portland at 12.05,
5.00, 8.00. p. m. Portland for Scarborough
Beach, Pine Point, 0>d Orchard Beach,
Saco, Biddeford and Kennehunk, at 8.45
а, m., l.OU, 3.30, 5 30 p. m. For %Vells. North

man or woman in every walk of life.
It furnishes an exercise which may, and should be introduced in ο every house; which may be practiced at
all seasons, in all kinds of weather, by persons of
both st-xes, all ages or degrees of strength ^r weak-

every

below.

S. S. Clyde
S.S. Acapulco

11880, passenger

To Auburn and Lewiston, 7.IO a. m., 12.35
and 5. 15 p. m.
To Montreal and Quebec, 1.30 p. m.
To Lewiston Junction, mixed, 4.00 p. m.
To Norway, So. Paris and Gorham, 8.45 a· m.,
1.30 and 5.15 ρ m.
ARRIVALS.
From Gorham, So. Paris, & Norway, S.30 a· m.
and 12.30 p. m.
From Lewiston and Auburn, S.30 a· tu.,
3.15 p. m., β.ΟΟ p. m.
From Chicago, Montreal & Quebec, 14.30 p. m.
From Lewiston Junction, mixed, 9.30 a. m.

Reasons Why All Should Use the Reactionary Health Lift.

cheaper

PACIFIC MAIL S. 8. CO

only

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF
CANADA.

8.45

oct9

On and after Oct. 1,
1880, the
premises now occupied by F. O.
Bailey & Co., No.'s 35 & 37 Exchange St.
Apply to
ΗΕΛΙΚΪ DEERING,
Λ°· 37 ^change St.
„,v97

For Canton and Buckfield, leave
Portland l.aO p. m.; Lewiston, 1.57 p. m.
Stage connections for West Sumner, Dixfield,
Byron, Rangley Lakes, &c.
I. WASHBURN. Jb., President.
Portland Oct. 18.1880
oc20tf

Falls, Great Fall*, Domarket, Exeter, Haverhill,
Lawrence, Andover and Lowell, at 8.45 a.
m., 1.00, 3.30 p. m. For Rochester and Farm·
ington, Ν. XX., at 8.45 a. m., 1.00, 3.30 p. m.

to
decree of the Supreme JudiPURSUANT
cial Court for the County of Cumberland, ap-

To be Let.

Street.

Book Binders.
A. «tUINCY, Room 11, Prinlrr»1
Exchange No. Ill Exchange Street.

Fore ût.

summer

JOHN C. PKOCTEB, No. 93 Exchange

WM.

21»

m.

For

Receiver's Sale of Mill

to go into the Dry and
Fancy
tirst-class trade, best location

"10.08 a.

Berwick,

North Windham Manufacturing Company

sure

Steamship Company.

Ïi.m..
For Portland, leave Canton 4.20
land 0 30 a. m.; Buck field, 5.15 and

ver,

leM·'

Be

octlS

ocl8dtf

$12,437,739.51

octldlwteodif

STOCK and FIXTURES.

Broadway,

Trainii arrive in Portland an
follows:—The morning trains from Augusta. Gardiner, Bath, Brunswick and Lewis ton at 8.35 and
8.40 a. m. The day trains from Bangor, Dexter,
Belfast, Skowhegan. Farmington, K. & L. R. R.,
and all intermediate stations at 12.45 and 12.50
p. m. The afternoon trains from Augusta, Bath,
and Lewiston at 6.45 p. m. The Night Pullman
Express train at 1.50 a. m.

law3wS

Ulntnal Insurance Co.

Double Track, Stone Ballast
Express Trains, ticket*

Fairfield and Caribou.

A. A. DENNETT, Clerk.
and Order of Court thereon.
Attest:
A. A. DENNETT, Clerk

ATLANTIC

AND THIRD AND BERKS STS.

Maine

PaMHenyer

Attest:

oct 9

Host Central Station in Philadelphia
Philadelphia &, Reading R. H.
NINTH AND «BEEN StTBEETD,

Halifax, Iloulton, Woodstock, Hi. Andrew», st. Stephen, Fredeiicton, Fort

Copy of the Petition

FOR SALE.

237

night Sundays included.

lunk o1

oelBdtl

for,

STATE OF MAINE.

soon as

let on and after Nov. 1st, 1880, the
Boarding house corner Fore an d India streets. This
is one of the best locations in the city for a
lodging
and victualing house.
Has been occupied by the
present tenant for the past 16 years.
Full particulars regarding the above can be obtained by applying to the subscriber.
JOHN B. CURTIS,
oc21 dtf
Corner Fore and Deer Sts.

Proprietors

leave Portland for KanDexter. Belfast and Waterville at
2.30. 12.40, and 11.15 P. M.
for Skowhegan at 12.30, 12.40 and 11.15 p.m.
For AugUMla, Hallowell, «Gardiner and
Brunswick at 7.00 a. in., 12.40, 5.15. and
11.15 p. m.
For Rockland and all stations on Knox & Lincoln R. R., and for Lewinton and Farminifton
via Brunswick, at 7.00 a. m. and 12.40 p. m.
For Bath at 7.00 a. m., and 12.40 and 5.15 p. m.
For Farminzton, Jlonuiouth, Wiuthrop,
Rend field, Wen! Waterville and Waterville via Lewiston at 12.30 p. m.
For Waterville, 7.00 a. m.
The night Pullman trains run each way. every

««&■#»«

STATION IN NEW YORK

PaMeenger Train»

Yarmouth.

vision store.
A so7 to be

sep!8

Oft AND AFTER OCT. 18, 1880,

*

AGENT FOB THE

tailing weekly Irom Burton

York, Trenton & Philadelphia.

New

210

Passenger Train» leave at 12.30 and 5.05 p. m.
The train leaving at 11.15 p. m. also has a passen
ger car attached, connecting at Brunswick with
a passenger train for Lewiston. The 11.15
p.m.
is the Nikht Express Train with Pullman sleeping
car attached making close connection at Banaor
cor aii stations on tne uangor s riscataquts K. K„
the Ε. & Ν. A. Railway, and for St. John and

as

Maltiu

MAINE·

AFURNTSHED
room; pleasantly situated and
convenient; sunny, well ventilated; supplied very
with gas and
Sebago ana warmed by furnace;, cellar cemented

an

Neuralgia,

RAILROAD.

day. the 10th day of November, 1880, for dredging

Prtft.lftnil

BETWEEN

NEW OCiLAND AGENCY,

For Lewiston and Auburn.

PROPOSALS
dersigned, will

BRIGGS,

CHARLES GRIMMER,

|

ThST&w

RJieumatiem,

Maine Central

the unoffice in

to
his

Me.

House of 9 rooms and bath

cure

septjdeow&weowly

ocl2 dtf

at G per cent. Weell secured by
real estate in the citv.
cit
Address
A. B., Press Office.

Frankun|C. Payso>-.
dim

Teacher of Violin and other Instrumenta,
NO. ISO MIDDLE STREET.
sep25
dtf

Memory. Spermatoriocea, lrapotency,

Involuncaused by

Portland,

P. O. BOX G38.
Gg^All kinds of Patent business promptly and
carefully executed
eep3u d3m

Healing Salve,

Healing

A/Wk

Express Train leaves Portland at 1.25 p. m.,
connecting at New London same evening with the
fast steamers of the Norwich Line, arriving at
New York next morning at β o'clock.
Tickets and State Rooms secured in advance at
Rollins & Adams', 22 Exchange Street, and at the
Depots.
J. W. PETERS, Gen. Ticket Agent.
GEO. P. WESCOTT. Supt.
oclGdtf
C3T"Advertiser copy.

Address J. H., Press
oc20dlw*

Law,

To Let.

Price £5e. and 50c. per B«»x.
The Drawing and HealiDg Salve Cures Carbuncles,
Felons, Abscet^ses, without the aid of a knife.
The Drawing and Healing Salve Cures Cuts, Burns,

WJU

No. 3 8 Exchange St.,

Bank.

DISCOVERY.

and all flesh »'··ιιΐι«ιι».
The Draw ing nnd Healing Salve Cures Erysipelas
and Ringworms.
The Drawing anrt Heal ng Salve Cures Piles and
Foi-oned Flesh
The
and Drawing Salve Cures Corns, Infl med Joints, Chilblains and Frost Bites.
The Healing and Drawing i^alve is highly recommended by all who have used it.

clerk.

Me.

Wanted.

To Let.
cottage Ko. 627 CoDgress St., lately
THE
occupied l«y Gen. Thorn. For terms,
at
office of H. J. LIBBY & CO., over First apply
National

Mrs. July»· Myers'

Drawing and

or as

RENT WANTED.
*
Λ small convenient rent in a
ceutral location.
Address, Bent,
Presss office.
ocli) dif

stone

dtf

Specialty.

at

TO LET.

send or come to me and I will give you full diagnosis in Ave minutes.
You have but to hear me and be convinced of the
wonderful power God gives to man. Examination
Fee $1.00.

Catarrh

PAYSON,

Attorneys

Ki#VT

dell

a

posting

l'« M'u ket Square, Portland.
Price reasonable and satisfaction guaranteed.
je2
dly

PORTLAND,

very concentrated, is put up in large bottles,
and is equally efficient aa that put up dry in
tin cans.. It saves the necessity of preparing,
is always ready, and is more easily taken by
most people. Price, φ 1 per bottle.

[

charge

Office, Portland,

93 Exchange Street,

pa*»k"

LIQUID AND DRY SOLD BY DRUGGISTS.
WELLS, RICHARDSON & CO., Prop»rs,
Burlington, Tt.
A

Wanted

man

Attorney at Law and Patent Solicitor,

In response to the urgent requests of great
numbers of people who prefer to purchase a
Kidney-Wort already prepared, the proprietors of this celebrated remedy no. prepare it In liquid form as well as dry. It is

Deering Place,

$500.00 REWARD
Where I do not describe accurately every ache and
pain in the human body without asking a question
of the patien
Diseases of all nature treated and
A Cure Guaranteed or No Pay.
If yo'ir Doctor has failed to know your diseases,

cure

BERRY,

HERBERT G.

compound and
One Packagemakes dfx qnart?» of Medicine.
Your Druggist has it, or will get it for I
1
you. Insist upon having it. Price, $1-00.
TOLLS, SICEAEDSQIT & CO., Prcprieton,
Burlington, Vt.
I (Will een«l postpaid.)

CLAIRVOYANT PHYSICIANS,
ever visited this
city. He is now treating
some of the best citizens of Portland.

In 3

DRUMMOXD. JR,

FRESCO PAINTERS,

|

age at once
It is a dry vegetable

He lias been tried, testand found to be one of the
most wonderful

tary Emissions,

H.

dtf

SNOW &

or Rheu-

K0DSMEY-WORT
and all the^e

a

granted.

expelled naturally.

hat bas

over

JOSIAH

St.

JOST & MORTON,

|

matic Pains and Aches,
I are developed because the blood is poisoned I
with the humors that should have been

Bodger§

permanently located at No.

Eopy Urine;

Situation

of experience, who has
young
State of
BYMaine
Certificate in Apothecary Β usinées,eithe*
to take

H.HUTCHINS.

IVO. 37 PLlin STREET.

Those great organs are the natural cleans- I
era of the evstciu. If they work well, health
will bo perfect: if they bocome clogged,
dreadful diseases are sure to follow with

or

One package is generally sufficient. A
Catarrh for $1.50.
TuTli&Sdly

Prof. D. A·

of

RIPLEY,
"V" etçrinary
Surgeon,

TERRIBLE SUFFERING.

Catarrh

■MB

E. F.

Book, Card and Job Printer.

Biliousness, Headache, Dyspepsia, Janndice, Constipation anil Piles, or Kidaey Complaints, Gravel, Diabetes,
Sediment in the Urine, Milky

a

has had s »me experience as an
Address, M. J. H., Press office. oc22d3t*

and

STEPHEN

That Acts at the Same Time on
THE LIVER,
THE BOWELS,
and the KIDNEYS.

!

sltuatio either stationary
young man,
BY months,
travel. Has been to Commercial College
and

Trunk

Excuses

I

d3t#

Wanted.

! Yarmouth, in "Titing, requested the Atlantic & St.
Lawrence Railroad Company, and said Grand

BUSINESS CARDS.

system the

no25

Wei De Meyer's

ed,

from the

oct2

certificates never possess.
It makes no druiikai ds—excuses no crimes—breaks no
heart#. In its
coming there is hope, and in its wings there is healing. We challenge a trial and are confident ot the
result. Dr. Kennedy would have it understood that
while he is engaged in the introduction of his medi
cine, "Favorite Remedy," he still continues the
practice of his profession, but confines himself exclusively to Office practice. He treats all disseases
of a chronic character, and performs all the minor
and capital operations of surgery,
oct 7
ThT&Slm&wlm

off

removes

draining

and

now

Stomach,

Bitter Malt-Tonic is unrivalled as a 'ever antidote, as well as a preventative against malaria! attacks. It does the work by correcting the operations
of the Liver and Stomach, from whence these troubles spring, and the whole fever brood of lu» king,
life
maladies which so readily insinuate
themselves into the system, are pre * en ted and kept
away by it. The potent influence of Bitter MaltTonic manifests itself stimulating secretion ai.d excretion thus fortifying the system against the dis
ease arising from
a^ torpid state of the Liver.
For sale by Druggists and Dealers generally.
Special agents:—Fred T. Meaher & Co., Congress and Preble Sts., and Old Orchard Beach;
Young & Stone, Congress and Green streets; Fred
A. Turner, Congress and Washington streets; J. H.
Irieh & Co., Gorham; Chas. B. Woodman, Saccl·
rappa.
Wholesale Agents, JOHN W. PERKINS & CO.

Dr David Kennedy's FAVORITE REMEDY is no
disguised euemy of the human race; where it can
not help, it does not harm. FAVORITE REMEDY
is a combination of vegetable alteratives.
It does
not heat nor inflame the blood, but cools and purifies it. In all cases of Kidney troubles, Liver complaints, Constipation of the Bowels, and the delicate derangements which afflict women, the action
of FAVORITE REMEDY is beyond praise. Thousands of grateful people voluntarily testify to this,
in letters to Dr. Kennedy; and with a warmth and
fullness of words, which mere business documents

is

S,Tu&T2w

na-

poisonous principles which paralyzes its action and
quickly throttles thi* hydra-headed monster, in
whose wake follow the fevers that belong to the great
and dreadful malarial family, which have their origin in Liver and St mach derangements.

a

Cure.

oct22

Crimes.

no

real cure of
oct!2

cure

A bubbling beverage
A remedy tor every ailmefat
O'er which the Bilious make bewailmont.
A laxative, though mtld. effective;
An anodyne and sudorific,
A wonderful Saline Specific—
Embodying every rare ingredient,
That Mother Nature deemed expedient,
With kindly liberal hand to fliug
Into the famous Seltzer Spring.

from

Ht.,

T. p. MC60WAN,

ct»ahd.

Bound Brook Route.

—

Norwich Line Steamers.

City,

oct21

agent.

Portland & Worcester Line
Ah'D

£

—

YORK,

—

STEAM Ε Kb.

T0

VIA

Tarrant's Seltzer Aperient.
THE
for Indigestion frightful.
A

happy
ture's storehouse, acting specifically upon the
MALARIA.
combination

Oxford

a
or to

NEW

B4ILGY,

To the Board of County Commissioners for (lie County of Cumberland.
undersigned, municipal officers of the town
of Yarmouth, in said county, respectfully

delightful:

This

P.

Ζ2Γ

in

strange city is

7ΌΝ\^

Win.

Nothing mads a man more than to come
down to breakfast and have his wife tell him
he has been talking in his sleep, and refuse to
give away what he said. Not that his conscience troubles him; oh, no!
He is only after
psychological facts.—Lowell Citizen.

POLYFORM.

supervision.

^

common

meut

MALT-

had several years
experieuce as Single
Entry Β -okkoeper in a retail business. «JE3
Can give best of City and Country
referencce. Address,
«^3

RAILKUAUb.

$5.50

-«·

0Γ BY A YOUNG IflABRIED iTlAN ^3
who has graduated from the "Portland
gy- Business Col leg*," and is willing to work, «^3
a position as
Bookkeeper or AH»ie>
tant, at a moderato salary. Have «£9

three

sleighs.

HOLL'S

WANTED!!

-·

proposition has been made to educate the
Esquimaux and let them find their own north
pole. New Orleans Picayune.

RAILROADS.
0S1T

A

name

Gratified with the result upon himself, he. tested
his discovery upon others who suffered from nervous pain, and in every case the relief was perfect.
The cures performed by bis gifts of Polyf >tm became so celebrated and the demand up 11 his time
and attention so great, Prof Edison finally yielded
to the solicitation of those who knew the merits of
his preparation and allowed a company to bo formed
for the manufacture and sale of Poly for m under his

right.

Ryley.

eodly

ocl

"In matrimony, I suppose," said Shad

bravely.

Republicans claim that by electing Porter
Indiana set up the bier for Hancock.—Philadelphia Chronicle-Herald.

Fkiday, Oct. 22.

AMONG THE LADIES

come

Collation—Horses—Ribbons—Ice—Person

Masque.

A STOBY BY 15. J.

UUIV.

Wit and Wisdom.

al—Sbip News—Common Talk.

AN OPEN

Tiuum

BATH LOCALS.

MEDICAL.

PEE88.

Schiedam Aromatic
SCHNAPPS.
As a general beverage and
corrective of water rendered

necessary

Impure by

vegetable decomposition or other causes,
Limestone, Sulphate of Coppfr Ac, the
Aromatic Schnapps h superior to every
other alcoholic preparation. A publie
as

trial of over 30 years duration in every
section of our country of Udolpho Woi.Vs
Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by
the medical faculty aud a sale unequaled
by any other alcoholic distillation have
insured for it the reputation of salubrity
claimed for it. For sale by all Druggists
and Grocers.

18 BEATER STREET,
1

NEW YORK.

dly

FOIt SALE.
»tid Grocery Store, doing » good ca»h
bui-lnee». Good location, rent low. Reason for
aelllng, 111 health of owner. Address I.., Box >31.

ΑΡιοτΙίΙοη
oc-2

dlw*

